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SUMMARY
TransLink plans to develop a Regional Cycling Strategy by 2010. This
strategy will identify strategic directions and the roles of various agencies
with respect to planning and investments in bicycle facilities and programs
throughout the region. To establish a foundation for developing the
strategy, TransLink is preparing a number of background reports,
including this report entitled “Setting the Context.”
The Regional Cycling Strategy will be developed based on a vision of
cycling articulated by a wide range of stakeholders. One of the key
aspects of this vision is that the proportion of trips made by bicycle
(referred to as the “mode share”) in the region will increase substantially
over the next 10 to 30 years. This is a particularly important goal, given
that the cycling mode share did not increase in the ten years from 1996 to
2006. Although the total number of cycling trips increased as a result of
population growth, the proportion of trips in the region made by bicycle
remained constant at 1.7%. Outside of Vancouver and UBC, the bicycle
mode share in the remainder of the region is only 1.0%.
These results surprised many people, who had assumed that all the bicycle
plans, facilities and programs implemented in recent years would have
resulted in a noticeable increase in bicycle use. What these results
indicate is that the current approach to bicycle planning is not producing
desired results. If one of the goals of the Regional Cycling Strategy will
be to encourage large numbers of persons to cycle, then a different
approach will be needed to planning and implementing bicycle facilities
and programs.
This document provides a basis for developing a different approach. It
includes a review of experience elsewhere, highlighting successful
initiatives. It also includes an analysis of conditions in Metro Vancouver,
and concludes with an assessment of the “gaps” between current
conditions and the future vision of cycling in the region. Key issues,
“gaps” and opportunities which are identified in this document include:
•

Funding is a key issue. The experience in other communities has

shown that a substantial and sustained level of funding for cycling
facilities and programs can yield significant increases in bicycle trips,
as in Copenhagen. On the other hand, no amount of innovative
programs and staff energy can compensate for low funding levels, as is
the case in Chicago, where the cycling mode share remains well below
target levels.
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In Metro Vancouver, funding for bicycle facilities and programs over
the past decade has amounted to less than 1% of regional
transportation spending. This is substantially less than the bicycle
mode share of 1.7%. The most likely interpretation of these numbers
is that the current bicycle mode share represents a “base level” of
cycling, and that past investments in cycling facilities and programs
have only been enough to maintain this “base level.” Substantial
increases in funding are required if substantial increases in the bicycle
mode share are to be achieved.
•

Target markets. We have only captured a small part of the potential

market for cycling. Market research and travel data suggest that
currently, most cycling trips are made by “strong and fearless” and
“enthused and confident” cyclists. Although these are typically the
most visible types of cyclists, as Figure S.1 illustrates, they are not
representative of the majority of cyclists, only accounting for an
estimated 8% of the cycling market.

Figure S.1 — Four Types of Transportation Cyclists, Portland OR

City of Portland

The largest market segment is described as “interested but concerned,”
accounting for approximately 60% of all cyclists and potential cyclists.
Unlike more committed and confident cyclists, these are people who
are not comfortable cycling in traffic, and who prefer low-traffic or
separated facilities. In order to achieve a significant increase in the
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bicycle mode share, it is essential that bicycle facilities and programs
are targeted to the “interested but concerned” market segment.
•

Bicycle plans throughout the region have been
developed based on assumptions about trip distances which are
contrary to actual bicycle use. Although the median trip distance by
bicycle in the region is 3.6 km, and two-thirds of bicycle trips are
under 5 km in length, travel patterns for longer-distance trips are often
given equal (or even greater) emphasis when planning bicycle routes,
such as trips between regional town centres. Similarly, while high
densities and mixed land uses are more conducive to cycling, the
majority of bicycle route kilometres in the region are in other, lowerdensity areas.
Bicycle network.

Development of a Regional Cycling Strategy should seek to tailor
bicycle routes to match the conditions in a given area. An approach to
this is one being used in Portland Oregon. Referred to as a “cycle
zone analysis,” the concept involves dividing a municipality or the
region into dozens of “cycle zones” based on geography, road
network, land uses and demographics, as illustrated in Figure S.2.
Within each zone, bicycle facilities and supporting programs are
tailored to the conditions and potential for cycling in each zone. In
addition to maximizing the attraction and effectiveness of the bicycle
network within each zone, a comparison among cycle zones would
identify those with the greatest potential for increased cycling, and
would provide a basis for prioritizing investments.
•

Bicycle facilities. Although there are approximately 1,400 km of

bicycle routes in the region, the majority of these are not the types of
facilities which attract people to cycling. Approximately 60% of the
regional bicycle network consists of on-street facilities that are
attractive to “strong and fearless” and “enthused and confident”
cyclists, such as bicycle lanes on major arterial roads, wide travel lanes
and paved shoulders. These facilities are generally not attractive to the
much larger “interested but concerned” market segment, however, who
prefer separated pathways and low-traffic on-street facilities.
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Figure S.2: Cycle Zones, Potential for Increased Cycling, Portland OR

City of Portland

The Regional Cycling Strategy should incorporate “higher-quality”
bicycle facilities, in areas where these would attract “interested but
concerned” cyclists. Examples of these include off-street multi-use
pathways, traffic calmed bikeways along local streets, and separated
“cycle tracks” along major arterial roads, as illustrated in Figure S.3.
•

Supporting programs — including information, marketing,
promotion and education programs — are few and far between. There
are currently few coordinated, on-going programs in the region. To
encourage more people to cycle, the scope and reach of these programs
should be expanded, and lead agencies should be identified for each
program to ensure their on-going viability. There are numerous
examples of innovative and effective programs in other communities
which could be adapted for use in Metro Vancouver.

•

Monitoring. There is no integrated and comprehensive program to

monitor the effectiveness of bicycle projects and document the results
being achieved. Bicycle travel data and other information are
collected in a piecemeal manner by municipalities and TransLink,
rather than as part of a coordinated region-wide program. The small
amount of bicycle data that is collected is not correlated to bicycle
projects, funding or other factors to determine which projects and
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Figure S.3: Cycle Track, Copenhagen DK

programs are most effective, and which are not. As a result, much of
the cost-share funding provided by TransLink and the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure is allocated based on population,
project readiness and other criteria which are not related to the
potential to generate new cycling trips.
To make the best use of funds available for bicycle facilities and
programs, it is important to developing a comprehensive program to
monitor, evaluate and assess past and potential bicycle projects.
•

Partnerships. There are a wide range of cycling advocacy groups and

other stakeholders in the region with an interest in promoting and
supporting cycling. In many cases, however, there is not an
established, on-going partnership between these stakeholders and
agencies responsible for delivering bicycle facilities and programs.
There is a significant opportunity for TransLink and Metro Vancouver
municipalities to form on-going, productive partnerships with local
organizations in developing, implementing and monitoring bicycle
plans, facilities and programs. Partnerships offer many potential
benefits, including the availability of additional resources and
expertise, cost-savings and fund-raising, and community support for
bicycle facilities and programs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
TransLink plans to develop a Regional Cycling Strategy to identify
strategic directions and roles with respect to planning and investments in
bicycle facilities and programs for TransLink, municipalities and other
public-sector and private-sector partners. The objective of the plan will be
to facilitate a substantial increase in the cycling mode share over the next
10 to 30 years.
To establish a foundation for developing the Regional Cycling Strategy,
TransLink is preparing a number of background reports, including this
report entitled “Setting the Context.” It includes a review of experience
elsewhere in preparing and implementing bicycle master plans, an analysis
of current practices in Metro Vancouver, and an assessment of the “gaps”
between current conditions and desired conditions for cycling in the
region, including an assessment of issues and opportunities with respect to
bicycle planning and future bicycle facility investment and programming.
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2. EXPERIENCE ELSEWHERE
This section presents an overview of the cycling-related experience in
communities around the world, highlighting innovative practices, key
issues and lessons learned which are of relevance to the Lower Mainland.
Conditions are examined in 30 cities across North America, Europe and
Australia, three of which are examined in detail as “case studies.”
Figure 2.1 provides a simple comparison of the levels of cycling in these
cities, based on bicycle mode shares of work trips.
Figure 2.1: Bicycle Mode Shares of Work Trips

Three cities are highlighted as case studies in this section, and are
examined in detail:
•

Portland, Oregon has the highest bicycle mode share of any major city
in the U.S. For that reason, it is worthwhile to examine Portland in
detail as a case study, to understand the factors which have contributed
to Portland’s success, and the challenges to increasing bicycle use
even further. Because the climate, geography and population in
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Portland are similar to the Vancouver region, much of Portland’s
experience would be applicable to the Lower Mainland.
•

Chicago, Illinois has been included as a case study because of its
stated goal to be the “most bicycle-friendly city in the United States.”
Currently, the bicycle mode share in Chicago is in the middle of the
range among major U.S. cities. There are a number of interesting
cycling initiatives underway in the city, which could be emulated in
the Vancouver region.

•

Copenhagen, Denmark is included to demonstrate the long-term
potential for cycling.
Forty years ago, Copenhagen was an
automobile-oriented city with a declining bicycle mode share of less
than five percent. Today, Copenhagen boasts a 36% bicycle mode
share for work and school trips, and is aiming for 50%. The approach
which has been used to achieve this remarkable turnaround offers
many lessons for the Vancouver region.
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2.1. Portland OR
Portland is the largest city in Oregon. At
2.1 million, the Portland metropolitan
area is comparable in size to the
Vancouver region. The City of Portland
has a population of 540,000, which is
slightly smaller than the City of
Vancouver. This case study is focused on
the city, rather than the region, as far
more bicycle planning is being
undertaken at the city level than at the
regional level.
Portland straddles the Willamette River,
just south of where it joins the Columbia
River. The west side of the river includes the central business district, as
well as hilly residential areas. The east side of the river is relatively flat
and is predominantly residential, with a few commercial and officeoriented activity centres.
The climate in Portland is similar to the climate in Vancouver. Summer
temperatures are moderate, and winter temperatures are mild. Rainfall is
much higher in the winter than in the summer.
Bicycle Plans
As part of the 1996 Bicycle Master Plan, the City of Portland adopted the
policy to “make the bicycle an integral part of daily life in Portland.” This
was to be achieved by implementing a bikeway network, providing endof-trip facilities, improving the integration of bicycles on transit,
encouraging bicycle use, and making cycling safer.
The Bicycle Master Plan also established a number of targets:
•

Increase the bicycle mode share in inner Portland to 5% by 2001, to
10% by 2006, and to 15% by 2011.

•

Increase the bicycle mode share citywide to a 3% mode split by 2001,
6% by 2006, and 10% by 2011.

•

Reduce the number of bicycle crashes by 10% from 1996 to 2006.

•

Complete 60% of the planned 1,000 km bicycle network by 2006.
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•

Several other targets related to maintenance, signal detection, transit
integration, parking, end-of-trip facilities, education and
encouragement programs.

The City recently began the process of developing a new plan, which is
referred to as the Platinum Bicycle Master Plan. The reference to
“platinum” refers to the highest of four categories of “bicycle friendly”
communities designated by the League of American Bicyclists, a national
cycling advocacy organization. At the time that work on a new bicycle
plan began, Portland had been designated “gold,” and only one community
in the U.S. was designated as “platinum” — Davis, California, with a
population 65,000. Portland’s goal was to be the first “platinum” large
community in the country, a goal which was achieved in April 2008.
Bikeway Network
Development of Portland’s bicycle network began in the late 1970’s. By
the time the Bicycle Master Plan was adopted in 1996, there was 230 km
of bicycle routes in Portland, comprised of bicycle lanes on major roads,
bicycle boulevards along secondary and local streets, and off-street
pathways. Today, there is a total of 470 km of bicycle routes in the city,
which represents 47% of the planned network identified in the Bicycle
Master Plan. Figure 2.2 illustrates the development of Portland’s bicycle
network over the past 30 years.
Through the 1990s, a major focus in developing the bikeway network was
implementing bicycle lanes on arterial roads. Most bicycle lanes were
implemented without much difficulty or cost. In some cases, bicycle lanes
were created on roads with oversize travel lanes by simply restriping the
roads. In other cases, four-lane roads were converted to three-lane roads
with bicycle lanes through “road diets.” On other roads where the demand
for parking was low, parking was eliminated on one side of the road. By
2007, there were 270 km of road with bicycle lanes in Portland (as
compared with 50 km of bicycle boulevards, 40 km of signed routes, and
110 km of off-street pathways).
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Figure 2.2: Bikeway Network, 1997 to 2007, Portland OR

City of Portland

In recent years, the focus has changed to more difficult and more costly
projects to eliminate critical gaps in the network, safety issues and other
barriers to cycling. As a result, the number of miles of bikeways added in
recent years is not as much as in the 1990s, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
However, the effect has been to create a more continuous and usable
bikeway network, which has resulted in greater increases in bicycle use
during recent years (also illustrated in Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Bikeway Miles and Cyclists, 1991–2007, Portland OR

City of Portland

The focus in developing the bikeway network is now shifting to bicycle
boulevards. These are bicycle routes located on secondary and local
streets paralleling arterial roads. Traffic calming measures and other road
design features are used to discourage through automobile traffic and to
provide priority for cyclists. The grid road network that characterizes
Portland makes it relatively straightforward to create direct bicycle
boulevard routes connecting major activity centres and bridges over the
Willamette River.
Currently, there are approximately 50 km of bicycle boulevards in the city.
Over the next ten years, city staff propose to develop more than 160 km of
new bicycle boulevards, at a projected cost of $25 million.
Bicycle Use
Mode share is the most common measurement of bicycle use. The U.S.
Census Bureau undertakes an annual American Community Survey, which
among other things measures the bicycle mode share of work trips. The
most recent data available are for 2006, and indicate that in the City of
Portland, the bicycle mode share of work trips was 4.2% (in the
metropolitan region, the bicycle mode share of work trips is 1.6%). In a
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survey conducted by the city in 2006, 5.4% of 1,800 city residents
reported that they usually bicycle to work.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the increase in the bicycle mode share of work trips
within each neighbourhood in the city, based on data from the 1990 and
2000 censuses. Data collected by the city indicates that within the inner
eastside area of the city, the bicycle mode share of all trips — not just
work trips — is 10%.
Figure 2.4: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips, 1990 and 2000, Portland OR

City of Portland

The city undertakes regular counts of cyclists in locations throughout
Portland. One of the key count locations is the Willamette River, as it
bisects the city and is therefore a natural screenline. Figure 2.5 illustrates
the increase in daily bicycle trips across the river on the four bridges in the
centre of the city that are equipped with bicycle facilities (it should be
noted that the Broadway Bridge was closed for repairs in 2004, and most
cyclists diverted to the Steel Bridge). Daily bicycle trips across the
Willamette River have increased fivefold in 15 years.
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Figure 2.5: Daily Bicycle Volumes Across Willamette River Bridges, 1991–2007, Portland OR

City of Portland

The mode share targets established in the 1996 Bicycle Master Plan have
not quite been achieved. Although the bicycle mode share in the inner
eastside area has reached the 2006 target of 10%, in other areas of the
inner city it is less. The 4.2% bicycle mode share of work trips in the city
falls short of the target 6% citywide mode share.
An important target affecting bicycle use is a reduction in crashes. The
Bicycle Master Plan established a target of a 10% reduction in the number
of crashes from 1996 to 2006. Although the number of reported bicyclemotor vehicle crashes has remained relatively constant over the past 15
years, ranging between 160 and 185 crashes per year, the crash rate has
decreased significantly, and much more than the target 10%.
Funding
On-going funding for bicycle facilities and programs is established as a result
of a state law that requires that 2% of transportation dollars be spent on
bicycle and pedestrian projects. Within the city, the majority of bicycle
facilities and programs are provided by the City’s Department of
Transportation (PDOT). Other agencies responsible for bicycle facilities
include the Parks department, the regional transit agency, and the state DOT.
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PDOT capital expenditures on bicycle projects amounted to $2.8 million
from 2000 through 2007, which is an average of $350,000 per year. This
is equivalent to 0.7% of PDOT’s entire capital budget during that time. It
is also equivalent to less than $1 per capita per year.
For 2008 through 2012, PDOT has proposed an expenditure of $5 million
on bicycle facilities and programs, which represents an increase to 1.8% of
the entire capital budget. This is equivalent to approximately $1.50 per
capita per year.
As part of the development of the new Platinum Bicycle Master Plan, a
total of $125 million in new and improved bicycle facilities has been
identified. City staff are pursuing additional funding sources, including a
possible $50 million through the national Rails to Trails Conservancy.
Key Initiatives
This section highlights several cycling initiatives in Portland:
•

Target market. City staff recognize that they are “still only capturing
the tip of the iceberg of potential bicycle trips.” To indicate the
potential market for cycling, the population in Portland has been
grouped into four categories, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. The target
market for increased bicycle use is the approximately 60% of the
population who are “interested but concerned” cyclists. Unlike more
confident and skilled cyclists, however, this group will generally ride
bicycles only in low-traffic, low-speed environments, such as bicycle
boulevards and off-street pathways, but will not generally use bicycle
lanes on arterial roads.
This has profound implications for bicycle planning. As in other
cities, development of bicycle routes in Portland has in the past
focused on facilities which are attractive to only a small proportion of
the population. In order to attract others to transportation cycling, city
staff plan to shift the development of bicycle routes to focus on
facilities which will appeal to the “interested but concerned” target
market. Examples of these include bicycle boulevards, bicycle
“crosswalks,” bike boxes and other intersection improvements, offstreet pathways and secure bicycle parking.
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Figure 2.6: Four Types of Transportation Cyclists, Portland OR

City of Portland

•

Bikeway Quality Index. Although the City has substantially expanded
the bikeway network since in the past 15 years, this trend alone does
not fully address the desire for cyclists to feel comfortable and safe
while riding. As a result, City staff are now placing more emphasis on
the quality of bikeways. In order to evaluate the qualities and
deficiencies of bikeways, staff developed a GIS-based assessment
methodology called the Bikeway Quality Index (BQI).
Factors used to assess bikeway quality include number of traffic lanes,
motor vehicle volumes and speeds, bicycle lane widths, discontinuities
and challenging transitions in bicycle lanes, ease of crossing
intersections, pavement quality, number of jogs in the bicycle route,
and number of stop signs. When bicycle facilities are compared on a
BQI basis, bicycle boulevards generally score better in bikeway
quality than bicycle lanes, as illustrated in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Bikeway Quality Index Scoring, Portland OR

City of Portland

•

Cycling zones are a new concept incorporated into the Platinum
Bicycle Master Plan. The city has been divided into 32 cycling zones,
with the intent to tailor bicycle facilities and programs to match the
conditions and potential for cycling in each zone. The boundaries of
the cycling zones were determined based on conditions that define the
cycling environment, including the type, quantity and quality of
established bikeways, geographic and infrastructure barriers, access to
desirable destinations for cyclists, and neighbourhood and other
political boundaries.
Each cycling zone was evaluated against several criteria, including
bikeway quality, bicycle and road network density, network
connectivity and permeability, grades, and distances between
residential and commercial uses. The results of the evaluation indicate
existing conditions in each cycling zone (Figure 2.8), as well as the
potential of for increased cycling within each zone (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.8: Cycling Zones, Existing Conditions, Portland OR

City of Portland

Figure 2.9: Cycling Zones, Potential for Increased Cycling, Portland OR

City of Portland
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•

SmartTrips is an individualized marketing program (similar to the
TravelSmart program recently piloted by TransLink in the Vancouver
region).
SmartTrips offers residents the opportunity to order
information and resource materials and participate in hands-on
programs to assist them in making the choice to walk, bicycle, ride
transit and carpool. Key components of the program are the “Portland
By Cycle” kit, which includes a packet of maps and information, and
25 guided rides each year (including the popular “Portland By Cycle”
and “Women on Bikes” rides and clinics) to encourage new and
inexperienced riders to use their bikes for recreation and
transportation.
The cost of the SmartTrips program is $10 per household.
Approximately 20,000 households are targeted each year, which
means that all households in the city will be contacted within ten
years. The annual cost of the program is therefore approximately
$1 per household in the city, which is equivalent to less than $0.50 per
capita per year.
SmartTrips has been operating for four years, and results to date
indicate that the program has increased bicycle use in targeted
neighbourhoods by as much as 40%. In northeast Portland, a 24,000household SmartTrips effort resulted in a 1.5% increase in the bicycle
mode share.

Challenges
City staff have identified a number of institutional challenges to further
development of bicycle facilities and programs in Portland. These
challenges reflect an overall lack of a strong institutional commitment to
cycling. City staff have stated that “not enough of the City agencies are
oriented toward the idea of creating in Portland a world-class bicycling
city.” Staff report that even within PDOT — the agency responsible for
implementing much of the Bicycle Master Plan — discussions still occur
regarding the need to accommodate cyclists in transportation projects.
•

Insufficient funding. As described above, PDOT spent only 0.7% of its
capital budget on bicycle-related projects over the past eight years, and
plans to spend only 1.8% of its capital budget on bicycle projects over
the next five years. City staff have determined that this level of
funding is not sufficient to implement the planned bikeway network
within the timeframe identified in the Bicycle Master Plan, nor would
it enable staff to investigate innovative bicycle facilities and programs.
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•

Insufficient staffing. Currently, one full time equivalent (FTE) position
within PDOT is dedicated to implementing, monitoring and maintaining
bicycle facilities and programs. Staff have determined that at least one
additional FTE position is required in order for PDOT to be able to
undertake the initiatives identified in the Bicycle Master Plan.

•

Automobile-oriented policies. In many cases, implementing new
bicycle lanes and bicycle boulevards will require changes that affect
automobiles. For example, current level of service guidelines in
Portland require travel lanes at least 3.3 m wide, which means that
bicycle lanes cannot be implemented on some arterial roads by
narrowing travel lanes to less than 3.3 m, even though there are many
examples of narrower lanes in other communities. With respect to
bicycle boulevards, current City policies and practices make it difficult
to reduce traffic volumes on streets where bicycle boulevards are
created. Without changes to these policies and clear direction
regarding the relative priority of bicycles and automobiles, staff are
not able to pursue many bikeway projects to the fullest extent.

Conclusions
Key findings and conclusions regarding Portland’s experience are
highlighted below, as they relate to the challenges and opportunities in the
Lower Mainland.
•

Portland has achieved significant increases in bicycle use in recent
years by focusing on eliminating gaps, safety issues, barriers and other
problem locations in the bicycle network. Although some projects
have been relatively costly and challenging to implement, this
approach has eliminated barriers and improved the connectivity of the
network, with the result that bicycle use has increased substantially.

•

The focus in the future will be on attracting the largest single target
market — the “interested but concerned” cyclists who comprise
approximately 60% of the overall market for cycling. Planning for
these cyclists will mean shifting the emphasis away from conventional
bicycle lanes and arterial routes to low-traffic, low-speed facilities
such as bicycle boulevards and off-street pathways.

•

Portland has demonstrated the value of encouragement programs
through the SmartTrips individualized marketing program, which
integrates a number of cycling encouragement programs with
promotion of other alternative modes of transportation. At less than
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$0.50 per capita per year, the SmartTrips program is a cost-effective
means of increasing bicycle use.
•

Progress in Portland has been hampered by limited funding and
staffing within PDOT, the agency responsible for implementing much
of the Bicycle Master Plan. Proposed funding levels are double past
levels, but at $1.50 per capita per year are not adequate. More funding
would mean that targets identified in the Bicycle Master Plan for the
bicycle network could be achieved. More staffing would mean that
Portland could investigate innovative facilities and programs, in order
to achieve mode share targets.

•

Progress in Portland has also been hampered by a lack of policies and
institutional support for actions which provide priority for bicycles
over automobiles.

2.2. Chicago IL
Chicago is the largest city in the Midwest.
The population of the City of Chicago is
2.9 million, which is slightly more than
the population of the entire Vancouver
region
(the
population
of
the
“Chicagoland” region is 9.5 million).
This case study is focused on the city,
rather than the region.
Chicago is located at the southwestern
end of Lake Michigan, and is bisected by
the Chicago River. The city is generally flat.
The climate in Chicago is colder in the winter and warmer in the summer
than the climate in Vancouver — typical temperatures range from a
daytime high of -1° C in January to 29° C in July. Precipitation is greatest
during summer months, when afternoon thunderstorms sometimes occur.
During winter, most precipitation falls as snow.
Bicycle Plans
The 1992 Bike 2000 Plan was the City of Chicago’s first bicycle plan.
Shortly after Richard M. Daley was elected mayor, he established the
Mayor’s Bicycle Advisory Council, and tasked the Council with
developing a bicycle plan. The mayor is a strong proponent of cycling and
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an avid cyclist, with a vision to “make Chicago the most bicycle-friendly
city in the United States.”
The main goal of the Bike 2000 Plan was to achieve a 10% bicycle mode
share of trips less than 8 km (5 miles) in length. The plan contains 29
recommendations organized into Education, Encouragement, Engineering
and Enforcement categories.
By the beginning of this decade, 26 of the 29 recommendations in the Bike
2000 Plan had been implemented. A new Bike 2015 Plan was developed
over a three-year period, and was adopted in January 2006. The two
overall goals of the Bike 2015 Plan are:
•

Mode share — increase bicycle use to 5% of all trips less than 8 km in
length.

•

Safety — reduce the number of bicycle injuries by 50 percent from
current levels.

Other targets established in the plan include:
•

Network — expand the bicycle network to 800 km of bicycle routes.
The Bike 2000 Plan had set a target of 160 km of bicycle lanes and 80
km of off-street paths, and as of 2007 there were 670 km of bicycle
routes in the city.

•

Transit integration — increase bicycle-transit trips by 10% per year.

•

Parking — install 5,000 bicycle racks (in addition to the 10,500
existing bicycle racks in the city) and create 1,000 long-term bicycle
parking spaces.

•

Education and encouragement — educate 250,000 people/year about
the benefits of cycling and bicycle safety, and encourage 150,000
people/year to make additional bicycle trips.

City staff have attributed the success of their bicycle planning initiatives to
four factors:
•

Political support, particularly the leadership provided by the mayor.

•

Commitment by City agencies to incorporate cycling into their
mandates and programs, particularly the Chicago Department of
Transportation, the Chicago Transit Authority, the Chicago Park
District, and the Mayor’s Office of Special Events.

•

Sustained funding.
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Partnership with the Chicagoland Bicycle Federation, a local nonprofit advocacy group which provides a wide range of professional
services to the City (discussed in more detail below).

•

Bikeway Network
The Bike 2015 Plan defines a “bikeway” as a street or pathway
specifically designed for bicycle travel. As summarized in Table 2.1, the
plan establishes a target of expanding the bikeway network in the city to
over 800 km of on-street and off-street facilities, from the current 508 km.
The majority of the existing and planned bikeway network is comprised of
bicycle lanes and signed routes, which are established on streets that are
deemed the best-suited to cycling.
Table 2.1: Bikeway Network, Chicago IL
Type of Facility

Bicycle lane
Bus-bicycle lane
Raised bicycle lane
“Rush hour bikeway”
Shared lane markings
Signed route
Bicycle boulevard
Off-street pathway
Totals

Existing
(2007)

Planned
(2015)

182 km
2
0
2
33
370
0
81
670 km

242 km
5
8
8
35
387
16
105
806 km

Bicycle lanes are the “crown jewels” of the on-street bicycle network.
They are generally located on arterial and collector roads, where traffic
volumes are higher. Chicago’s Bicycle Program Coordinator intends that
“bike lanes should be red carpets that welcome bicyclists,” and
consequently bicycle lanes are maintained and improved to a high
standard. All bicycle lanes are inspected at least once a year (and many
are inspected three or four times), to identify worn pavement markings,
damaged signs, accumulated debris, potholes and damaged pavement, and
subsequently to arrange for repair as soon as possible. Opportunities are
also identified to upgrade existing bicycle lanes to current standards.
The “crown jewel” of the existing off-street network is the 42 km
Lakefront Trail along the shore of Lake Michigan between downtown
Chicago and the northern City boundary. An innovative component of the
Bike 2015 Plan is a planned pathway loop through the City at least 80 km
in length, which is intended to provide a facility within the City for
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cyclists riding for recreational purposes, as well as accommodate cyclists
riding for transportation purposes.
Bicycle Program staff are also investigating innovative bicycle facilities,
including coloured bicycle lanes, raised bicycle lanes, “sharrow” shared
travel lane markings, bicycle boulevards, “rush hour bikeways” which
provide a wide curb lane during peak periods when on-street parking is
prohibited, dedicated bicycle left turn and right turn lanes, bike boxes, and
traffic calming measures.
Bicycle Use
A travel survey undertaken for the period from 1988 through 1991 found
that 59% of trips made by Chicago residents were 5 km or less in length,
suggesting that there is considerable potential to shift some of these trips
to cycling. With this in mind, the Bike 2000 Plan established a target of a
10% mode share of trips 8 km or less in length. The mode share target
was subsequently reduced to 5% in the Bike 2015 Plan.
The current bicycle mode share in Chicago is well below the target level.
The U.S. Census Bureau undertakes an annual American Community
Survey, which among other things measures the bicycle mode share of
work trips. The most recent data available are for 2006, and indicate that
in the City of Chicago, the bicycle mode share of work trips was 0.9%
(throughout the entire region, the bicycle mode share of work trips was
0.5%). A “benchmarking” report prepared in 2007 by the Thunderhead
Alliance (a national cycling advocacy organization) estimated that the
bicycle mode share of all trips in Chicago is 1.2%. Although no data are
available to indicate the mode shares by trip length, based on average trip
distances it can be estimated that the bicycle mode share of trips of 8 km
or less in length is no more than 1.7%.
Staffing
Currently, there are 13.5 full-time equivalent (FTE) staff positions in the
City’s Bicycle Program. This figure exceeds average staffing levels in
other major U.S. cities by an order of magnitude. Many of these FTE
positions are filled by interns and employees of the Chicagoland Bicycle
Federation on contract to the City. The Bicycle Program Coordinator is
the only permanent City employee in the Bicycle Program.
Eight to ten interns are hired on a full-time basis over the summer, to
assist Bicycle Program staff. These interns are university students
(typically engineering and planning students), some of whom continue to
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work part-time for the Bicycle Program during the academic year. The
City’s Bicycle Program Coordinator cites two important benefits in
employing interns — a significant cost savings as compared with using
City staff or consultants, and a strong commitment to improving cycling
conditions in the city which results in a high quality of work.
The City’s Bicycle Program Coordinator considers the partnership and ongoing relationship with the Chicagoland Bicycle Federation (CBF) to be
one of the key factors in the success to date of the Bicycle Program. CBF
was established in 1985 as a non-profit organization dedicated to
improving the bicycling environment in the Chicagoland region, and has
become the largest cycling advocacy group in the U.S. CBF provides
consulting services to a number of government agencies. CBF’s largest
client is the Chicago Department of Transportation, which contracts five
CBF employees to fill positions in the Bicycle Program, and to undertake
a range of projects, including bicycle route development, education and
encouragement programs, and bicycle rack installations. Most notably,
CBF was contracted to develop the Bike 2015 Plan.
Funding
A major source of funds for transportation facilities and programs in the
U.S. is the federal Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21),
which provides funding for highways, highway safety, transit, and bicycle
and pedestrian projects. The majority of the funding for bicycle facilities
and programs in Chicago comes from a specific TEA-21 program — the
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program.
CMAQ funding from 1992 through 2008 totals $41 million (80% of this
amount is provided by the CMAQ program, which requires a City or state
match of 20%). For the 2009 fiscal year, City staff are applying for $5.5
million in grants from the CMAQ program, and anticipate receiving $2 to
$3 million.
Figure 2.10 illustrates total Bicycle Program funding from 1992 through
2008 (including funds from the CMAQ program and other programs).
Although it may appear that funding varies wildly from year to year, funds
are expended over several years, which means that year-to-year funding is
therefore more stable than Figure 2.9 might suggest. For example, the
City recently received a $875,000 grant which is to be spent over three
years to provide additional bicycle parking.
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Figure 2.10: Bicycle Program Funding, 1992 to 2008, Chicago IL

Chicago Department of Transportation

Bicycle Program funding during the period from 1992 through 2008
averaged $2.9 million per year, which is equivalent to $1.00 per capita per
year. It is important to note that these figures include only Chicago
Department of Transportation expenditures, which represent most — but
not all — of the funds spent on bicycle programs and facilities in Chicago.
Key Initiatives
This section highlights several cycling initiatives in Chicago:
•

Other City departments. The City Bicycle Program Coordinator and
other Bicycle Program staff work with other departments in the
Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT) and other City
departments to implement — where possible — bicycle projects as
part of other projects these departments are undertaking. In this
manner, the City’s costs of implementing bicycle facilities and
programs are minimized, and practices which accommodate cyclists
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are institutionalized. Examples of where Bicycle Program staff have
worked successfully include:
o The City’s repaving program — Bicycle Program staff review
planned repaving projects (undertaken by another CDOT
department) to determine in advance whether some streets
could be restriped afterwards to include bicycle lanes (typically
by narrowing travel lanes). Staff also proactively recommend
streets for repaving where the road surface is in poor condition,
and where there is opportunity to include bicycle lanes or other
bicycle facilities.
o The Chicago Transit Authorty — Bicycle Program staff
worked with CTA staff to install bicycle racks on all buses and
gain access for cyclists to city trains.
o Construction permitting — any works to be undertaken within
public rights-of-way require permits. Where these works
would damage bicycle facilities or require removal of bicycle
parking, Bicycle Program staff are notified of the permit, and
monitor the work to ensure that bicycle facilities are restored
and parking replaced.
•

Bicycling Ambassadors. Mayor Daley’s Bicycling Ambassadors are a
group of bicycle education specialists who work in teams and travel to
events all over the city. The program was implemented in 2001, and
was originally modelled after a similar program in Toronto. The eight
Bicycling Ambassadors work full-time from mid-May through midSeptember, distributing materials, delivering presentations and leading
bicycle rides in an effort to encourage bicycle use and improve cyclist
safety.
The program was expanded in 2007 to include 26 “Junior
Ambassadors.” These are specially-trained high school students who
work with the Bicycling Ambassadors for six weeks in the summer to
promote cycling and safety to their peers. Junior Ambassador salaries
are paid by the Park District, and the costs of training are paid by the
“After School Matters” program (which offers hands-on job training in
the arts, sports, science, technology and communications).
In 2007, the Bicycling Ambassadors made 328 appearances, as
illustrated in Figure 2.11. It is estimated that they interacted with
approximately 36,000 people, and that 2.5 million people heard of the
Bicycling Ambassadors through media exposure. City staff estimate
that Junior Ambassadors will interact with 32,000 teenagers over the
summer.
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Figure 2.11: Bicycling Ambassador Events in 2007, Chicago IL

Mayor Daley’s Bicycling Ambassadors

•

TDM programs. The City recently received a $1 million CMAQ grant
to undertake two TDM programs aimed at encouraging bicycle use (as
well as other alternative modes). One program is targeted at university
students. Interns from the Bicycle Program will work with staff at
several universities in the city to implement TDM programs. The City
is proposing to pay 50% of the intern’s salary, with the agreement that
50% of the intern’s time will be spent implementing bicycle programs
at the universities.
The other TDM program is an individualized travel marketing
program similar to the SmartTrips program in Portland. This program
will identify persons receptive to changing their travel behaviour, and
provide them with personalized information for cycling and other
transportation modes.
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•

A mini-grant program to support community-based cycling initiatives
undertaken by cycling groups, schools and other not-for-profit
organizations. Five mini-grants of under $2,500 each are planned to
be awarded in 2008, with the intent to award at least 10 mini-grants
each year by 2010.

•

Public bicycles. The City is proposing to implement an automated
self-serve public bicycle rental program. Users would access available
bicycles by swiping a credit card at system kiosks, and would later
return bicycles to any designated location, thereby encouraging oneway trips. There would not be a fee when bicycles are used for 30
minutes or less, with incrementally escalating fees thereafter. This fee
structure is intended to encourage the use of public bicycles for short
trips, and ensure that the bicycles are in constant use.
Bicycle Program staff are currently negotiating with a vendor to
establish and operate a program with 500 to 1,000 bicycles, which is
anticipated to begin in 2009. This would be accompanied by an
extensive marketing program, as well as annual surveys of users.
Based on experience with public bicycle programs elsewhere, City
staff anticipate a significant increase in bicycle use within the service
area of the public bicycle program.

Conclusions
Key findings and conclusions regarding Chicago’s experience are
highlighted below, as they relate to the challenges and opportunities in the
Lower Mainland.
•

Partnerships with cycling advocacy organizations. Through its work
with the Chicago department of Transportation (as well as other
government agencies in the region), the Chicagoland Bicycle
Federation has become a model of professionalism and effectiveness,
and is now an essential resource to the City. There is tremendous
potential for BEST, VACC and other cycling advocacy organizations
in the Vancouver region to replicate CBF’s success, and to play a
significant role in developing, implementing and maintaining bicycle
facilities and programs.

•

Cycling interns working for the Bicycle Program provide considerable
value. TransLink could adopt a similar model, and provide grants to
municipalities and other regional agencies to hire interns (university
students, cycling advocates and others) to assist in planning and
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implementing bicycle facilities and programs. Activities which interns
could assist with include:
o Preparing education materials and programs
o Route development (field surveys, signing plans)
o Bicycle facility inspection
o Determining locations for bicycle racks
•

Education and encouragement. Chicago has expended considerable
resources on education and encouragement programs — $3.4 million
through the Department of Transportation alone. The effectiveness of
these programs is enhanced by the mayor’s efforts, which have raised
the profile of cycling in Chicago. Staff anticipate that education and
encouragement programs will help to make cycling an integral part of
daily life in Chicago.

2.3. Copenhagen DK
Copenhagen has one of the highest bicycle
mode shares among major “western”
cities. Surprisingly, however, Copenhagen
hasn’t always been a “city of cyclists” and
“the world’s best biking city.” In the
1970s, it was an automobile-oriented city.
The bicycle mode share was only a few
percent, and was steadily declining.
As in many western countries, policies
were adopted in the 1960s and 1970s
which favoured motor vehicles. Under
these policies, many new roads were
created without bicycle facilities, and some existing bicycle facilities were
shortened in order to accommodate automobile traffic.
The oil crisis of the 1970s marked the turning point for cycling in
Copenhagen. A large protest movement developed in support of bicycles,
and by the late 1970s, the growing demand for bicycle facilities lead to
changes in policies in support of cycling. In 1983, the Danish Road
Traffic Act was passed, which provided the groundwork for legislation
that promoted streets for cyclists.
Copenhagen’s cycling success is sometimes discounted because the city is
essentially flat. Although grades can affect levels of cycling, the lack of
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grades in Copenhagen is not the reason why so many people cycle. There
are numerous examples of flat cities with low levels of cycling. More
importantly, there are many examples of hilly cities with high levels of
cycling, such as Basel and Bern in Switzerland, where bicycle mode
shares are 23% and 15%, respectively. These and other examples
demonstrate that grades are not a significant factor in cycling levels.
Other factors are far more important, such as bicycle-oriented
transportation policies, healthy funding levels for bicycle programs, and a
wide range of attractive bicycle facilities. These are the factors that have
contributed to Copenhagen’s success.
The boundaries of the City of Copenhagen are not clearly defined, and as a
result estimates of the population of the city vary between 1.1 million and
1.8 million. Temperatures in Copenhagen are similar to Vancouver —
summer temperatures are moderate, and winter temperatures are mild.
Unlike Vancouver, rainfall is distributed fairly evenly throughout the year,
with the greatest amounts of rainfall occurring in the summer.
Bicycle Plans
Copenhagen’s current bicycle plan is the Cycle Policy 2002–2012. A key
feature of this plan is that it identifies six measures of the quality of
bicycle transportation, intended to reflect the degree to which cycling is an
attractive modal choice:
•

Sense of security (a qualitative measure described as the perception of
safety)

•

Safety (which differs from the first measure in that it is a quantitative
measure of the number of cyclists injured and killed each year)

•

Bicycle travel speed

•

Health

•

Comfort (measured by the surface condition of bicycle facilities,
which is assessed regularly with specially-equipped bicycles)

•

The experience of the city

The Cycle Policy established several goals to be achieved by 2015:
•

Increase the proportion of commuters cycling to work and school to 40%.

•

Reduce the risk of serious injury to cyclists by at least 50% from
current (2000) levels.

•

Increase the proportion of cyclists who feel safe in traffic to at least 80%.
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•

Increase cyclists’ travel speed by 10% for trips greater than 5 km in
length.

•

Increase cycling comfort by ensuring that less than 5% of bicycle
facility surfaces are unsatisfactory. As of 2006, 7% of bicycle facility
sections were rated unsatisfactory.

In 2007, Copenhagen adopted a community plan termed “Eco-Metropole,”
the goal of which is to become the capital city in the world with the best
urban environment by 2015.
The Eco-Metropole plan establishes a
number of bicycle-related goals, some of which “raise the bar” from the
targets established in the Cycle Policy of five years earlier:
•

A bicycle mode share for work and school trips of at least 50%. This
represents a significant increase of 10 percentage points from the
Cycle Policy.

•

Reduce the numbers of cyclists seriously injured and killed by at least
50% from 2006 levels. This is the same target as in the Cycle Policy,
but with a new baseline of 2006 (during which 86 cyclists were injured
and six killed).

•

Increase the proportion of cyclists who feel safe in traffic to at least
80%. This is the same target as in the Cycle Policy. In 2006, 53% of
cyclists reported that they feel safe in traffic.

•

Reduce CO2 emissions by 20%.

Progress in achieving targets is monitored on an on-going basis. Results
are published every two years in a “Bicycle Account.” This document
presents key statistics, including bicycle mode shares, kilometres of
bicycle facilities, numbers bicycle parking spaces, crash data, and
expenditures on bicycle facilities and programs. It also includes results
from a survey of 400 frequent cyclists regarding usage, attitudes regarding
cycling and opinions on bicycle infrastructure.
Bicycle Network
There are three key elements of the bicycle network in Copenhagen,
summarized in Table 2.2 and described below:
•

Bicycle facilities on major roads to provide direct connections to
major destinations. Originally, most on-street facilities were painted
bicycle lanes, but since the 1980s the focus has shifted to “cycle
tracks.” These are bicycle lanes separated from the roadway by a
barrier or by a difference in elevation, providing additional separation
from motor vehicles, as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
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Table 2.2: Bicycle Network, Copenhagen DK
Facility

Cycle tracks (separated bicycle lanes)
Painted bicycle lanes
Off-street pathways (“green routes”)
Average bicycle travel speed

2006

1995

332 km
17 km
39 km
16.0 km/h

293 km
–
29 km
–

Bicycle Account 2006, City of Copenhagen

Figure 2.12: Cycle Track, Copenhagen DK

•

Traffic calming on local and residential streets to reduce traffic
volumes and speeds, thereby creating attractive conditions for cycling
(and walking). Particular emphasis is placed on treatments at
intersections of local streets and major roads to improve cyclist safety.

•

Green routes, which are off-street pathways with fewer signalized
intersections and bus stops than on-street routes. In many cases, they
are located in parks, along waterways and in green corridors, and some
green routes are across bridges. These are intended to appeal to those
who might not cycle currently because they are not comfortable with
on-street facilities on major roads. The “green route” network concept
was first introduced in 2000, although some off-street pathways
existing prior to this time.
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A study conducted in 2006 determined that when the City implements new
bicycle lanes on a section of road, the number of cyclists using the road
increases approximately 20%, and the number of automobiles drops
approximately 10%. The study also found that safety in painted bicycle
lanes is poor as compared with other types of bicycle facilities, and that
bicycle lanes increase crashes at intersections. As a result, the City has
shifted its focus to developing higher-quality bicycle facilities (cycle
tracks, contra-flow facilities and off-street pathways) and implementing
intersection safety treatments (such as bike boxes and bicycle-only signal
phases).
In addition to bicycle routes, there are 29,500 bicycle parking spaces in the
city. Although a large number by North American standards, it is not
adequate to accommodate the demand for parking in Copenhagen. As a
result, most cyclists consider that there is not adequate parking, and City
staff acknowledge a “widespread lack of bicycle parking.”
Figure 2.13 illustrates how cyclists in Copenhagen rate various aspects of
the bicycle network on a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being best). Bicycle
parking and maintenance of bicycle facilities are rated poorest, while the
amount of bicycle routes and the ability to make bicycle-transit trips are
rated highest.
Figure 2.13: Cyclist Ratings of Bicycle Facilities (1–10 Scale, 10 is Best), Copenhagen DK

Bicycle Account 2006, City of Copenhagen
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Bicycle Use
The bicycle mode share of work and school trips is the primary target of
both the Cycle Policy and the Eco-Metropole plan. Figure 2.14 illustrates
the increase in the bicycle mode share from 1995 through 2006.
Currently, 36% of work and school trips in Copenhagen are made by
bicycle. In order to achieve the target 50% mode share by 2015, it has
been publicly stated that “it will be necessary to introduce road pricing,”
as in London UK and several other major cities.
Figure 2.14: Bicycle Use, 1995 to 2006, Copenhagen DK

Bicycle Account 2006, City of Copenhagen

Ninety percent of Copenhagen residents own a bicycle, and 58% use a
bicycle on a daily basis. Each day, 100,000 cyclists enter the city, and
during peak hours more bicycles enter the inner city than automobiles.
Figure 2.15 illustrates the numbers of motor vehicles and bicycles which
cross the screenline around the CBD during the morning peak hour. On a
typical day, cyclists ride a total of 1,150,000 kilometres in the city. Half
of all cyclists ride at least 50 km per week, and 15% ride more than 100
km per week. It is estimated that if cyclists were to travel by automobile,
CO2 emissions in Copenhagen would increase by 90,000 tonnes per year.
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Figure 2.15: CBD Screenline Volumes, AM Peak Hour, Copenhagen DK

City of Copenhagen

As part of the biennial Bicycle Account, surveys are undertaken of
cyclists’ attitudes. Table 2.3 provides some insights into why people in
that city cycle, and what prevents people from cycling. Surprisingly few
cyclists ride for environmental or financial reasons — the majority ride
simply because travelling by bicycle is quick and convenient.
Table 2.3: Reasons for Cycling and Not Cycling, Copenhagen DK
Reasons for Cycling

Reasons for Not Cycling

Fast and easy
Exercise
Convenience

54%
19%
7%

Financial reasons
Environmental reasons

6%
1%

Rain
Long distances
Opportunity to use other
transportation mode
Lazy
Severe weather (ice, snow)

33%
13%
8%
7%
7%

City of Copenhagen
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Funding
Annual funding for bicycle facilities and programs in Copenhagen is
approximately DKK 165 per resident per year, which is equivalent to
approximately $33 per resident per year.
Over a third of the City’s road budget is spent on bicycle facilities. The
City has proposed a budget of DKK $150 million for cycling
improvements over the next three years.
This is equivalent to
approximately $30 million, or $10 million per year. The estimated cost of
the 136 km of planned bicycle routes (65 km of on-street routes plus 71
km of off-street pathways) amounts to DKK $1 billion, equivalent to
approximately $200 million, or $1.5 million per kilometre.
Annual bicycle facility maintenance costs (sweeping, surface repairs and
other maintenance) amounted to DKK $9.9 million in 2004, equivalent to
approximately $2.0 million.
Key Initiatives
Current and planned initiatives are intended to help achieve the targets of
the Cycle Policy and the Eco-Metropole plan, and include
•

Expand the bicycle network by implementing new, high-quality
bicycle facilities and intersection improvements. These are intended to
make cyclists feel safer in traffic by creating bicycle facilities on roads
where there are currently no facilities

•

Widen existing on-street bicycle lanes, in order to make cyclists feel
safer in traffic and to accommodate increased numbers of cyclists.

•

Provide more bicycle parking spaces.

•

Improve cyclist travel speeds with facility improvements, as well as
innovative techniques such as a “green wave.” On roads with
significant bicycle traffic (typically 15,000 or more bicycles per day),
the City will adjust signal timings to create a 20 km/h “green wave”
that will enable cyclists to avoid stopping at red signals. The first
green wave was implemented a few years ago.

•

Undertake “a major campaign for better cyclist behaviour.” This is
intended to address cyclists’ perceptions of safety and comfort,
especially as a quarter of all cyclists report being “annoyed” by other
cyclists’ behaviour. It is also intend to address other road users’
perceptions of cyclists — 63% of motorists and 53% of transit users
report being annoyed by cyclists.
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Conclusions
Key findings and conclusions regarding Copenhagen’s experience are
highlighted below, as they relate to the challenges and opportunities in the
Lower Mainland.
•

The focus of bicycle planning efforts in Copenhagen is to make
cycling an attractive modal choice. To this end, efforts are intended to
improve safety, increase bicycle travel speeds, improve “comfort” by
improving the condition of bicycle facilities, and enhance cyclists’
overall experience of the city.

•

In recent years, the emphasis has shifted to higher-quality bicycle
facilities, including cycle tracks and off-street pathways. Painted
bicycle lanes are not considered safe enough or attractive enough to
the majority of cyclists.

•

In Copenhagen, bicycles are given priority over automobiles wherever
possible. In some cases, this has meant reducing the number of lanes
and road space available for motor vehicles in order to implement
bicycle lanes, replacing on-street automobile parking with on-street
bicycle parking (as illustrated in Figure 2.16), and adjusting traffic
signals to facilitate bicycle travel. Changes to roads in favour of
cyclists are mandated by municipal and national policies, and are
supported by the public.

•

Significant funds are spent on bicycle facilities and programs in
Copenhagen. The annual expenditure of $33 per capita is an order of
magnitude greater than average expenditures in North American cities.
By spending more than a third of its road budget on bicycle facilities,
the City has achieved a bicycle mode share of more than a third of
work and school trips.

•

Bicycle parking is an essential part of the bicycle network.
Copenhagen has overlooked parking in favour of bicycle routes, with
the result that there is now a severe shortage of bicycle parking.

•

The City monitors progress in achieving stated bicycle targets, and
reports results to the community on a regular (biennial) basis. Data
and attitudinal survey results help to determine planning priorities and
required funding levels. Regular reporting also helps to demonstrate
the positive effects of planning efforts, facility development and
funding allocations.
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Figure 2.16: On-Street Bicycle Parking, Copenhagen DK
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2.4. Canada
This section describes cycling conditions and the state of bicycle planning
in several communities across Canada, as summarized in Table 2.4. Most
are large metropolitan areas comparable in size to the Vancouver region.
Victoria is included because it has the highest bicycle mode share of any
metropolitan area in Canada.
Table 2.4: Comparison of Canadian Communities

Community

Vancouver BC
Toronto ON
Montréal QC
Ottawa ON
Calgary AB
Victoria BC

2.4.1.

City
CMA
City
CMA
City
CMA
City
CMA
City
CMA
City
CMA

2006
Population

Bicycle
Share of
Work Trips

578,000
2,117,000
2,503,000
5,113,000
1.621,000
3.636,000
812,000
1,131,000
988,000
1,079,000
78,000
330,000

3.6%
1.7%
1.4%
1.0%
1.8%
1.6%
2.1%
2.1%
1.4%
1.3%
7.1%
5.7%

Bicycle
Network

Bicycle
Rack
Spaces

179 km
1,380 km
370 km

15,000+

400 km

9,000

472 km
895 km
407 km

Toronto ON

The population of the City of Toronto is approximately 2.5 million, which
is slightly more than the Vancouver region. Toronto is much denser,
however, with almost 4,000 residents per km2 (compared to 735 residents
per km2 in the Vancouver region).
In 2006, bicycles accounted for 1.4% of all work trips work in the city, and
1.0% of all trips in the greater Toronto region.
The City of Toronto adopted a ten-year bicycle plan in 2001. The main
goals of the Bike Plan are to double the bicycle mode share of all trips by
2011, and to decrease cycling collisions and injuries. Key bicycle
facilities and programs in Toronto include:
•

Bicycle network. The Bike Plan sets a target that all Toronto residents
be within a five minute ride to a bicycle route. When the Bike Plan
was adopted in 2001, there were 242 km of bicycle routes in the city.
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By 2007, this had increased to 370 km. The goal is to have 1,094 km
of bike routes by 2012, in a grid of N-S and E-W routes spaced
approximately 2 km apart. Table 2.5 indicates the different types of
facilities in Toronto’s bicycle network.
•

Bicycle safety programs include Kids CAN-BIKE Camp, which
provides children with one week of bike training, and “Please Don’t
Squeeze,” a campaign urging cyclists and motorists to maintain space
around their vehicles.

•

BikeWeek is the premier bicycle awareness and encouragement
program in Toronto. It began in 1988 as Bike to Work Day, and has
grown to include a full calendar of events, including group rides, film
screenings, breakfast, art shows, and more. In 2007, there were more
than 130 cycling events during BikeWeek.

•

Bicycle parking. One of the most notable bicycle features in Toronto is
the innovative “post-and-ring” bicycle rack. Since 1984, over 15,000
bicycle racks have been installed throughout the City — more than in
any other community in North America. As illustrated in Figure 2.17,
racks are comprised of a ring attached to a post, providing parking for
two bicycles. In most cases, posts are existing or former parking meter
posts (former posts are those from which parking meter heads have been
reduced in a conversion to pay-and-display ticket machines). Post-andring racks are inexpensive (less than $100 each) and easilyimplemented, and have proven to be an effective way of providing
sufficient bicycle racks to meet the demand for bicycle parking.

Table 2.5: Bicycle Network, Toronto ON
Facility

Bicycle lanes
Shared roadways
Park roads
Off-street pathways
Totals

2001
(actual)

2007
(actual)

2012
(planned)

35 km
37
20
150
242 km

69 km
118
20
163
370 km

467 km
317
20
290
1,094 km

In order to implement the Bike Plan, annual funding for bicycle
infrastructure has more than doubled since 2003:
• $2.3 million in 2005, equivalent to approximately $1.00 per capita.
• $3.0 million in 2006
• $6.0 million in 2007
• $6.2 million in 2008, equivalent to approximately $2.50 per capita.
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Figure 2.17: Post-and-Ring Bicycle Racks, Toronto ON

2.4.2.

Montréal QC

The population of the City of Montréal is approximately 1.6 million (the
City is one of 16 municipalities in the region, which has a population of
approximately 3.6 million). In most areas, the terrain is relatively flat.
The bicycle mode share of work trips in the city was 1.8% in 2006. The
regional bicycle mode share was 1.6%, which represents a significant
increase from the 1.3% regional mode share in 2001. A survey of cyclists
in Montréal found that 8.4% ride every day between May and August, and
13% report cycling more than 500 km per year.
The City is currently preparing a new Transportation Plan which is
expected to be adopted this spring. Key features of the draft plan include:
•

Double the length of bicycle routes from the current total of 400 km to
800 km. These new routes are estimated to cost $50 million (over five
years). The plan also identifies a 70 km “winter network” of bicycle
routes (30 km of which already exist), to be cleared of snow year
round.
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•

Implement a self-service public bicycle system, to provide a fleet of
public-use bicycles from self-service docking stations, initially in the
downtown core and then subsequently in other areas.

•

Parking for bicycles. Increase the number of parking spaces five fold,
particularly in the downtown area where the demand for parking is
highest. The City is also planning two major bike stations downtown,
with 3 additional satellite stations to follow.

•

Bicycle racks on buses and taxis. Currently bicycles are not permitted
on buses or taxis. The transit agency is considering pilot projects to
introduce bicycles on both means of transportation.

The total cost for all improvements in the Transportation Plan is
$134 million over a ten-year period, which is equivalent to more than
$8 per capita per year.
A notable and innovative feature of Montréal’s bicycle network is twoway bicycle lanes. Most prominent is the recently completed
de Maisonneuve pathway, shown in Figure 2.18. This is a 4 km two-way
pathway on a major three-lane, one-way street through the downtown.
The pathway is separated from vehicle traffic by a raised curb, and
required the elimination of approximately 300 parking spaces to
implement. Current plans are to extend the pathway to the east, which
would require removing even more parking spaces.
Separated pathways are an important element of the bicycle network in
Montréal. It is estimated that 50% of cycling is on separated pathways
and bicycle lanes, and 50% on on-street facilities.
The other notable feature of bicycle planning in Montréal is the close
working relationship with Vélo Québec, a non-profit organization funded
by member fees, events and sponsors, as well as work undertaken for
various levels of government. Vélo Québec oversees the development of
the provincial network of bicycle routes, and offers technical training on
bikeway design and development, compiles statistics (including a
comprehensive report on the “state of cycling” in Québec every five years)
and conducts studies of various cycling issues. The organization also
coordinates educational and informational activities, and organizes “VeloBoulot” (Bike to Work Week) and the Tour de Ville de Montréal, which is
one of the largest group bicycle rides in the world. Vélo Québec publishes
a magazine and operates a cycling café in Montréal.
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Figure 2.18: De Maisonneuve Pathway, Montréal PQ

City of Montréal

Vélo Québec routinely acts as a consultant, assisting the City and other
municipalities with bicycle planning activities. Vélo Québec prepared a
bicycle accessibility plan for the City of Montréal.

2.4.3.

Ottawa ON

The Ottawa region is smaller than the Vancouver region, with a population
of approximately 1.1 million. The population of the City of Ottawa is
approximately 810,000. The region is relatively flat, and is bisected by
the Ottawa River and the Rideau Canal.
The bicycle mode share of work trips in the City of Ottawa was 2.1% in
2006. The regional bicycle mode share was also 2.1%, up from 1.9% in
2001.
The City is currently developing its first bicycle plan, which is intended to
guide investment in bicycle facilities through to 2025. Key goals of the
plan include:
•

Triple the number of daily bicycle trips from 4,500 trips in 2001 to
12,000 trips.
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•

Increase the bicycle mode share from the current 1.7% to 3%.

•

Expand the bicycle network, as summarized in Table 2.6.

Implementation of the bicycle plan is anticipated to cost $125 million over
20 years, which is equivalent to almost $8 per capita per year.
Table 2.6: Bicycle Network, Ottawa ON

On-road
bicycle lanes
On-road paved
shoulders
On-road wide
curb lanes
On-road signed
routes
Off-street
pathways
Off-street capital
pathways
Total

2.4.4.

Existing

Phase 1

Proposed
Phase II

95 km

114 km

124 km

332 km

113

301

409

823

17

29

42

88

10

241

50

601

141

96

208

445

976

18

48

162

472 km

799 km

881 km

2,451 km

Ultimate

Calgary AB

The population in the City of Calgary is slightly more than 1 million.
Calgary is characterized by low-density development, with an average
density of 210 persons per km2 (compared with 735 persons per km2 in
greater Vancouver). The bicycle mode share for trips to work in the City
of Calgary was 1.4% in 2006.
The City’s Cycle Plan was adopted in 1996. Key cycling facilities in
Calgary include:
•

A network of more than 600 km of off-street pathways, most of which
are located along watercourses such as the Bow and Elbow Rivers,
Nose Creek, and the Glenmore Reservoir, as well as in major parks.

•

On-street bicycle routes. Although the City’s bicycle route map
indicates that there are 290 km of bicycle routes throughout the city,
most of these routes are simply signed, and incorporate no
improvements to accommodate cyclists. Only 12 km are bicycle lanes
and marked wide travel lanes. The City has recently begun developing
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attractive on-street bicycle facilities, including planned bicycle lanes,
marked wide travel lanes, signalized bicycle-pedestrian crossings, bike
boxes and traffic calming features. In 2001, The City adopted a new
standard mandating that all new major roads incorporate a 4.3 m wide
curb lane to accommodate cyclists.
•

A number of secure bicycle parking facilities throughout the
downtown. Two of the City-owned downtown parkades include
bicycle cages. All other facilities are in private developments — many
downtown office towers have bicycle rooms or cages, as well as
showers and lockers. Figure 2.19 provides an example of a bicycle
cage constructed in the unused space under a staircase.

Figure 2.19: Bicycle Cage in Downtown Calgary AB

Key statistics regarding bicycle use in Calgary include:
•

The bicycle mode share of work trips was 1.5% in 2001.

•

There were 5,200 more cyclists and pedestrians commuting to
downtown in 2002 compared to 1992.

•

Between 1994 and 2002, there was a 55% increase in pathway use city
wide, compared to a population increase of 23% over the same period.
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2.4.5.

Victoria BC

Although the population of the Victoria region is considerably less than
the Vancouver region (330,000 as compared with 2.1 million), Victoria is
included in the review of Canadian cities because it has the highest bicycle
mode share of any metropolitan area in Canada. Key statistics include:
•

Region-wide, 5.7% of work trips were made by bicycle in 2006 (an
increase from 4.8% in 2001).

•

The bicycle mode share of work trips in the City of Victoria was 7.1%
in 2006.

•

Origin-destination surveys conducted by the regional district indicate that
bicycle mode shares of all trips were 2.4% and 3.2% in 2001 and 2006.

•

Most bicycle travel occurs in the core municipalities of Victoria,
Saanich, Esquimalt and Oak Bay — 24,000 of the 28,000 daily bicycle
trips in the region begin or end in these municipalities.

•

Over 13% of residents in the region report cycling for utilitarian purposes
in a typical week — the highest level of any Canadian community.

•

There is currently 407 km of bicycle routes in the region, which is
more than double the 180 km which existed in 1993.

The regional district adopted a regional transportation plan in 2003. The
bicycle component of the plan identifies actions to improve safety for
cyclists, and to make cycling a more attractive means of transportation.
Key initiatives include:
•

A continuous network of bicycle routes throughout the region,
expanded to at least 550 km.

•

Accommodation of cycling on all new or rebuilt facilities within a
priority network, and retrofitting of facilities on a prioritized basis.

•

Safer crossings at major roadways.

•

More secure bicycle parking

•

Additional integration of bicycles with transit.

An important factor contributing to the high bicycle mode share in the
Victoria region is the active cycling community. The Greater Victoria
Cycling Coalition is the most prominent cycling advocacy organization in
western Canada, and has a long history of working with municipalities in
the region to plan and develop bicycle facilities. As well, the GVCC
delivers a number of encouragement and education programs, including
Bike to Work Week and cyclist proficiency training.
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2.5. United States
This section presents an overview of cycling conditions, bicycle planning
efforts and cycling initiatives in a number of U.S. cities. Although they
are much smaller than the Vancouver region, Davis CA and Madison WI
have been included because they have the highest bicycle mode shares in
the U.S. Key statistics for the comparison communities are summarized in
Table 2.7. Descriptions of Portland OR and Chicago Il are not included in
this section, as they are described in detail in Section 3.
Table 2.7: Comparison of American Communities

Community

Vancouver BC (city)
(region)
Seattle WA (city)
Portland OR (city)
Sacramento CA (city)
San Francisco CA (city)
Los Angeles CA (city)
Phoenix, AZ (city)
Tucson, AZ (city)
Austin, TX (city)
Denver, CO (city)
Minneapolis, MN (city)
Chicago, IL (city)
New York, NY (city)
Davis CA (city)

Current
Bicycle
Plan

Bicycle
Share of
Work
Trips

1999
in progress
2007
in progress
none
2007
in progress
1999
none
1996
in progress
in progress
2006
1997
2006

3.6%
1.7%
2.3%
4.2%
1.3%
2.3%
0.6%
0.6%
1.6%
0.9%
1.8%
2.5%
0.9%
0.6%
17%

Bicycle
Network

Cyclist
Fatalities*

179 km
1,380 km
109 km
470 km
435 km
242 km
577 km
1168 km
1008 km
583 km
184 km
508 km
456 km
164 km

Bicycle
Rack
Spaces

1.2
3,000
7.4
2.4
5.2
15.4
2.3
1.9
2.0
2.4

1,550
2,450
4500
3,964
10,500
3,214

* Average annual cyclist fatalities per million population

2.5.1.

Seattle WA

The City of Seattle has a population of approximately 585,000, and the
region has a population of over 3.2 million. The city is divided by several
major water bodies and is relatively hilly.
The bicycle mode share of work trips is 2.3% in the city, and 0.8% regionwide.
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The City adopted a ten-year Bicycle Master Plan in 2007, the main goals
of which are to:
•

Increase the use of cycling for all trip purposes by tripling the amount
of bicycling by 2017.

•

Improve safety of bicyclists by decreasing the rate of crashes by a third.

•

Increase the bicycle network from the current 110 km to 322 km by
2009, and ultimately to approximately 730 km by 2016.

Key features of the bicycle network which are planned as part of the
Bicycle Master Plan include:
•

Bicycle facilities on 62% of the arterial roads in the city.

•

A 370 km system of signed bicycle routes.

•

A signed route within 400 m of 72% of schools.

•

50% more multi-use pathways.

•

A bicycle facility within 400 m of 95% of Seattle residents.

The estimated cost to implement the Bicycle Master Plan is $240 million
over 10 years, which is equivalent to $40 per capita per year. This
includes:
•

$35.7 million for on-street bicycle facilities.

•

$7.0 million for roadway crossing improvements.

•

$63.7 million for multi-use pathways.

•

$80.6 million for major capital projects and pedestrian-cyclist bridges.

•

$46.5 million for bicycle facility maintenance.

•

$5.9 million for other projects, such as bicycle parking, maps,
education and other programs.

A notable feature of Seattle’s Bicycle Program is the “Bicycle Spot
Improvement Program,” for which there is a dedicated budget to
undertake low cost improvements, including:
•

Surface improvements, such as pothole repairs and catchbasin grates.

•

Signing and pavement markings, including warning signs at trail
crossings, bicycle lane striping and stenciling.

•

Access improvements, such as adjusting detection of cyclists at traffic
signals, and traffic island modifications.

•

Bicycle rack installations.
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2.5.2.

San Francisco CA

The city of San Francisco has a population of 750,000, and a relatively high
density of 6,150 residents per km2 (the regional population is approximately
4.2 million). San Francisco is located on series of hills with street grades of
up to 32%, and is surrounded on three sides by bodies of water.
The bicycle mode share of work trips in the city is 2.3% (whereas regionwide it is 1.3%), which is double the mode share in 1990. The 2000
census indicates that San Francisco has the highest percentage of residents
who commute to work by bicycle among cities with a population of
500,000 or more.
San Francisco is designated a “gold” bicycle friendly community by the
League of American Bicyclists. The vision of the City’s Bicycle Program
is to make San Francisco the North American city with the highest percapita bicycle use.
There are currently approximately 151 km of bicycle facilities in the city
and 3,100 bicycle parking spaces. The City’s most recent bicycle plan
was adopted in 2007. Key goals of the plan include:
•

Increase daily bicycle trips to 10% by 2010.

•

Reduce the rate of bicycle collisions.

•

Refine and expand the existing bicycle network.

•

Ensure plentiful, high-quality bicycle parking to complement bicycle
routes.

•

Adopt bicycle friendly practices and policies.

•

Prioritize and increase bicycle funding

The City’s current annual funding for bicycle and pedestrian planning is
$940,000. This figure does not include capital, operating and maintenance
expenditures.
Bike to Work Day is the largest bicycle event of the year in San Francisco,
with as many as 35,000 people estimated to ride a bicycle in the city on
that day.

2.5.3.

Los Angeles CA

Los Angeles is one of America’s largest cities with a population of
3.5 million (the regional population is 13 million). Both the city and the
regional bicycle mode share of work trips is a relatively small 0.6%.
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The City is in the process of updating the 1996 bicycle plan. The main
goal of the 1996 plan was to increase the bicycle mode share of both daily
trips and home-to-work trips to 5% in both more shares by 2015.

2.5.4.

Davis CA

Davis is a small city in California’s Central Valley, distinguished by the
highest bicycle mode share of any community in North America. Davis
has a population of slightly more than 60,000, and is home to one of the
University of California campuses, with a student population of
approximately 30,000.
The City began planning for bicycles more than 40 years ago, when there
were just 6,000 residents in Davis. At that time, there were no local, state,
or national guidelines for bicycle facilities, so city staff researched and
developed their own guidelines. When the California Department of
Transportation later began developing state guidelines, much of their work
was based on what had been developed in Davis.
Davis was the first community in the U.S. to be designated a “platinum”
bicycle friendly community by the League of American Bicyclists. Davis
was also rated “America’s Best Cycling City” by the Bicycle Federation
of America. Cycling is such a part of the community’s identity that a
bicycle is part of the City’s logo. It is claimed that there are more bicycles
in Davis than automobiles, and even more bicycles than people.
The bicycle mode share of work trips in Davis was 17% in 2000 (the date
of the most recent census). This represents a decrease from ten years
earlier, when the 1990 census reported over 20% of work trips were made
by bicycle. Reasons cited for the decrease include increasing numbers of
commute trips from Davis to Sacramento and even to the San Francisco
Bay Area.
There are bicycle facilities on 95% of the arterial and collector roads in
Davis. The 164 km of bicycle routes include 80 km of bicycle lanes and
84 km of pathways. There are 27 grade-separated bicycle-pedestrian
crossings in the city. One pathway in Davis has a recorded volume of
6,700 bicycles per day.
A number of innovative bicycle facilities have been pioneered in Davis,
including bicycle detectors at signals, bicycle signal heads, and bicycleonly roundabouts.
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Other key factors which have contributed to Davis’ success include:
•

City residents voted to eliminate public school buses several years ago,
with the result that many children walk or bicycle to school.

•

In the past ten years, the City has spent over $14 million on bicycle
projects. The annual budget for bicycle facility maintenance is
$100,000.

•

The university offers cycling safety courses, and has a number of
League of American Bicyclists-certified cycling instructors on staff.

•

During the month of May, the city holds a month-long celebration of
cycling called “Cyclebration,” which includes bicycle rides, a bicycle
auction, a historic bicycle tour, and a bicycle commute day.

2.5.5.

Tucson AZ

Tucson has a population of 520,000 in a metropolitan region of slightly
less than 1 million people. Tuscson is designated a “gold” bicycle friendly
community by the League of American Bicyclists.
The bicycle mode share of work trips is 1.6% in the city and 1.0% in the
region. The bicycle network totals approximately 1,000 km of routes,
with a further 100 km planned. Annual funding for pedestrian and bicycle
projects is almost $2 million, equivalent to approximately $3.50 per capita
(it is important to note that this figure includes pedestrian projects).

2.5.6.

Phoenix AZ

The bicycle more share of work trips in Phoenix is 0.6%. The most recent
bicycle plan was adopted in 1999. Currently, there is approximately
1,170 km of bicycle facilities in Phoenix.

2.5.7.

Austin TX

The City of Austin has a population of 710,000 (the regional population is
approximately 1.5 million). The eastern part of the city is relatively flat,
and the western part is rolling hills. Austin is designated a “silver”
bicycle friendly community by the League of American Bicyclists.
The current bicycle plan is dated 1996, and development of a new plan is
currently in progress. The 1996 plan established bicycle mode share
targets of 4% by 2005 and 8% by 2015. As of 2000, the bicycle mode
share of work trips in Austin was 0.9%.
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Annual funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects is almost $2.5 million,
equivalent to over $3 per capita (it is important to note that this figure
includes pedestrian projects).

2.5.8.

Denver CO

Denver is located on relatively flat terrain on the “front range” of the
Rocky Mountains, at an elevation of 1,600 m. The population of the city
is approximately 570,000, and the regional population is approximately
2.5 million. Snow is common in winter.
The bicycle mode share of work trips is 1.8%. Denver is designated a
“bronze” bicycle friendly community by the League of American
Bicyclists.
Denver’s bicycle network incorporates over 580 km of routes in a grid
spaced approximately 1,600 m apart. An innovative feature of the
network is that routes are uniquely numbered and identified with
consistent signage, illustrated in Figure 2.20. This numbering system is
particularly useful on the city’s bicycle map, an excerpt of which is
illustrated in Figure 2.21. Major destinations are also indicated on the
map, including small wrench symbols indicating bicycle shops. The map
is based on the City’s extensive GIS database, which means that any
changes in the database are automatically reflected on the map. This
innovative approach has won the City several awards for its bicycle map.
Annual funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects in Denver is
approximately $1.7 million, equivalent to over $3 per capita (it is
important to note that this figure includes pedestrian projects).
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Figure 2.20: Bicycle Route Signage, Denver CO

Figure 2.21: Bicycle Map, Denver CO

City of Denver
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2.5.9.

Minneapolis MN

The City of Minneapolis has a population of 370,000, in a region of
approximately 3.2 million. The bicycle mode share of work trips in the
city is 2.5%, and is 0.6% across the region.
There are approximately 184 km of bicycle facilities in the city. There is
no official bicycle plan, but one is currently being developed and is
projected to be completed by December 2008.
Off-street pathways are a prominent feature of the bicycle network in
Minneapolis. One example is the Midtown Greenway, a 9 km multi-use
pathway along a partially active railroad corridor. There are only thirteen
street intersections (most of which have low traffic volumes) and one
railroad crossing along the length of the pathway, which parallels the highvolume Lake Street corridor. Another example is the Cedar Lake Trail,
which is located in an abandoned rail corridor and provides a direct
connection into downtown Minneapolis from the west. Most intersecting
roads are grade-separated, and as illustrated in Figure 2.22, three parallel
pathways are provided for pedestrians, eastbound cyclists and westbound
cyclists.
Figure 2.22: Cedar Lake Trail, Minneapolis MN
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An innovative program in Minneapolis is a “Guaranteed Ride Home” for
cyclists who ride to work or school at least three times a week. The city
gives qualifying cyclists two coupons every six months, which are valid
for a free transit or up to a $25 taxi trip. The intent is that cyclists use
coupons if they are unable to ride home due to a mechanical failure,
medical problem or other emergency.
Annual funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects is over $2.5 million,
equivalent to $6.75 per capita (it is important to note that this figure
includes pedestrian projects).

2.5.10. New York NY
New York is the largest city in the U.S, with a population of 8.2 million
and a very high density of 10,400 residents per km2. The bicycle mode
share of work trips is 0.6%. The cyclist fatality rate in New York from
2003 through 2005 averaged 19.3 fatalities a year, more than twice as high
as any other U.S. city.
The existing bicycle network includes approximately 450 km of routes.
The City plans to increase this substantially to 2,880 km. Although none
of the transit buses in New York are equipped with bicycle racks, bicycles
are allowed on subway trains at all times.
An innovative feature of the bicycle network is the Ninth Avenue “bike
path” between 16th and 23rd Streets in Chelsea. In September 2007, the
City reconfigured seven blocks of Ninth Avenue to incorporate a bicycle
lane separated from motor vehicle traffic. The design required that one
traffic lane was eliminated in order to create space for the bicycle lane,
leaving three one-way traffic lanes. The most unusual aspect of the design
is that it uses a lane of parked automobiles to separate cyclists from traffic,
rather than a raised curb as in Montréal and many European cities. The
3 m wide bicycle lane is located adjacent the sidewalk on the east side of
Ninth Avenue. On the other side of the bicycle lane is a 2.5 m wide
section of pavement that acts as a buffer from parked vehicles, with
pavement markings, plastic posts and large planters to keep motor vehicles
from entering the bicycle facility.
Annual funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects is approximately $32
million, equivalent to $4 per capita (it is important to note that this figure
includes pedestrian projects).
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2.6. Australia
Key measures of cycling conditions in major Australian cities are
presented in Table 2.8. Generally, conditions for cyclists in Australia are
similar to those in the Vancouver region. Transportation planning in
Australia has focused primarily on automobiles, and only in the past
decade or so has significant effort been spent on accommodating cyclists.
Table 2.8: Comparison of Australian Communities

Community

Vancouver BC (city)
(region)
Sydney NSW (city)
Melbourne VIC (city)
Brisbane QL (region)
Perth WA (region)

Current
Bicycle Plan

Bicycle
Share of
Work Trips

Bicycle
Network

1999
in progress
2007
2007
2005
1996

3.6%
1.7%
1.8%
3.0%
0.9%
1.0%

179 km
1,380 km
50 km
115 km
665 km
700 km

Bicycle Rack
Spaces

400

Australia is renowned for the scope and effectiveness of bicycle education,
awareness and promotion programs. At the national level, Ride to Work
Day is the premier cycling event, which occurs each year in October.
More than 60,000 cyclists across the country — ranging from frequent to
first-time cyclists —take part in Ride to Work Day. Rides begin with
breakfasts and morning teas in many city centres, — there are more than
75 regional breakfasts and thousands of workplace breakfasts around the
country.

2.6.1.

Sydney NSW

The Sydney region has a population of 4.2 million, and a density of
2,445 residents per km2 — more than triple the density of the Vancouver
region. The City itself is only a small portion of the region, and has a
population of approximately 150,000. The regional bicycle mode share of
all trips is 0.6%, with the City’s mode share of all trips being 1.8%.
The City adopted its latest bicycle plan in 2007, with the intent of making
cycling “an equal transport choice” by 2017. Key goals include:
•

Increase the bicycle mode share of all trips in the city from less than
2% in 2006 to 5% by 2011, and to 10% by 2016.

•

Increase the number of bicycle trips between 2 km and 20 km in
length, as a percentage of all trips, to 20% by 2016.
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•

Achieve a minimum 80% good level of confidence and comfort for
cyclists in the city by 2016.

•

Measure and monitor the number of collisions involving cyclists.

The City also plans to quadruple bicycle lanes to a total of 200 km. The
2006/07 capital works budget for the City assigned AUD $1.25 million to
implementation of the bicycle plan. Budget forecasts for the following
three years are AUD $750,000 each year (to be reviewed annually), which
is equivalent to $5 per capita.
Research undertaken by the City indicates that many potential cyclists are
discouraged from cycling due to the necessity to cycle on the road near
parked cars. The research also indicates that the greatest barrier to cycling
within the city is lack of safe, off road bicycle facilities connecting to local
parks, shops and entertainment districts.
Notable education and awareness campaigns in Sydney include:
•

The “Cycling in the City” program, which offers incentives and
training for people who don’t already cycle to work. In return,
participants agree to cycle to work at least once a week for three
months and record the number of kilometres travelled plus any
relevant experiences. More than 90% of participants who have
completed the program indicate that they will continue to ride to work
on a regular basis.

•

A “No Excuse Zone” map illustrating cycling distances within a
30 minute ride from the city centre, intended to encourage people
making trips within this zone to consider traveling by bicycle.

2.6.2.

Melbourne VIC

The Melbourne region has a population of more than 3.5 million, and a
density of 1,730 residents per km2.
The City of Melbourne released its newest bike plan in 2007, with the
intent that it help develop Melbourne into a “world class” cycling city.
Key goals include:
•

By 2011, 10% of on-road vehicle movements to or through the CBD in
the morning peak will be bicycles (compared with 3.9% in 2006).

•

Cycling accidents will decrease by 10% every calendar year relative to
the numbers of cyclists riding within the city.
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There have been significant increases in bicycle use in recent years, with
10% more on-street cyclists and 30% more off-street cyclists in 2007 as
compared to 2006. In 2004, the City undertook a count of all bicycles
entering the CBD during the morning peak two hours, and recorded a total
of 3,400 cyclists. By 2006, this number had increased to more than
4,000 cyclists.
Currently, there are 115 km of bicycle facilities in the City, comprised of
51 km of on-street bicycle lanes, 1 km of bicycle lane separated from
adjacent traffic by a raised curb, and 63 km of “pedestrian/cyclist shared
lanes” (off-street pathways). Green coloured bicycle lanes have been
implemented in 15 locations throughout the city.
The City regularly reports on progress in achieving the targets of the
bicycle plan, through an annual “Bicycle Account” modelled on the
reporting process in Copenhagen. Data are collected in a number of ways,
including:
•

Visual bicycle counts conducted on the first Tuesday in March. This
annual bicycle count is known “Super Tuesday,” and involves as many
as 100 volunteers counting cyclists passing selected locations between
7 and 9 a.m.

•

Inductive loops at 17 locations on off-street pathways, installed in
2006. Beginning in December 2007, loops are also being installed in
bicycle lanes on major on-street bicycle routes.

2.6.3.

Brisbane QL

Brisbane has a population of approximately 1.8 million people, and a
density of 1,100 residents per km2.
Both the Queensland State Government and the City of Brisbane have
adopted bicycle plans. The state developed the South East Queensland
Principal Cycle Network Plan (SEQ PCNP) in 2006 to guide the
development of the bicycle network across the region by mapping existing
and preferred principal bicycle network routes. The plan informs:
•

The planning and construction of bicycle routes controlled by state and
local councils.

•

The prioritization and allocation of AUD $235 million in funding for
bicycle network planning and infrastructure from 2007 through to
2026.
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•

Assessment of development applications to
infrastructure is delivered in a consistent manner.

ensure

bicycle

The aim of the Cycle Network Program is to increase the bicycle mode
share of work trips in the region to 8% from the current level of 1%. The
regional bicycle network currently includes 665 km of routes, and is
planned to be expanded to 3,140 km.
The City developed a bicycle and pedestrian plan intended to achieve a
8% mode share for cycling in Brisbane by 2016.

2.6.4.

Perth WA

Perth has a population of 1.45 million and a density of 1,500 residents
per km2 — double the density in the Vancouver region.
Perth’s regional transportation planning is coordinated by the Western
Australia Department of Transportation (DOT), which developed a
Metropolitan Transportation Strategy in 1995 with a target to double the
“importance” of cycling by 2025. The DOT subsequently adopted both a
Bicycle Strategy and a Bicycle Network Plan in 1996, which provide more
detailed direction for achieving the stated goal.
The Bicycle Network Plan describes a comprehensive network of cycling
routes for the Perth metropolitan region. Routes are comprised of a
mixture of on-street facilities (bicycle lanes) and off-street pathways, and
are complemented by bicycle parking and other end of trip facilities.
Currently, there are more than 700 km of bicycle routes in Perth.
A notable education and awareness campaign in Perth is the “Cycle
Instead” campaign, which is intended to increase the proportion of trips
made by bicycle in Perth and regional centres of Western Australia. The
campaign promotes cycling as an enjoyable and practical form of
sustainable transportation for short journeys. The campaign includes print
advertisements (an example of which is shown in Figure 2.23), television
and radio advertisements, sponsorship of community rides and other
events, and promotional materials.
The Cycle Instead campaign targets two groups. The primary target group
include people who use their bicycles rarely or occasionally, and people
who do not own a bicycle but are interested in cycling. The two
secondary target groups are motorists who are not interested in cycling,
and cyclists who ride regularly. It is notable that existing cyclists are
identified as a target group of secondary importance — because they
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already ride, there is less benefit to be gained from directing resources to
this group, in terms of an increase in bicycle use.
Figure 2.23: Cycle Instead Advertisement, Perth WA
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2.7. Europe
This section provides a brief comparison of five European cities which
represent the full range of cycling conditions, from the high bicycle mode
share in Copenhagen to the relatively low levels of bicycle use in Vienna
(which are comparable to levels in Vancouver). Key statistics are
summarized in Table 2.9. A detailed description of bicycle planning and
cycling conditions in Copenhagen is provided in Section 3.
Table 2.9: Comparison of European Communities

Community

Vancouver BC (city)
(region)
Copenhagen DK
London UK
Paris FR
Berlin DE
Vienna AT

2.7.1.

Current
Bicycle Plan

1999
in progress
2002

Bicycle
Share of
Work Trips

3,6%
1.7%
36%
1.8%
5%
10%
4.5%

Bicycle
Network

Bicycle Rack
Spaces

179 km
1,308 km
388
551 km
370 km

29,500

London UK

The former mayor of London articulated a vision to transform London into
a pedestrian and cycling city. The City’s Transport Strategy was adopted
in 2001, of which cycling is an integral component.
Approximately 436,000 bicycle trips were made each day in the region in
2006. This represents a 58% increased from the 276,000 daily bicycle
trips in 2003. The bicycle mode share of all daily trips has increased from
1.2% in 2000 to 1.8% in 2006.
Congestion pricing into the central city was introduced in 2003, and has
had a significant effect on bicycle use. The most recent figures indicate a
43% increase in cycling in the central city since the congestion charge was
introduced. Average daily bicycle volumes on major roads in London have
almost doubled since 2000, as illustrated in Figure 2.24.
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Figure 2.24: Daily Bicycle Volumes on Major Roads, London UK

In 2008, the mayor unveiled a program designed to transform cycling and
walking in London. The program initially described a £500 ($980 million)
investment in cycling and pedestrian infrastructure over the next decade,
but this figure has since been reduced. Key measures for cyclists include:
•

A dozen radial “cycling corridors” for commuters, to provide highprofile, easy to follow cycling routes into central London.

•

A central London public bicycle program, with up to 6,000 bicycles
located across docking stations every 300 m or so.

•

A series of “bike zones” targeted to for shoppers and school children,
with bicycle priority streets, 30 km/h speed limits, and direct routes
link key local destinations.

The new programs are in addition to existing commitments, which will
continue the investment in projects including bicycle training, bicycle
parking, a greenway program, and the London Cycle Network Plus. Plans
for the London Cycling Network Plus include 900 km of radial and orbital
cycling routes on borough roads, the Transport for London Road Network
(TLRN), and off-street routes, to be implemented by 2010. As of the end
of the 2006/07 municipal fiscal year, there was 551 km of bicycle routes in
the city.
The goal for all these investments is to increase cycling by 400% by 2025
compared to 2000 levels. Transport for London (the agency responsible
for implementing bicycle facilities in the city) has established a Cycling
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Centre for Excellence to develop a strategy for implementing bicycle
facilities and programs. Innovative projects include:
•

The Finsbury Park “cycle park,” a covered, staffed, secure bicycle
parking facility incorporating 125 automated lockable bicycle racks,
and operated by a smart card system.

•

An online journey planner that allows users to choose bicycling as the
sole form of transport, and in response produces a series of detailed
maps and instructions to guide cyclists to their destinations.

2.7.2.

Paris FR

There are currently 370 km of bicycle routes in Paris, which is more than
triple the 110 km which existed in 1997. During the same period, the
bicycle mode share increased from 1.0% in 1997 to 1.6% in 2006. Bicycle
facilities in the city include:
•

Signed bicycle routes, including marked bicycle lanes and on-street
facilities separated from traffic by raised curbs.

•

Bus lanes in which cyclists are permitted.
separated from general traffic by raised curbs.

•

Pedestrian-only car-free zones, in which cyclists are permitted.

•

Local streets restricted to 30 km/h speeds, often with accompanying
traffic calming features.

•

Off-street pathways and greenways

•

Two bicycle parking stations with a variety of services, including
rentals, guided tours, maintenance facilities and security.

These are frequently

Paris is noted for its “Velib” program, which is a self-service public
bicycle program that began in summer 2007. Velib has a fleet of over
20,000 bicycles available at all hours from 1,450 terminals located
throughout the city every 300 m or so. The program has been extremely
successful, with 10 million trips within the first 100 days, an average of
100,000 rentals per day and is responsible for tripling bicycle mode share
in Paris, from 1.6% in 2006 to approximately 5% of all trips at present.

2.7.3.

Berlin DE

Berlin has a population of approximately 3.4 million people, and is part of
the Berlin-Brandenburg Metropolitan Area, which has a population of
over 5 million people. Berlin has a much lower density than many other
major European capitals, with a density of 3,800 people/km2 (compared
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with densities of 20,000 and 9,100 people/km2 in Paris and London,
respectively). By European standards, the 10% bicycle mode share is
somewhat low. The City is working to increase the mode share by
investing substantially in expanding the bicycle network.
In 2004, the City adopted the Bicycle Transportation Strategy. The goals
of the strategy are to:
•

Increase the bicycle mode share from 10% to 15% by 2010. This
would mean an increase of approximately 100,000 average number of
daily trips per year.

•

Encourage greater integration of bicycles and public transport, by
accommodating bicycles in transit vehicles and providing parking at
stations and stops.

•

Reduce crash rates. Between 1998 and 2002, there were over 6,000
crashes in Berlin involving bicycles, including 76 fatalities. The
strategy aims to cut the fatality rate in half and reduce the number of
seriously injured cyclists by one third.

•

Complete the primary bicycle network, which is a planned 660 km
grid of routes. The strategy envisioned completing the City Centre
network by 2006 and the entire network by 2015. The network is
supplemented by three supra-regional bicycle routes which pass
through the city, as well as the Berlin Wall bicycle route.

From 2004 onwards, approximately 5 million Euros ($7.3 million) has
been set aside each year to implement the cycling strategy. This is
equivalent to over $2 per capita per year.

2.7.4.

Vienna AT

The population of the City of Vienna is approximately 1.8 million (with an
additional 300,000 persons in the surrounding area). Similar to Berlin,
Vienna has a relatively low population density (compared with other
European capitals) of 3,800 people/km2.
The bicycle mode share in Vienna is 4.5%, which is at the lower end of
the range in major European cities.
In 2003, the City adopted a Transportation Master Plan, which is a 20-year
plan that is described as “innovative, but not utopian.” The plan aims to
increase the bicycle mode share to 8% by 2020, and improve safety. There
are currently approximately 1,000 km of bicycle routes in Vienna, and the
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Transportation Master Plan intends to complete the bicycle network by
means of a “Gap Closing Program”, which is characterized by top quality
routes and unified standards, including clear signage.
Approximately 30 million Euros ($44 million) has been budgeted for
expansion of the bicycle network by 2008.
In 2003, Vienna implemented a public bike rental system called CityBike
Wien. Citybikes may be rented out and returned at any of 54 rental
stations, most of which are located at or near underground stations. The
first hour of any CityBike rental is free.
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3. LOCAL CONDITIONS
This section describes cycling conditions in the Metro Vancouver region.
It provides a review of regional bicycle programs and facilities managed
by TransLink and the Province, as well as bicycle plans, practices,
programs and facilities in municipalities throughout the region.

3.1. Regional Bicycle Use
This section provides an overview of current and historical levels of
bicycle use in the region. Data for specific municipalities are presented in
subsequent sections.

3.1.1.

Bicycle Mode Share

Bicycles account for only a small proportion of trips in the region. Data
from the 2006 census indicates that overall, 1.7% of work trips in the
greater Vancouver region are made by bicycle, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Mode Share of Daily Work Trips in Metro Vancouver

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

Figure 3.2 illustrates the bicycle mode share for trips to work for all
municipalities within Metro Vancouver, based on 2006 census data.
Figure 3.3 illustrates bicycle mode shares by census tracts.
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Figure 3.2: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Metro Vancouver

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

Bicycle use is considerably higher in Vancouver and at UBC than
elsewhere in the region. Excluding Vancouver/UEL, the bicycle mode
share of work trips in the remainder of the region is an average of 0.8%.
The lowest bicycle mode shares are in Surrey, White Rock, New
Westminster and Port Moody, where bicycles account for less than 0.5%
of work trips.
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Figure 3.3: Bicycle Mode Share of Trips to Work by Census Tract

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

The 1.7% bicycle mode share of work trips in the 2006 census is
unchanged from the 1996 census, which as Table 3.1 indicates also
reported a 1.7% mode share for bicycle trips to work. The key change in
the past ten years has been an increase in the bicycle mode share in
Vancouver, and a decrease in the mode share in most other communities.
It is worth noting that data from the 2001 census are not included in Table
3.1, as there was a transit strike during the time the census was conducted,
which likely affected the results.
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Table 3.1: Bicycle Mode Share of Daily Work Trips in Metro Vancouver
Municipality

UEL (including UBC)
Vancouver
North Vancouver City
North Vancouver District
West Vancouver
Richmond
Langley City
Port Coquitlam
Pitt Meadows
Burnaby
Delta
Maple Ridge
Langley Township
Coquitlam
Port Moody
New Westminster
Surrey
White Rock
Region

1996 Census

2006 Census

11.0%
3.3%
1.7%
1.3%
1.2%
1.7%
0.7%
0.8%
1.0%
1.0%
0.9%
1.1%
0.6%
0.7%
0.5%
0.9%
0.6%
0.6%
1.7%

5.7%
3.6%
1.5%
1.4%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
1.7%

1996 and 2006 Census, Statistics Canada

Another source of data regarding regional bicycle use is TransLink’s 2004
trip diary survey, which provides an indication of the bicycle mode share
of all trips, not just work trips. A total of 1.7% of all reported trips were
by bicycle, representing 106,000 of the 6.4 million daily trips in the
region. As with the census data, the trip diary survey indicates that the
bicycle mode share is highest in Vancouver and at UBC. Excluding
Vancouver/UEL, the bicycle mode share of all trips in the remainder of
the region is an average of 1.0%.
Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2 provides comparisons of bicycle mode shares by
municipality and by “sub-region” as reported in the 2006 census and the
2004 trip diary survey. Although the overall 1.7% figure from the trip
diary survey exactly matches the figure from the 2006 census, there are
differences at the municipal level, particularly for Pitt meadows and maple
Ridge. Much of these differences are likely due to variations in data
collection methodologies and sample sizes between the census and the trip
diary survey
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Figure 3.4: Bicycle Mode Share of Trips in Metro Vancouver

2006 Census, Statistics Canada and 2004 Travel Diary Survey, TransLink
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Table 3.2: Bicycle Mode Shares in Metro Vancouver

Municipality

UEL (including UBC)
Vancouver
North Vancouver City
North Vancouver District
West Vancouver
Richmond
Langley City
Port Coquitlam
Pitt Meadows
Burnaby
Delta
Maple Ridge
Langley Township
Coquitlam
Port Moody
New Westminster
Surrey
White Rock

2004 Trip Diary Survey
Bicycle
Bicycle Mode Share
Trips
(of all trips)

5,200
56,000
3,300
2,400
900
5,600
300
1,600
200
5,700
5,700
3,900
1,900
2,600
300
2,200
7,500
700

6.5%
2.9%
2.3%
1.0%
0.6%
0.9%
0.3%
1.2%
0.4%
0.9%
1.6%
2.5%
0.7%
0.8%
0.4%
1.1%
0.8%
1.2%

2006 Census
Bicycle
Mode Share
(of work trips)

5.7%
3.6%
1.5%
1.4%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%

2006 Census, Statistics Canada and 2004 Travel Diary Survey, TransLink

3.1.2.

Bicycle Volumes

TransLink conducted screenline counts of cyclists during October and
November 2004 at 78 locations throughout the region, as illustrated in
Figure 3.5. Cyclists were counted crossing the screenline in each location
during one weekday, typically from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. In three locations a
total of more than 1,000 cyclists were counted — crossing the Burrard
Bridge, the Cambie Bridge and on the seawall at Science World. At least
100 cyclists were counted in 19 of the locations, whereas there were 20 or
fewer cyclists counted in 47 of the locations.
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Figure 3.5: Bicycle Volumes Across Screenlines in Metro Vancouver

2004 Bicycle Screenline Counts, TransLink

3.1.3.

Bicycle Trip Characteristics

Two-thirds of bicycle trips in the region are less than 5 km in length, as
summarized in Table 3.3 and illustrated in Figure 3.6. The median
distance for a bicycle trip in the region is 3.6 km, and the average distance
is 4.6 km. In comparison, the median trip distance for all trips in the
region is 5.0 km, and the average trip distance is 8.2 km.
The 85th percentile distance for bicycle trips is 7.5 km, which means that
85% of bicycle trips are less than 7.5 km in length. Only 7% of bicycle
trips are more than 10 km in length.
Figure 3.7 illustrates average bicycle trip distances by municipality. In
general, trip distances are greater in suburban communities where bicycle
mode shares are lower, and trip distances are shorter in communities with
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higher bicycle mode shares, such as Vancouver and North Shore
municipalities.
Table 3.3: Bicycle Trips by Length in Metro Vancouver
Distance

Bicycle
Trips

Proportion

Cumulative

< 1 km
1–1.9 km
2–2.9 km
3–3.9 km
4–4.9 km
5–5.9 km
6–6.9 km
7–7.9 km
8–8.9 km
9–9.9 km
10–10.9 km
11–11.9 km
12–12.9 km
13–13.9 km
14–14.9 km
15–15.9 km
16–16.9 km
17–17.9 km
18–18.9 km
19–19.9 km
20–20.9 km
21–21.9 km
22–22.9 km
23–23.9 km
24–24.9 km
> 25 km
Totals

11,500
24,400
13,200
12,200
10,000
8,200
8,800
5,200
2,200
1,100
1,600
600
800
0
2,000
1,800
400
200
300
500
200
0
0
0
400
200
105,800

10.8%
23.0%
12.5%
11.5%
9.5%
7.7%
8.3%
4.9%
2.1%
1.0%
1.6%
0.6%
0.7%
0.0%
1.9%
1.7%
0.4%
0.2%
0.3%
0.5%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
0.2%
100.0%

10.8%
33.9%
46.4%
57.9%
67.4%
75.1%
83.4%
88.3%
90.4%
91.4%
92.9%
93.6%
94.3%
94.3%
96.2%
97.9%
98.3%
98.5%
98.8%
99.3%
99.4%
99.4%
99.4%
99.4%
99.7%
100.0%

2004 Travel Diary Survey, TransLink
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Figure 3.6: Bicycle Trips by Length in Metro Vancouver

2004 Travel Diary Survey, TransLink

As Table 3.4 indicates, bicycle mode shares are highest for the shortestdistance trips — those under 3 km in length — which are most suited to
cycling.
Table 3.4: Bicycle Mode Shares by Trip Length in Metro Vancouver
Trip Distance

Bicycle Mode Share

0–8 km
0–5 km
0–3 km
0–100+ km (all trips)

2.2%
2.2%
2.4%
1.7%

Forty-nine percent of bicycle trips are for work or school, 33% are for
shopping, business and entertainment, and 13% are for recreation. Within
the region, the highest proportions of work and school trips were reported
in Langley, Burnaby and New Westminster (64% to 67%), and the lowest
percentages were reported in Richmond and North Shore communities
(35% to 37%).
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Two-thirds of bicycle trips in the region are made by males, and one-third
by females. The highest levels of bicycle use are reported among persons
25 to 44 years of age.
Between 2002 and 2006, there was a total of 4,049 reported collisions
involving cyclists in Metro Vancouver, of which ten were fatalities. This
equivalent to an average of 810 collisions per year, and 2.5 fatalities per
year. This represents approximately 0.21 collisions involving bicycles for
every 10,000 bicycle trips made throughout the region. Fifty-three percent
of the reported collisions (2,140 collisions) were in the City of Vancouver.
This percentage exactly matches the data from the 2004 trip diary survey,
which indicates that 53% of bicycle trips in the region are in Vancouver.
Figure 3.7: Bicycle Trips by Length, by Municipality

2004 Travel Diary Survey, TransLink

3.1.4.

Bicycle Network

There is a total of 1,380 km of designated bicycle routes in the region. As
summarized in Table 3.5, 1,050 km are on-street routes, and 330 km are
off-street pathways.
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Table 3.5: Bicycle Routes in Metro Vancouver
Type of Facility

On-street
• Bicycle lane
• Wide travel lane/shared road
• Paved shoulder
• Other signed route
Off-street
• Hard surface pathway
• Trail
Totals

3.1.5.

Existing Bicycle
Routes

Proportion of
Regional Total

180 km
420 km
230 km
220 km

13.4%
30.4%
16.7%
15.7%

190 km
140 km
1,380 km

13.7%
10.1%
100%

Cyclist Attitudes

TransLink and UBC conducted research in 2006 to provide insight into the
attitudes of cyclists and potential cyclists. Three “waves” of telephone
surveys were conducted over the course of a year, involving almost 900
participants. The results of the research are documented in a report
entitled “Cycling in Cities,” and are summarized below.
Participants were categorized as “regular,” “non-regular” and “potential”
cyclists, indicating persons who cycle regularly at least once a week, cycle
occasionally at least once a year, or cycle less than once a year or not at
all. Participants were randomly selected, and can therefore be considered
representative of the general population. Twenty percent of participants
were categorized as potential cyclists, 58% as non-regular cyclists, and
22% as regular cyclists.
•

Potential cyclists (non-cyclists) see cycling as a healthy lifestyle

•

Non-regular cyclists (occasional cyclists) want to cycle more for

choice, and are interested in cycling in conditions that are safe and
enjoyable. They are motivated to cycle by more routes, safer routes
and better bicycles, and are discouraged from cycling by traffic, poor
surfaces and rain. The types of bicycle routes most appealing to
potential cyclists are pathways, routes along low-traffic residential
streets, flat routes and scenic routes. Potential cyclists would consider
cycling primarily for shorter distance trips.
exercise and utilitarian purposes such as work and school. They
recognize that this means that at times they must cycle on major roads,
but they want to be separated from or away from traffic as much as
possible.
Non-regular cyclists are most attracted to off-street
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pathways, routes on low-traffic roads, and bicycle lanes on roads
without parked cars. They are deterred from cycling more by traffic
volume and speed, inadequate bicycle facilities, poor surfaces and rain.
•

Regular cyclists ride primarily for utilitarian purposes, rather than for

recreation. They are generally interested in direct routes which
provide the fastest travel time. Although they prefer to be separated
from motor vehicle traffic where possible, they are attracted to routes
on residential side-streets. Regular cyclists are not as easily deterred
from cycling by hills, rain or nighttime, but are deterred by high traffic
volumes, parked cars and extreme weather conditions.

Overall, the primary deterrents to cycling identified by all cyclists and
non-cyclists are traffic volumes and speeds, and poor road conditions. All
cyclists indicated a desire for greater separation from motor vehicles.
TransLink conducted research in 2004 to measure levels of bicycle use,
determine perceptions of safety and identify suggestions for improvements
to encourage cycling. The results of this research are document in a
“Cycling Performance Scorecard,” and include:
•

Twenty-six percent of residents in the region cycled within the past
three months, slightly more than half only for recreational purposes.

•

The safety of bicycle routes was rated 6.6 out of 10 by nonrecreational cyclists (those who cycle to work, school or for other
utilitarian purposes, and who may also cycle recreationally).

•

Among the general public, 50% believe that it is safe to cycle to work
or school, but only 8% believe it is “very safe.”

•

Suggestions for improving cycling safety include more pathways and
dedicated bicycle lanes, and greater adherence by motorists to rules of
the road.

3.2. TransLink
There are a number of components to TransLink’s bicycle program,
including bicycle facilities on four bridges, bicycle parking, bicycles on
transit, cost-sharing programs, awareness, encouragement and education
activities, planning and research.
Although TransLink does not have an adopted bicycle plan, the basis for
many of the projects TransLink undertakes is the “Regional Bicycle Plan”
developed in 1999. Earlier this year, TransLink began work on a LongRange Bicycle Master Plan, which is expected to be completed in 2009.
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Infrastructure
TransLink’s bicycle infrastructure includes:
•

Pattullo and Knight Street Bridges. TransLink has identified
improvements to the pathways on both bridges to better accommodate
cyclists, which generally involve widening the pathways, improving
accesses to the bridges, and identifying and eliminating potential
hazards.

•

Canada Line bridge over the Middle Arm of the Fraser River. This
bridge is currently under construction, and includes a pathway for
cyclists and pedestrians.

•

Westham Island bridge. This bridge has a wooden deck which can be
slippery in wet weather, and as a result problematic for cyclists.
TransLink has applyied a non-slip treatment to the edge of the bridge
deck where cyclists ride.

•

BC Parkway. TransLink is currently developing conceptual designs
for upgrading the 26 km long BC Parkway from Trout Lake in
Vancouver to Surrey City Centre.

•

Bicycles on transit. All buses in TransLink’s fleet are equipped with
bicycle racks. Cyclists are also permitted to travel with their bicycles
on SkyTrain and SeaBus, except in the peak direction during peak
periods.

•

Bicycle lockers are provided at 25 SkyTrain stations, West Coast
Express stations, and transit exchanges throughout the region, as
illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Supporting Programs
Awareness and encouragement activities include:
•

Bike to Work Week occurs each year in late May and/or early June.
Events and promotional activities are organized and administered by
the Vancouver Area Cycling Coalition, with financial support from
TransLink totaling $35,000 per year plus in-kind advertising on transit
vehicles. In 2007, Bike to Work Week attracted more than 3,500
participants, of whom 900 were new commuter cyclists.

•

Bike Month occurs in June. More than 60 Bike Month events are
organized and administered by Better Environmentally Sound
Transportation, and delivered by a variety of agencies and
organizations. TransLink provides $35,000 each year to support Bike
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Month events. The total estimated attendance at events in 2007 was
more than 30,000 persons.
•

Regional cycling map. TransLink produces ten thousand copies of the
map each year, which are sold for $3.95 at retailers throughout the
region. The map is also available on TransLink’s web site. The map
is updated every two years, at an average cost of $50,000 per update
(which includes data collection, design and printing costs).

Figure 3.8: Bicycle Lockers in Metro Vancouver

TransLink

•

TravelSmart is an individualized marketing program intended to
encourage use of alternative modes of transportation, similar to
programs in Portland, Oregon and Perth, Australia. TransLink
conducted a pilot of the TravelSmart program in 2005 and 2006, in six
neighbourhoods across the region with a total of more than 3,000
households. The cost of the pilot program was $850,000. A 33%
increase in cycling was reported by participants.
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Education activities supported by TransLink include:
•

Cycling skills courses. TransLink supports a variety of cycling skills
courses, including a one day course delivered by the VACC and
CanBike II instructors, elementary and high school programs, and
“train the teachers” programs. TransLink’s average annual funding for
these programs totals more than $50,000.

•

Bike Sense. This cycling safety manual and the accompanying web
site were developed by the Greater Victoria Cycling Coalition.
TransLink has contributed $2,000 to $5,000 annually to support the
Bike Sense program, and distributes copies of the manual in the Lower
Mainland.

•

Bicycle parking design guidelines. The “Bicycles at Rest” guide to
best practices for bicycle parking was prepared by the Capital Region
Bike and Walk Society. TransLink contributed a total of $10,000 to
this effort.

Funding
TransLink’s bicycle-related expenditures since 1999 are summarized in
Table 3.6. This year, TransLink will invest $6 million in capital projects
related to cycling, and $625,000 in operating funds (including $100,000 of
recoveries and contributions from internal and external sources) for
bicycle-related planning, research, education and promotion activities.
Table 3.6: TransLink Bicycle-Related Expenditures
Fiscal Year

Capital

Operating

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

–
$1.7 million
–
$1.0 million
$2.0 million
$3.0 million
$4.0 million
$5.0 million
$6.0 million
$6.0 million

–
$127,000
$135,000
$135,000
$137,000
$139,000
$260,000
$340,000
$408,000
$625,000

TransLink
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TransLink’s current capital budget of $6 million includes:
•

$2.5 million for cost-sharing with municipalities through the Bicycle
Infrastructure Capital Cost Sharing (BICCS) program. Two-thirds of
the $2.5 million is distributed among municipalities based on
population (projects must meet basic eligibility criteria), and one-third
is distributed according to “regional need” (determined through a
competitive evaluation of all submitted projects in this category).

•

$1.5 million for regional commuter greenways, including the Central
Valley Greenway, the BC Parkway and the downtown–YVR
connector.

•

$2 million for the Canada Line pedestrian-cyclist bridge and other
TransLink infrastructure (including bicycle racks on buses, bicycle
parking at transit stations, exchanges and park-and-ride lots).

TransLink’s current annual operating budget of $625,000 includes:
•

$200,000 for awareness, encouragement and education activities.

•

$300,000 for planning activities, including development of a Regional
Cycling Strategy, a trip planning tool, and a feasibility study for a
public bike system.

•

$100,000 for research activities, including bicycle facility design
guidelines, monitoring and data collection, and market research.

•

$25,000 for maintenance of bicycle lockers and other TransLink
bicycle infrastructure. Maintenance costs for pathways and bicycle
facilities on bridges are not included in this figure, as they are included
in facility maintenance budgets.

3.3. Province
The Ministry of Transportation (MoT) is responsible for several aspects of
bicycle planning in the region. The MoT has established a provincial
cycling policy and an advisory committee, administers funding programs,
and regulates bicycle use on its infrastructure.

Provincial Cycling Policy
The Ministry of Transportation announced its Cycling Policy in
February 2000. The intent of the policy is to ensure that cyclists are
considered when new provincial facilities are planned and developed, or
when existing facilities are upgraded. The Cycling Policy includes:
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•

Provisions for cyclists are made on all new and upgraded provincial
highways (except those where cycling is expressly prohibited). It
should be noted that in many cases where cycling is prohibited on
provincial highways, there are alternative bicycle routes available to
cyclists, and MoT has in some cases funded improvements to these
routes.

•

The MoT will involve cycling interests and local government officials
responsible for cycling in all highway planning consultations.

•

The MoT will plan, design and build for the appropriate type of cyclist
based on the type of facility.

•

Uniform signing and marking will be provided for cyclists on all
provincial highways.

•

The Cycling Policy will be monitored on a regular basis. The first
review was conducted in 2003, and resulted in minor revisions to the
policy, most notably the design guidelines and other reference material.

To support the Cycling Policy, a Cycling Coordinator position was created
to provide advice to MoT staff and stakeholders regarding the Cycling
Policy. A Provincial Advisory Cycling Committee was established to
bring together government ministries, local governments, cycling
coalitions and other groups interested in addressing the concerns of
cyclists in BC. Committee members represent a variety of road users,
from motorists to cyclists. Their mandate is to assist the MoT in planning,
designing, constructing, and managing cycling facilities, with the focus
being provincial issues, such as changes to MoT policies, guidelines,
standards and programs. It should be noted that this group has not met for
approximately two years.
The recently announced Provincial Transit Plan indicates that a new,
comprehensive provincial cycling strategy will be announced in the
coming months to complement the Transit Plan.

Cycling Programs
The Ministry of Transportation administers two programs intended to
assist and encourage local governments with the planning and
implementation of cycling facilities, as described below. Table 3.7
provides a summary of funding provided through these programs to
municipalities in Metro Vancouver.
•

Cycling Infrastructure Partnerships Program (CIPP). The goal of

this program is to promote cycling for transportation purposes as a
means of reducing traffic congestion and GHG emissions.
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Municipalities and regional districts are eligible to apply for up to
$250,000 each in CIPP funding each year. Projects must form part of a
formalized Bicycle Network Plan (BNP) and be consistent with current
design guidelines. Proposals are selected using a priority ranking
system to determine which applications best meet the program’s goal of
encouraging transportation cycling. Funding is awarded based on the
several criteria, including cost effectiveness, safety, ridership, facility
type, catchment population size, timing, multimodal connections,
proponent’s priority, and endorsement letters. The MoT’s provincial
mandate requires fair regional distribution of funding.
LocalMotion provides funding assistance to local governments for
capital projects to make communities greener, healthier and more active
and accessible places in which to live. The Province is providing $40
million over four years for investment in capital projects, including
bicycle facilities.
LocalMotion grants are based on a 50/50
provincial/local government cost-sharing structure, with a provincial
contribution of up to $1 million per year per government agency.

•

Table 3.7: Provincial Bicycle Facility Funding in Metro Vancouver

Municipality

Burnaby
Coquitlam
Delta
Langley Township
Maple Ridge
New Westminster
North Vancouver District
North Vancouver City
Port Moody
Richmond
Surrey
UBC
Vancouver
West Vancouver
Totals

Local
Motion
07/08

CIPP
04/05–07/08

$594,620
$502,075
$68,704
$165,436
$25,497
$353,600
$250,000
$175,076
$447,500
$44,997
$576,010
$3,203,515

$2,000,000

$2,000,000
$708,233
$980,000
$350,000
$450,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$10,488,233

Totals

$2,594,620
$502,075
$68,704
$165,436
$25,497
$2,000,000
$708,233
$1,333,600
$600,000
$175,076
$897,500
$44,997
$2,576,010
$2,000,000
$13,691,748

Funding
The Ministry of Transportation’s 2008/09–2010/11 Service Plan identifies
$7 million in dedicated funding for cycling infrastructure in each of the
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next three years, for a total of $21 million. The MoT has not yet
determined how these funds would be allocated between the CIPP
program and MoT cycling projects, and how much would be allocated to
projects in the Vancouver region. In addition, the Gateway Program
includes a $60 million investment in cycling facilities, which amounts to
1.8% of the total project cost. This includes $50 million to construct
cycling facilities within the Gateway corridors, and $10 million for costsharing of enhancements to cycling facilities in municipalities in which the
Gateway program is located.

Infrastructure
The Ministry of Transportation currently permits cycling on all provincial
highways in Metro Vancouver, except “Schedule 1” highways where the
higher speeds, numbers of trucks and need for cyclists to cross interchange
ramps create conditions which are deemed not appropriate for cycling.
Cycling is permitted on the following sections of Schedule 1 highways:
•

Highway 1 between Horseshoe Bay and Capilano Road; and

•

Highway 99 from the Canada/US Border to 8th Avenue in Surrey

In addition, the MoT restricts cycling on the some bridges and tunnels:
•

Bicycles are not permitted on the roadway but may use walkways on
the Annacis Bridge (Hwy 91), East Channel Bridge (Hwy 91),
Queensborough Bridge (Hwy 91A), Lions Gate Bridge (Hwy 1A/99),
Ironworkers Memorial Bridge (Hwy 1), and Oak Street Bridge (Hwy
99).

•

Bicycles are not permitted on or within the structure on the Port Mann
Bridge (Hwy 1), Cassiar Connector (Hwy 1), or George Massey
Tunnel (Hwy 99).

The MoT provides a free shuttle service through the George Massey
Tunnel, which picks up passengers every hour during the morning and
afternoon peak periods, and from April through November, every two
hours during the midday period. The shuttle van holds seven passengers
and up to eight bicycles on a trailer. During all times of the year, bicycles
can also pass through the tunnel on TransLink buses.

Key Initiatives
As per the Cycling Policy, the MoT is providing bicycle facilities on all of
its major infrastructure projects that are currently planned or under
construction. For example, the MoT is providing the following bicycle
facilities as part of the Gateway Program:
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•

The new Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Interchange will include a
3.5 m barrier-separated, two-way multi-use pathway on the north side
of the bridge and a 2 m wide shoulder on the south side of the bridge,
as well as improved cycling connections to the bridge.

•

The Port Mann Bridge will include dedicated bicycle lanes and
improved connections through the Cape Horn Interchange in
Coquitlam.

•

The South Fraser Perimeter Road will include paved shoulders.

In addition, the recently announced Provincial Transit Plan includes
installation of up to 1,000 bicycle lockers in key locations throughout the
region by 2020.

3.4. Vancouver and UEL
The Vancouver/UEL “sub-region” includes the City of Vancouver and the
University Endowment Lands (including UBC). Data from the 2006
census indicate that this sub-region has the highest bicycle mode share in
the region, with 3.6% of all trips to work made by bicycle. Figure 3.1
illustrates bicycle mode shares by census tract within Vancouver and the
UEL.
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Figure 3.1: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Vancouver/UEL

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

3.4.1.

City of Vancouver

The City of Vancouver is the most populous city in the region, with a
2006 population of approximately 580,000.

Bicycle Plans
Vancouver’s bicycle program began in 1988 with the adoption of the
Vancouver Comprehensive Bicycle Plan. In 1992, a Bicycle Network
Study was conducted to determine how best to integrate cyclists into the
existing roadway network. The recommended approach was to enhance
bicycle integration on local streets, by identifying quiet side streets
parallel to major transportation corridors, and installing traffic calming
devices and signals to favour the movement of cyclists. As a result,
Vancouver’s bicycle network is primarily composed of bikeways on local
streets.
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The most recent Bicycle Plan was completed in 1999. The purpose of this
plan was to review the bicycle network to determine if it was meeting the
needs of both cyclists and residents. In addition to a review of bicycle
data and trends (including the effects of bikeways on crime rates and
property values), the plan also included surveys of cyclists and residents
living along bikeways.
The Bicycle Plan focuses on the four “E’s of cycling” — engineering,
education, enforcement, and encouragement. Key initiatives identified in
the plan included bicycle maps and brochures, a hotline for cyclists to call
and report cycling hazards, both a Police and Parking Enforcement bicycle
squad, licensing of bicycle couriers, bylaws for end-of-trip facilities, and
participation in educational events such as Bicycle to Work Week.
The Bicycle Plan also identified several engineering initiatives, including
the continued development of the network of bikeways, the
implementation of a bicycle rack program, the upgrading of signs and
stencils on bikeways to increase awareness and visibility, and the
development of the greenway network.

Bicycle Network
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the City’s bicycle network has increased
substantially following the completion of the 1992 Bicycle Network
Study. Today, there is approximately 179 km of bicycle facilities in
Vancouver (summarized in Table 3.8), including over 103 km of bikeways
along local streets. The City is planning to add approximately 52 km of
bicycle facilities in 2008 and 2009, including almost 24 km of bikeways.
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Figure 3.2: Bicycle Route Construction in Vancouver, 1986–2007
Bicycle
Plan
(1999)

Bicycle
Network
Study
(1992)
Bicycle
Plan
(1988)

City of Vancouver

Table 3.8: Vancouver Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Bicycle lane
Raised bicycle lane
Marked wide travel lane
Combination lane
Shared route (bikeway)
Off-street pathway
Total

Existing

Planned
(to 2009)

Total

22.2 km
0
2.5
4.6
103.4
46.0
178.7 km

11.0 km
1.6
3.9
1.2
23.7
10.5
51.9 km

33.2 km
1.6
6.4
5.8
127.1
56.5
230.6 km

City of Vancouver

The City is currently constructing the Carrall Street Greenway, which will
link north False Creek with the Burrard Inlet, completing a seawall loop
around downtown and Stanley Park. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the
greenway incorporates a 2 m wide separated pathway on each side of the
street for cyclists and inline skaters, as well as expanded sidewalks. In
order to accommodate the greenway, the roadway width was narrowed
and parking removed from one side of the street.
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Figure 3.3: Carrall Street Greenway

A key feature of bicycle routes in Vancouver is intersection treatments,
which include:
•

A total of 312 pedestrian-activated signals, with approximately 20
added every year.
Of these, approximately 245 have cyclist
pushbuttons. City Council recently approved pushbuttons at 29 more
locations, and the City plans to complete retrofits of all remaining
pedestrian signals within a few years.

•

Eight bicycle-permeable medians where bicycle routes cross arterial
roads, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

•

Fourteen right-in/right-out diverters with bicycle permeability.

•

Twenty-one partial and full closures with gaps for cyclists, as
illustrated in Figure 3.5.

•

Dozens of traffic circles on bikeways.
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Figure 3.4: Bicycle-Permeable Raised Median Island

Other bicycle facilities in Vancouver include:
•

Bicycle racks. Approximately 560 permits have been issued for
bicycle racks on public rights-of-way and 120 permits are planned this
year under the street furniture contract. In addition, approximately 130
post-and-ring racks are to be installed on Main Street this year. There
are also many racks placed on public rights-of-way without permits,
and there are hundreds of bicycle racks on private property.

•

Secure parking. There are bicycle lockers in two City-owned
parkades, plus supervised bicycle racks at two City-owned parkades.

•

End-of-trip facilities. The City requires bicycle parking (indoor and
outdoor) for multi-family residential developments, and generally
requires commercial developers to provide end-of-trip facilities. Staff
have recently recommended that the City’s bylaw be amended to
permit existing motor vehicle parking stalls to be converted to bicycle
parking.
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Figure 3.5: Partial Closure with Gaps for Cyclists

Supporting programs in which the City participates include:
•

A Council-appointed Bicycle Advisory Committee that meets monthly
and provides input on cyclist-related issues.

•

Bike Month, with staff support and events such as bikeway openings.

•

60,000 Z-card bicycle maps are printed each year and distributed free
of charge.

•

The One Day program (and associated One Day One School program),
which encourages Vancouverites to use alternative transportation for
local trips.

Bicycle Use
Bicycle trips in Vancouver account for almost 60% of all bicycle trips in
the region, even though the city accounts for less than 30% of the regional
population. 2006 census data indicate that 3.6% of work trips are made by
bicycle throughout Vancouver, but that some areas of the City have
significantly higher bicycle more shares. For example, bicycle mode
shares for trips to work are over 10% in three of the City’s
neighbourhoods — West Point Grey, South Cambie, and Grandview-
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Woodlands. In general, neighbourhoods north of 16th Avenue and west of
Nanaimo Street have bicycle mode shares above 5%, whereas the southern
and eastern portions of the City have the lowest relative bicycle mode
shares. It is also interesting to note that bicycle mode shares downtown
are lower than the surrounding area, which may be due to the fact that
many people who live downtown walk to work.
The 2004 travel diary indicates a bicycle mode share of 2.9% for all trips.
This is significantly lower than the 3.6% share of work trips reported in
the 2006 census. One reason for this difference could be that the bicycle
share of non-work trips is lower than the share of work trips. Another
possible reason might be that many of the bicycle lanes in the downtown
were implemented after the 2004 trip diary survey was conducted.
In 2005, the City conducted a count of cyclists and others crossing the
downtown cordon. This count indicates that over 2,000 cyclists enter the
downtown core during the morning peak period, representing a 2.1% share
of all trips entering the downtown during this time. This also represents a
50% increase from the 1.4% bicycle mode share for trips entering the
downtown in 1991.
There were approximately 2,140 collisions involving cyclists in
Vancouver between 2002 and 2006, representing an average of 428
collisions per year. This also represents an average collision rate of
approximately 0.21 collisions per 10,000 bicycle trips made.

Funding
The City of Vancouver’s capital budget for cycling and greenway projects
was $6.8 million in 2007, and has averaged approximately $4.8 million
over the past five years. This budget fluctuates significantly from year to
year due to larger projects, such as the Central Valley and Carrall Street
Greenways. The City does not have a dedicated maintenance budget for
bicycle facilities, as maintenance is undertaken as part of general road
maintenance.
As summarized in Table 3.9, the proportion of capital funding for
transportation infrastructure that has been targeted towards cycling and
greenway projects has averaged approximately 18% over the past five
years.
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Table 3.9: Capital Budgets, Vancouver, 2003–2007

Year

Cycling and
Greenway
Projects
($ million)

Road
Infrastructure
($ million)

Total
($ million)

Proportion
of Capital
Budget for
Cycling and
Greenway

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
Average

$2.4
$8.0
$2.5
$4.1
$6.8
$4.8

$16.5
$16.5
$9.5
$30.9
$37.1
$22.1

$18.9
$24.5
$12
$35
$43.9
$26.9

13%
33%
22%
13%
16%
18%

City of Vancouver

3.4.2.

University Endowment Lands

The University Endowment Lands include the University of BC as well as
residential and commercial developments in the unincorporated portion of
the UEL. Within the UEL, there is a total of 26 km of bicycle routes, as
summarized in Table 3.10. It is important to note that some of these
bicycle routes are on roads which are the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure — Chancellor Boulevard, University
Boulevard, 16th Avenue and SW Marine Drive.
Table 3.10: University Endowment Lands Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Bicycle lane
Marked wide travel lane
Paved shoulder
Shared route (bikeway)
Off-street pathway
Total

Existing

Planned

Total

5.7 km
2.4
8.1
2.8
7.0
26.0 km

4.9 km
1.4
0
0
0
6.3 km

10.6 km
3.8
8.1
2.8
7.0
32.3 km

UBC is the major generator of bicycle trips in the UEL. Figure 3.6
illustrates weekday bicycle trips to and from UBC over the past ten years
(data regarding bicycle trips within the UBC campus are not available).
There has been a significant reduction in bicycle trips to and from UBC
since the student U-Pass program was introduced. Prior to Fall 2004,
cycling trips to and from UBC ranged from 2,700 to 3,900 trips per day.
In Fall 2004, cycling trips dropped to 1,600 trips per day, and remained at
that level in Fall 2008.
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Figure 3.6: Bicycle Trips To/From UBC

University of British Columbia

Funding
UBC’s cycling-related expenditures average approximately $100,000 per
year, and include road improvements, bicycle racks, secure bicycle
parking and funding support for the UBC Bike Co-op. Major capital
projects which UBC has undertaken in partnership with TransLink and the
Province include:
•

University Boulevard bicycle lanes, in which University Boulevard
was converted for a four-lane road to a two-lane road with bicycle
lanes. The total cost was approximately $90,000.

•

Marked wide travel lanes on Marine Drive, with a total capital cost of
approximately $130,000.

•

A bike box on Blanca Street at University Boulevard, (total project
cost of approximately $70,000).

•

Four bicycle cages ranging in cost from approximately $20,000 to
$40,000.

3.5. Burnaby and New Westminster
This “sub-region” includes the City of Burnaby and the City of New
Westminster. The 2006 census indicates that 0.7% of all trips to work
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within this “sub-region” are made by bicycle, and the 2004 trip diary
survey indicates that 1.0% of all trips are made by bicycle. Figure 3.7
illustrates the bicycle mode share of work trips by census tract.
Figure 3.7: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Burnaby and
New Westminster

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

3.5.1.

City of Burnaby

The City of Burnaby has a population of over 200,000 persons.

Bicycle Plans
Burnaby’s bicycle plan is a part of the Burnaby Transportation Plan,
which was adopted by Council in 1995 and updated in 1997. The
Transportation Plan contains the following seven main goals:
•

Move people efficiently by road.
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•

Move goods efficiently.

•

Reduce the need for travel.

•

Promote alternative modes.

•

Protect the livability and environment of the community.

•

Manage the transportation system.

•

Inform and educate the community.

The Transportation Plan incorporates three main elements: the road
network, the public transportation system, and non-vehicular modes,
including cycling. The Transportation Plan accommodates cycling
through a range of facilities to meet the various needs of the cyclist for
mobility, access to land uses and recreation. Three types of cycling
facilities are identified — cycle roads, bikeways and urban trails. Cycle
roads are intended to accommodate cyclists for whom cycling is a primary
transportation mode. Urban trails are a separate system of pathways
intended primarily for recreational cycling and walking. Both types of
facilities provide connections for non-motorized transportation among
activity centres in Burnaby.

Bicycle Network
Burnaby’s current and planned bicycle network consists of several types
of bicycle routes, intended to meet various cycling needs and skill levels:
•

Urban trails are hard-surface pathways separated from roads and
traffic.

•

Cycle roads are roads where cyclists are accommodated with bicycle
lanes or wide travel lanes.

•

Bikeways are signed routes, usually located on local residential streets.

•

Shoulder bicycle lanes are paved shoulders on major roads, such as
Lougheed Highway.

As of May, 2007 there were 129 km of bicycle facilities in the City,
including 83 km of on-street facilities and 46 km of off-street facilities, as
summarized in Table 3.11. The City adds approximately 10 km of bicycle
routes each year, and plans to implement an additional 213 km of bicycle
routes, including 145 km of on-street facilities and 68 km of off-street
facilities.
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Table 3.11: Burnaby Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Bicycle lane
Marked wide travel lane
Paved shoulders
Signed routes/bikeways
Off-street urban trail
Total

Existing

Planned

Total

31 km
18
0
34
46
129 km

29 km
71
0
45
102
213 km

60 km
89
0
79
148
342 km

The City’s bicycle network also includes 13 bicycle-pedestrian signals
along designated bicycle routes. There are 39 other pedestrian-actuated
signals in the City as well as 161 traffic signals with bicycle actuation.
There are approximately 300 bicycle parking spaces within City rights-ofway.
This includes 54 bicycle racks throughout the city and
approximately 70 post-and-ring racks in the Hastings Street commercial
area (Figure 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Post and Ring Rack on Hastings Street

City of Burnaby
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The City requires bicycle racks and secure bicycle parking to be provided
for all significant new developments, as follows:
•

New multi-family residential developments — 1.0 “Class A”
residential bicycle parking spaces and 0.2 “Class B” visitor bicycle
parking spaces per unit.

•

Non-residential uses — minimum bicycle parking to be 10% of
required off-street parking.

End of trip facilities are required for all significant new developments, and
must include a shower, locker, change room, and wash basin facilities with
central washrooms accessible to employees. The City does not maintain
records of bicycle parking and end-of-trip facilities.
The City produces a bicycle map illustrating bicycle routes, as well as
indicating locations of bicycle shops, lockers, hills, SkyTrain stations,
schools and other key destinations. The map also includes a scale bar
indicating distances and approximate cycling times at moderate speeds.
This map is updated annually and is distributed at municipal facilities
(such as libraries and community centres) and is available on-line.

Bicycle Use
Census data shows that 0.7% of all trips to work in Burnaby are made by
bicycle. As indicated in Figure 3.6, of the 41 census tracts in the City,
only seven had a bicycle mode share above 1%. The highest bicycle mode
share is 2.7%, which occurs in the Metrotown area. The 2004 travel diary
survey indicates that approximately 5,700 bicycle trips are made each
weekday, representing a bicycle mode share of 0.9% of all trips.
There were 223 reported collisions in Burnaby involving bicycles between
2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 45 collisions per year. This
represents approximately 0.21 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.

Funding
The City currently spends 25% and 30% of its annual transportation
capital investment on bicycle facilities. Expenditures for the period from
2002 to 2008 are summarized in Table 3.12. It is important to note that
the “non-cycling” amount also includes bicycle facilities constructed as
part of larger road projects, which means that actual expenditures for
bicycle facilities are greater than indicated in Table 3.12.
City staff estimate that expenditures on education and awareness activities
amount to $10,000 per year, including publishing the Burnaby Bike Map
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each year. Other recent education and awareness activities include the
Cycling Guide and Bike Month (with BEST), and commuter skills courses
and Bike to Work Week (with VACC).
Table 3.12: Burnaby Annual Transportation Budgets
Year

Cycle Roads

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

$120,000
80,000
0
170,000
220,000
663,000
200,000
$1,453,000

Totals

3.5.2.

Cycling
Bikeways

Urban Trails

Non-Cycling

$560,000
1,048,000
3,043,000
4,326,000
5,392,000
8,763,000
9,628,000
$32,759,000

$17,967,000
18,148,000
15,311,000
20,404,000
26,025,000
27,641,000
32,294,000

$184,000
190,000
558,000
712,000
860,000
1,178,000
1,443,000
$5,125,000
$39,337,000

$157,791,000

City of New Westminster

The City of New Westminster is home to almost 60,000 residents.

Bicycle Plans
New Westminster’s Bicycle Plan was developed in 1997 and is reflected
in the City’s Official Community Plan, which was adopted in 1998.
Relevant policies and priorities in the OCP include:
•

Promote and facilitate the use of transit, cycling and walking as viable
alternatives to the private automobile, by integrating different modes
of transportation, participating in and encouraging others to participate
in events which promote alternative transportation (such as bicycle to
Work Week), and managing parking supply in exchange for amenities
such as showers, lockers, and bicycle storage rooms.

•

Increase the attractiveness of areas designated for walking and
cycling by improving the design and quality of the street environment,
continuing to implement the bicycle network concept plan, and
continuing to implement and maintain a network of bicycle routes and
bicycle parking throughout the City, providing connections to bicycle
routes in other communities, conducting a greenways/trail system
study for mainland New Westminster (complete), and considering the
creation of a pedestrian bridge over Stewardson Way linking Fourth
Avenue and the waterfront (in progress).
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In addition, the City adopted the Trail & Greenway Master Plan in 2001,
which is intended to complement the Bicycle Plan.

Bicycle Network
There are currently approximately 12.5 km of on-street bicycle facilities in
New Westminster, with a further 21.8 km of routes planned. In addition,
there are 8.3 km of off-street pathways with an additional 23 km planned,
as summarized in Table 3.13.
There are eight bicycle-pedestrian signals in New Westminster, and six
enhanced bicycle crossings (such as median islands and raised crossings).
There is one existing grade separated crossing, with an additional crossing
planned to be complete by 2008, and a third crossing in the planning
process. The noteworthy feature of the existing crossing on McBride
Boulevard (illustrated in Figure 3.9) is that it was constructed by an
outdoor advertising company at no cost to the City, in return for the
opportunity to install four billboards.
Table 3.13: New Westminster Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Bike lane
Wide curb lane
Paved shoulder
Signed route
Off-street pathways
Total

Existing

Planned

Total

1.9 km
0
3.6
7
8.3
20.8 km

2.8 km
0
0
19
23
44.8 km

4.7 km
0
3.6
26
31.3
65.6 km
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Figure 3.9: Cyclist-Pedestrian Overpass on McBride Boulevard

There are approximately 30 bicycle racks within City rights of way. The
City’s Zoning Bylaw does not require bicycle parking or end-of-trip
facilities, and it is staff's intent to amend the Zoning Bylaw this year to
implement these requirements.
In 2005, the City produced a bicycle map indicating existing and proposed
bicycle routes, as well as traffic signals, stop signs and grade separated
crossings. The map also indicates locations of SkyTrain stations, bicycle
shops, areas with steep terrain and major destinations.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.5% of all trips to work in New Westminster are
made by bicycle. As indicated in Figure 3.7, in only two of the census tracts
in New Westminster does the mode share exceed 1%. The 2004 travel diary
survey indicates that approximately 2,200 bicycle trips are made each
weekday, representing a bicycle mode share of 1.1% of all trips.
There were 50 reported collisions in New Westminster involving bicycles
between 2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 10 collisions per year.
This represents approximately 0.12 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.
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Funding
The City does not allocate funding specifically by mode of transportation.
As a result, it is not possible to determine the overall amount that it spends
spent on bicycle facilities in New Westminster. A key project for which
the City is providing funds is the Central Valley Greenway, for which
$1.2 million of the $3 million project cost is being provided by the City.

3.6. Richmond
This “sub-region” consists only of the City of Richmond, which has a
population of approximately 188,000.

Bicycle Plans
The City has several plans and policies relevant to cycling, including:


The Official Community Plan establishes an objective for cycling “to
promote cycling as an appealing and environmentally friendly travel
choice.” The OCP was adopted in 1999 and will be updated over the
next two years.



The On-Street Cycling Network Plan was adopted in 1996. Cycling
improvement projects throughout the City are planned and designed
annually based on this Plan.



The City Centre Transportation Plan was adopted in 1995 and is
currently being updated. The existing plan reinforces the provision of
on-street and end-of-trip bicycle facilities in the City Centre area
including shared cycling/pedestrian pathways to link on-street bicycle
routes.



The 2010 Richmond Trail Strategy was developed in 2003 and
identifies a network of city-wide trails and neighbourhood routes.



Development permit guidelines specify minimum standards for longterm and short-term bicycle parking facilities — 0.27 secure parking
spaces and 0.27 short-term spaces per 100 m2 of gross leasable area.
The guidelines also encourage developers to provide end-of-trip
facilities such as showers and lockers for the convenience of
employees.



The Zoning and Development Bylaw is currently being updated and
will include requirements for short-term and long-term bicycle
planning.
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Bicycle Network
There are currently 43.3 km of on-street and off-street bicycle routes in the
city, with a further 75 km planned, as summarized in Table 3.14. Existing
routes include 5.7 km of paved off-street pathways parallel to roadways,
with a further 6 km planned. The City also has an extensive off-street trail
network, with 80 km of existing trails.
Table 3.14: Richmond Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Bike lane
Raised bicycle lane
Wide curb lane
Paved shoulder
Signed route
Off-street paved
Off-street unpaved
Off-street trail
Total

Existing

Planned

Total

25.3 km
0
1.3
5.3
2.9
5.7
2.8
80
123.3 km

22.3 km
3.2
17.7
0
25.6
6.1
0
n/a
74.9 km

47.6 km
3.2
19.0
5.3
28.5
11.8
2.8
80
198.2 km

The City is currently developing a 3.2 km section of raised bicycle lanes
on No. 3 Road in conjunction with Canada Line construction. The raised
bicycle lanes will be separated from traffic by a roll curb, as illustrated in
Figure 3.10, and will be 1.5 m wide.
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Figure 3.10: Raised Bicycle Lane on No. 3 Road

City of Richmond

Phase 1 of the City Centre Transportation Plan update has identified a
number of challenges relating to bicycle planning in Richmond Town
Centre, including:
•

Lack of continuous north-south and east-west routes across the City
Centre.

•

Establishing functional cycling facilities on existing streets that
connect destinations.

•

Providing safe facilities through barriers such as interchanges with
Highway 99, bridges, and high traffic volume intersections.

•

Providing connections to, and integration with, transit services.

•

Minimizing conflicts between different users of the streets within a
dense urban environment.

To address these challenges, the Plan includes the following measures:
•

New continuous routes across the City Centre, including connections
to Canada Line stations.

•

Cycling routes physically separated from vehicle traffic on major
streets where feasible.
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•

Integration of off-street and on-street cycling routes.

•

Secure end-of-trip facilities at all transit stations and key destinations.

The bicycle network in Richmond also includes approximately 45 bicyclepedestrian signals. The City does not use bicycle buttons at signals, as
almost all of the City’s intersections have loop detectors (including some
minor cross-streets at pedestrian signals). On some designated bicycle
routes, the City has identified the sensitive spots of the detector loop with
pavement markings, and plans to add loop detector pavement markings at
all intersections along bicycle routes.
The City cleans major roads (which includes roads with bicycle lanes)
approximately eight times per year. Bicycle lanes are cleaned every two
weeks during the period from April to October when there are typically
greater numbers of cyclists. Crews also clean roads and bicycle lanes on
an as-needed basis (e.g., to remove construction debris or clear broken
glass from a traffic accident).
Secure bicycle parking is provided in a bicycle room at City Hall (as well
as showers and lockers). This unattended parking facility requires an
employee pass to access, and has a capacity of approximately 100
bicycles. Other secure bicycle parking facilities in Richmond include a
secure, caged room at YVR for Vancouver Airport Authority workers that
requires keypad entry, and a bicycle room that is being installed at
WorkSafeBC.
The City has established a cycling advisory group — the Richmond
Community Cycling Committee. The City participates in the several
education and awareness programs, including the Commuter Challenge,
Bike to Work Week and Bike Month, and stages the “Island City by Bike”
tour as part of Bike Month. The City also worked with TransLink and
BEST to produce a bicycle map of Richmond, and 20,000 copies have
been distributed to date.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 1.3% of all trips to work in Richmond are made
by bicycle. As indicated in Figure 3.11, the highest bicycle mode shares
occur on Sea Island and in Richmond Town Centre, with mode shares of
3.7% and 3.3% respectively. The 2004 trip diary indicates that
approximately 5,600 bicycle trips are made each weekday, representing a
bicycle mode share of 0.9% of all trips.
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Figure 3.11: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Richmond

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

There were 316 reported collisions in Richmond involving bicycles between
2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 63 collisions per year. This
represents an average of 0.31 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.

Funding
The City typically spends approximately $300,000 per year on bicycle
planning and infrastructure, including:
•

Bicycle routes — approximately $250,000

•

Supporting facilities — approximately $25,000

•

Education and awareness — approximately $6,500
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3.7. North Shore
This “sub-region” consists of the City of North Vancouver, District of
North Vancouver and District of West Vancouver. The 2006 census
indicates that 1.4% of all trips to work are made by bicycle, and the 2004
trip diary survey indicates that 1.2% of all trips are made by bicycle.
Figure 3.12 illustrates bicycle mode shares by census tract.
Figure 3.12: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips on the North Shore

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

3.7.1.

North Vancouver (City and District)

The population in the City of North Vancouver is approximately 45,000
persons, and the population in the District of North Vancouver is
approximately 82,500 persons.

Bicycle Plans
The City and District recently jointly prepared an update of the North
Vancouver Bicycle Master Plan (BMP, which was adopted in 2006. The
two key goals of the updated plan are to:
•

Increase bicycle trips.

•

Improve safety for cyclists.
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The key component of the BMP is a network of bicycle routes,
incorporating a combination of on-street routes and off-street pathways
connecting all major destinations and all neighbourhoods within the
District and the City, as well as connections to West Vancouver and across
Burrard Inlet. The BMP also identifies end-of-trip facilities (parking,
showers, and lockers), supporting awareness, encouragement and
education programs, and guidelines for designing, constructing, and
maintaining bicycle facilities.
The BMP identified a number of priority cycling improvements in North
Vancouver. The key characteristics of the priority improvements are that
they either overcome major barriers to cycling (such as Highway 1 and
rivers) and/or they complete gaps in the bicycle network.
The City of North Vancouver also adopted a Parks and Greenways
Strategic Plan in 2002. There are two primary types of greenways
identified in the plan — recreational greenways intended for public
enjoyment, and environmental greenways intended for habitat purposes.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 1.5% and 1.4% of all trips to work are made by
bicycle in the City and District, respectively. As indicated in Figure 3.12,
the highest bicycle mode shares to work are in the Capilano/Highlands and
Keith Lynn neighbourhoods in the District of North Vancouver, each of
which have mode shares above 3%. There are also relatively high bicycle
mode shares in the Pemberton Heights and Lower Capilano
neighbourhoods in the District, as well as the Central Lonsdale West and
Ridgeway neighbourhoods in the City, each of which have bicycle mode
shares greater than 2%.
The 2004 trip diary survey indicates that approximately 3,300 and 3,400
bicycle trips are made each weekday in the City and District, respectively.
This represents a bicycle mode share of 2.3% of all trips in the City, and
1.0% of all trips in the District.
There were 159 reported collisions in both the City and District of North
Vancouver involving bicycles between 2002 and 2006, equivalent to an
average of 32 collisions per year. This represents approximately
0.15 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.
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3.7.2.

District of West Vancouver

The population of the District of West Vancouver is approximately 42,000
persons.

Bicycle Plans
The District of West Vancouver adopted its Cycling Network and
Greenway Plan in 2007. The two key goals of this plan are to:
•

Increase bicycle trips.

•

Improve safety for cyclists.

The plan is based on a network of bicycle routes, of which the key feature
is the Spirit Trail greenway, which will provide a continuous, relatively
flat connection between Horseshoe Bay and the Lions Gate Bridge. The
greenway is the “spine” of the cycling network, which incorporates a
combination of on-street routes and pathways radiating out from the
greenway, and connecting all major destinations and neighbourhoods in
the District. The greenway and cycling network also provide connections
to North Vancouver and across the Lions Gate Bridge, and connections to
regional transit service. The plan also identifies supporting awareness,
encouragement and education programs and guidelines for designing,
constructing, and maintaining cycling facilities.

Bicycle Network
Currently, there is only one designated on-street bicycle route in West
Vancouver, a 19 km route linking the Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal and
the Cleveland Dam on the Capilano River, at the municipal boundary with
North Vancouver. This bicycle route is comprised almost entirely of
signed roads with no designated space for cyclists. The exception is a
section of uphill bicycle lane on Stevens Drive.
The primary off-street bicycle facility in West Vancouver is the pathway
through Ambleside Park and along the seawall in the Ambleside
neighbourhood.
Bicycle racks are provided at all municipal buildings, and the municipal
hall has a secure bicycle parking area. In addition, the Planning
Department requires the installation of bicycle racks for all new
commercial and high density residential development.
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Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 1.4% of all trips to work in West Vancouver are
made by bicycle. As shown in Figure 3.12, bicycle mode shares were
nearly 4% in one census tract north of the Marine Drive corridor.
Between 2001 and 2005 there were 33 reported bicycle crashes in the
District, equivalent to an average of 6.6 crashes per year.

Funding
$500,000 has been committed by the District for the development of the
Spirit Trail greenway over the next four years. Other funds for the
greenway are being provided by the province through the LocalMotion
program.

3.8. Northeast Sector
The Northeast Sector “sub-region” includes five municipalities — the City
of Coquitlam, City of Port Moody, City of Coquitlam, Village of Anmore
and Village of Belcarra. The census indicates that 0.7% of work trips in
this “sub-region” are made by bicycle (Figure 3.13 illustrates mode shares
by census tract). The 2004 trip diary survey indicates that 0.9% of all trips
are made by bicycle.

3.8.1.

Coquitlam

In 2006, the population of the City of Coquitlam was approximately
115,000 persons.

Bicycle Plans
The Strategic Transportation Plan (STP) was approved by City Council in
December 2001. The STP identifies facilities and programs to increase
the attractiveness of cycling, transit and walking within Coquitlam. In
support of cycling and other modes of transportation, the STP outlines
four key goals — community and environmental quality, mobility, quality
of transportation and affordability.
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Figure 3.13: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Northeast Sector

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

The Bicycle Network Plan is a component of the Strategic Transportation
Plan. The Bicycle Network Plan encompasses the entire city, identifying
on-street bicycle routes intended to provide efficient access by bicycle to
all major destinations within Coquitlam, as well as regional connections.
The plan includes off-street pathways only in areas where there are not
any attractive on-street route options.
The Master Trail Plan was prepared in March 2005, and is intended to
guide the planning and construction of a system of off-road trails in the
City’s parks and natural areas. The plan incorporates five types of trails,
four of which are intended to accommodate all types of cyclists (the fifth
— nature trails — accommodate mountain biking only). Some of the
proposed trails identified in the Master Trail Plan provide connectivity
within the City’s bicycle network.
A “Cycling Implementation Priority and Strategy” was recently prepared,
identifying a prioritized list of improvements to new and existing bicycle
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routes. The network of routes incorporates on-street routes and pathways,
which connect all major destinations and all neighbourhoods within the
City, as well as connecting to neighbouring municipalities and regional
transit services. The Cycling Implementation Priority and Strategy also
identifies the costs associated with the implementation strategy, and
opportunities to obtain funding from other sources. It is intended that the
priorities identified in the Cycling Implementation Priority and Strategy be
re-evaluated and re-prioritized at least every two years.

Bicycle Network
The City’s on-street bicycle network currently includes approximately
10 km of facilities, with a further 33 km planned as part of the 20-Year
Implementation Strategy. The City also has an extensive off-street
network, with 88 km of maintained trails, including 17 km which are
paved or classified as multi-use.
There are four bicycle-pedestrian signals in Coquitlam, and a grade
separation at David Avenue.
The City’s Strategic Transportation Plan established guidelines for secure,
long-term parking and short-term parking facilities. For residential
developments, one secure bicycle parking space is required per dwelling
unit, as well as one short-term space for every five units. For nonresidential developments, secure bicycle parking is required at a rate of
10% of required off-street motor vehicle parking. In addition, the
Strategic Transportation Plan states that showers and clothing lockers are
required at workplaces.
Staff are working to incorporate these
requirements into the City’s zoning bylaw.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.6% of all trips to work in Coquitlam are made
by bicycle. Figure 3.13 indicates that the highest bicycle mode shares are
in the Coquitlam Town Centre area, where the mode share exceeds 4%,
and is the highest mode share of any census tract in the region outside the
City of Vancouver. The 2004 trip diary indicates that approximately
2,600 bicycle trips are made each weekday, representing a bicycle mode
share of 0.8% of all trips.
There were 86 reported collisions in the City involving bicycles between
2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 17 collisions per year. This
represents approximately 0.18 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.
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Funding
The City’s annual capital expenditure on bicycle projects includes
approximately $100,000 (matched with TransLink funding), as well as
expenditures on bicycle facilities included in road projects.

3.8.2.

Port Moody

The City of Port Moody has a population of approximately 27,500
persons.

Bicycle Plans
The City of Port Moody adopted a Master Transportation Plan in 2004,
which focuses on the development of a ten-year improvement program for
motorists, cyclists, pedestrians, transit riders, and trucks on Port Moody's
streets. The Plan recommends a number of cycling improvements,
including:
•

Widened curb lanes along Clarke Street, Ioco Road, and Murray Street.

•

Various off-road routes to interconnect existing facilities.

•

Additional or improved bike route signage along St. George Street,
Glenayre Drive, and Barnet Highway, as well as signage on all
existing and proposed bike routes.

•

Barrier removal to provide improved access to the Trans Canada Trail.

•

Changes to the designated bicycle network.

Bicycle Network
There are currently approximately 60 km of on-street and off-street
bicycle routes in Port Moody, with a further 2.2 km planned, as
summarized in Table 3.15. Of the existing bicycle routes, approximately
3.7 km are marked bicycle lanes. Off-street facilities include 1.2 km of
shared-use sidewalks in two locations (Barnet Highway southbound from
Gore Street to St. Johns Street, and Glenayre Drive southbound from
Westhill Park to Glencoe Drive).
Table 3.15: Port Moody Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

On-street
Off-street
Total

Existing

Planned

Total

43 km
17
60 km

1.0 km
1.2
2.2 km

44 km
18.2 km
62.2 km
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Signage and route marking in Port Moody is currently inconsistent in its
form and implementation, thus, the City is preparing for a city-wide
bicycle route signage project this year.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.5% of all trips to work in Port Moody are made
by bicycle. The 2004 trip diary indicates that approximately 300 bicycle
trips are made each weekday, representing a bicycle mode share of 0.4%
of all trips.
There were 18 reported collisions in the City involving bicycles between
2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 3.6 collisions per year. This
represents approximately 0.33 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.

3.8.3.

Port Coquitlam

The population of the City of Port Coquitlam is approximately 53,000
persons.

Bicycle Plans
In 2000, the City completed the Master Transportation Plan (MTP), which
includes a bicycle network plan which defines a network of on-street
bicycle routes. The Master Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan was subsequently
prepared in 2005. The purpose of this plan was to develop a complete
pedestrian and bicycle route system throughout the City. Three types of
bicycle routes are identified in the plan:
•

Major routes, which are either direct, commuter-oriented routes for
long-distance trips (on-road) or high-use recreational routes (off-road).
For on-road facilities, major routes typically consist of either
conventional bicycle lanes, marked wide lanes or paved shoulders.

•

Secondary routes, which are intended for short to medium-distance
trips within Port Coquitlam or to connect to a major route. These
typically consist of either marked wide lanes, paved shoulders or
signed routes.

•

Local routes, which are typically on residential roads (on-road) or
neighbourhood trails (off-road), and are intended for short trips or to
connect with secondary or major routes.

The Master Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan includes design guidelines for
each route type, and provides suggestions for supporting facilities,
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including end-of-trip facilities, bicycle parking, lighting, crosswalks and
sidewalks.
In 1997, City Council adopted a plan to upgrade the Traboulay PoCo
Trail, a 24.5 km recreational trail that circumnavigates the City.

Bicycle Network
There are approximately 131 km of designated bicycle routes in the City
of Port Coquitlam, including approximately 83 km of on-street routes, and
48.5 km of off-street routes, as summarized in Table 3.16. A further 6 km
of bicycle routes are planned. It is important to note that some of these
designated bicycle routes do not include any bicycle facilities or signage at
this time.
Table 3.16: Port Coquitlam Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Existing

Planned

Total

On-street – major route
On-street – secondary route
On-street – local route
Off-street – major trail
Off-street – local trail
Greenway
(Traboulay Trail)
Total

36.7 km
35.5
10.7
9.8
13.8

4.6 km
0
0
0.9
0.5

41.3 km
35.5
10.7
10.7
14.3

24.9

0

24.9

131.4 km

6.0 km

137.4 km

The City has established requirements for bicycle parking in its zoning
bylaw, requiring one bicycle parking space per dwelling unit in multiplefamily developments with three or more housing units.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.8% of all trips to work in Port Coquitlam are
made by bicycle. As indicated in Figure 3.13, in two census tracts the
bicycle mode share exceeds 2%. The 2004 trip diary indicates that
approximately 1,600 bicycle trips are made each weekday, representing a
bicycle mode share of 1.2% of all trips.
There were 77 reported collisions in the City involving bicycles between
2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 15.4 collisions per year. This
represents approximately 0.26 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.
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3.9. Surrey and Delta
This “sub-region” consists of the City of Surrey, the City of White Rock
and Corporation of Delta. Census data indicate that 0.5% of all trips to
work are made by bicycle (Figure 3.14 illustrates mode shares by census
tract). The 2004 trip diary survey indicates that 1.0% of all trips are made
by bicycle.
Figure 3.14: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Surrey, Delta and White Rock

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

3.9.1.

City of Surrey

Surrey is the second most-populous city in the region, with a 2006
population of almost 400,000.

Bicycle Plans
Surrey’s Bicycle Blueprint was adopted in 1993. It includes:
•

Plans for every collector and arterial road to eventually become a
“bicycle friendly” road.

•

A city-wide “core” network of bicycle routes, to be the focus of
implementation efforts in the first ten years.
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•

A comprehensive set of facility design guidelines, including standards
for “interim” facility upgrades.

•

End-of-trip facilities.

•

Awareness, encouragement, education and enforcement programs.

•

Cost estimates and a funding strategy.

•

An implementation strategy and monitoring program.

•

Recommendations to create a Bicycle Coordinator position and a
Bicycle Advisory Committee (which was disbanded in 1998).

At the time the Bicycle Blueprint was developed, it was anticipated that
implementation of all components of the plan could increase bicycle use in
Surrey to as much as 5% to 10% of all trips.

Bicycle Network
There is currently approximately 332 km of bicycle routes in Surrey,
including approximately 255 km of on-street facilities and approximately
77 km of off-street facilities, as summarized in Table 3.17. These include
“bicycle-friendly roads” (which incorporated unmarked wide travel lanes)
and "sidewalks" (short sections where cycling on the sidewalk is
permitted, usually to complete a bicycle route or greenway). Bicycle
facilities are provided on all new and upgraded arterial roads, and the
majority of new and upgraded collector roads.
Table 3.17: Surrey Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Bicycle lane
Bicycle friendly road
Marked wide curb lane
Paved shoulder
Signed route
Sidewalk
Off-street pathway
Boulevard pathway
Greenway
Total

Existing

32.7 km
23.9
56.7
104.5
35.5
2.4
21.9
6.0
48.6
332.2 km

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.4% of all trips to work in Surrey are made by
bicycle. As indicated in Figure 3.14, in only five of the City’s 78 census
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tracts are bicycle mode shares greater than 1%, with the highest bicycle
mode share being 1.3% in the area immediately south of Surrey City
Centre. The 2004 trip diary indicates that approximately 7,500 bicycle
trips are made each weekday, representing a bicycle mode share of 0.8%
of all trips.
There were 518 reported collisions in the City involving bicycles between
2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 103.6 collisions per year. This
represents approximately 0.38 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.

Funding
The City provides $1.16 million per year in funding for the off-street
bicycle program. The expenditures for on-street facilities cannot be
explicitly identified, as these facilities are implemented as part of road
projects. The City’s total annual budget for road construction is
approximately $38 million.

3.9.2.

Corporation of Delta

The population in Delta is approximately 97,000 persons.

Bicycle Plans
Delta’s first municipal-wide bicycle network plan was the 1998 Interim
Cycle Network Plan, which provided the first municipal-wide cycle
network plan. This was superseded by the Alternative Transportation Plan
which was adopted in 2003 and is a component of the municipal
Transportation Plan. The main components of this plan include:
•

A network of interconnected pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian routes.
The plan distinguishes between two types of bicycle facilities —
regional routes and community routes.

•

Comprehensive design guidelines.

•

Supporting programs.

•

A community involvement strategy.

•

A staged implementation strategy.

Bicycle Network
As indicated in Table 3.18, there are approximately 60 km of on-street
facilities in Delta, consisting of signed routes, marked wide lanes, and bicycle
lanes. There is also approximately 5 km of off-street paved facilities.
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Table 3.18: Delta Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

On-street
Off-street paved
Off-street unpaved
Total

Existing

60
5
20
85 km

Seven of the 61 traffic and pedestrian signals in Delta have been equipped
with curb side mounted cycle activation. Cyclist activation is now a
requirement for all newly installed signals on designated and planned
bicycle routes.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.7% of all trips to work in Delta are made by
bicycle. As Figure 3.14 indicates, bicycle mode shares are below 1.0% in
most of the urbanized areas in Ladner, Tsawwassen, and North Delta, and
are highest in the non-urbanized areas of Delta. The 2004 trip diary
indicates that approximately 5,700 bicycle trips are made each weekday,
representing a bicycle mode share of 1.6% of all trips.
There were 110 reported collisions in Delta involving bicycles between
2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 22 collisions per year. This
represents approximately 0.11 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.

Funding
Annual funding levels for capital projects related to cycling range between
$160,000 and $300,000.

3.10. Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows
This “sub-region” consists of the District of Maple Ridge and the City of
Pitt Meadows. Census data indicate that 0.7% of all trips to work are
made by bicycle (Figure 3.15 illustrates bicycle mode shares by census
tract). In contrast, the 2004 trip diary indicates that 2.1% of all trips are
made by bicycle, suggesting a much higher mode share for non-work trips
than for work trips.
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Figure 3.15: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

3.10.1. District of Maple Ridge
The population of Maple Ridge is approximately 70,000 persons.

Bicycle Plans
Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge jointly prepared a Bikeways Plan in 1994.
The plan identifies a network of bicycle routes, as well as policies
intended to “institutionalize” or embed bicycle planning and design in the
municipal process, including a bicycle coordinator position, design
standards, and end-of-trip facilities. The plan also identifies programs to
increase awareness of cycling opportunities and facilities, to encourage
cycling, and to educate both cyclists and motorists as to how to safely
share the road.
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The District also prepared a Transportation Plan in 2003, which has not
yet been formally adopted. This Transportation Plan included a Bicycle
Plan which builds upon and identifies refinements to the 1994 Bikeways
Plan where new connections were appropriate or where changes in the
transportation system necessitated changes. The 2003 Bicycle Plan
focuses primarily on on-street bicycle routes.

Bicycle Network
As summarized in Table 3.19, there are currently approximately 22 km of
on-street bicycle facilities in Maple Ridge, including 14 km of bicycle
lanes and 8 km of shared facilities. Approximately 3 km of dedicated
bicycle lanes are planned to be added in 2008. There are no off-street
pathways.
Table 3.19: Maple Ridge Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Bicycle lane
Signed route
Total

Existing

Planned

Total

14
8
22 km

3
0
3 km

17
8
25 km

Education and awareness programs in Maple Ridge include the Safer City
program, which is intended to foster partnerships between different
agencies, such as the school district, RCMP and municipal departments.
Several initiatives are proposed under this program, including a bicycle
rodeo and a “5-minute zone” program, which are intended to increase
awareness for cycling at schools.

Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.7% of all trips to work in Maple Ridge are
made by bicycle. As illustrated in Figure 3.15, the bicycle mode share of
work trips exceeds 1% only in the Town Centre area. The 2004 trip diary
indicates that approximately 3,900 bicycle trips are made each weekday,
representing a bicycle mode share of 2.5% of all trips, which is more than
three times higher than the mode share of work trips reported in the 2006
census, indicating a much higher mode share of non-work trips than work
trips.
There were 122 reported collisions in Maple Ridge involving bicycles
between 2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 24.4 collisions per
year. This represents an average of 0.17 collisions for every 10,000
bicycle trips.
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Funding
Approximately $50,000 of dedicated funding is specifically allocated to
bicycle facilities in Maple Ridge annually. Accounting for bicycle
facilities included in other major infrastructure projects, District staff
estimate that $100,000 to $200,000 is spent annually on bicycle facilities.

3.10.2. City of Pitt Meadows
Pitt Meadows has a population of approximately 16,000 persons.

Bicycle Plans
Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge jointly prepared a Bikeways Plan in 1994,
which is described in the Maple Ridge section above.

Bicycle Network
The City of Pitt Meadows currently has approximately 27 km of on-street
bicycle lanes and paved shoulders, with a further 4.4 km planned, as
summarized in Table 3.20. The City also has an extensive off-street
bicycle network, including the 37 km dyke trail. There is currently one
overhead crossing of the railway tracks for pedestrians and cyclists, and
the City is planning for an additional grade separated crossing over the
Katzie Slough midway between Harris Road and the Pitt River Bridge.
Table 3.20: Pitt Meadows Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

On-street
Off-street (pathway)
Off-street (dyke trail)
Total

Existing

Planned

Total

27 km
6.5
37
70.5 km

4.4 km
2.3
0
6.7 km

31.4 km
8.8
37
77.2 km

Bicycle racks are provided at all City facilities, and as part of the
development process, bicycle racks are installed at the time of
construction for all new commercial and multi-family residential
developments. In addition, showers, change rooms and lockers may also
be required in non-residential developments where extensive employee
bicycle parking stalls are required to meet projected demand.
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Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 1.4% of all trips to work in Pitt Meadows are
made by bicycle. The 2004 trip diary survey indicates that approximately
200 bicycle trips are made each weekday, representing a bicycle mode
share of 0.4% of all trips.
There were 23 reported collisions in Pitt Meadows involving bicycles
between 2002 and 2006, equivalent to an average of 4.6 collisions per
year. This represents approximately 0.63 collisions for every 10,000
bicycle trips.

Funding
Capital funding is requested for specific projects as required. This year
the City is spending approximately $90,000 on paving road shoulders and
painting bicycle lanes on existing arterial roads.

3.11. The Langleys
This “sub-region” consists of the Township of Langley and the City of
Langley. Census data indicate that 0.7% of all trips to work in Langley
are made by bicycle. As Figure 3.16 indicates, the highest mode shares
are in and around the City of Langley. The 2004 trip diary survey
indicates that 0.6% of all trips in Langley are made by bicycle.

3.11.1. Township of Langley
The Township of Langley has a population of almost 94,000 persons.

Bicycle Plans
Township of Langley staff are currently reviewing and revising the Master
Transportation Plan. Staff are also reviewing the cycling network, the
signing program for bicycle routes and the maintenance program for
bicycle facilities to determine where improvements are needed. Currently,
all routes that have been implemented and are approved by Council for
implementation are indicated on the Township’s bicycle route map.
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Figure 3.16: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Langley

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

Bicycle Network
There are currently approximately 119 km of bicycle facilities in the
Township of Langley, the majority of which are paved shoulders, as
summarized in Table 3.21.
The Township is planning to add
approximately 17 km of bicycle lanes and 10 km of marked wide lanes.
Table 3.21: Township of Langley Bicycle Routes
Facility Type

Existing

Planned

Total

Bicycle lanes
Marked wide lanes
Paved shoulders
Off-street pathways
Total

3 km
0
112
4
119 km

17.1 km
10
0
0
27.1 km

20.1 km
10
112
4
146.1 km
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Bicycle Use
Census data indicate that 0.6% of all trips to work in the Township of
Langley are made by bicycle. The 2004 trip diary survey indicates that
approximately 1,900 bicycle trips are made each weekday, representing a
bicycle mode share of 0.7% of all trips.
There were 118 reported collisions in both the City and Township of
Langley involving bicycles between 2002 and 2006, equivalent to an
average of 23.6 collisions per year. This represents approximately
0.29 collisions for every 10,000 bicycle trips.

Funding
The Township allocates approximately $80,000 annually for bicycle
facilities, to match funding with the BICCS program and TransLink.

3.12. Other Municipalities
Other municipalities in the region not described in previous sections
include:
•

Anmore. The Village of Anmore has a network of 1 m wide asphalt
pathways parallel to most streets. These pathways accommodate a
range of users, including cyclists, pedestrians, and horses. Municipal
staff estimate that there are approximately 4 km of pathways within
the Village. There is no municipal bicycle plan or transportation plan,
and no end-of-trip facilities, bicycle parking, supporting programs or
dedicated funding for cycling.

•

Belcarra. The Village of Belcarra has approximately 200 m of shared
bicycle lanes. The Village does not have a bicycle plan or
transportation plan, and does not have any end-of-trip facilities,
bicycle parking or supporting programs. The Village applies for costshare funding on an as-needed basis for bicycle infrastructure projects.

•

Langley City. The City of Langley prepared a Master Transportation
Plan in 2004, which included a Bicycle Network Plan. City staff
indicate that no new bicycle routes have been identified since the plan
was developed, and none of the future routes identified in the plan
have been implemented, with the exception of the bicycle routes
included in the 204 Street overpass project. The bicycle mode share of
work trips in the City of Langley is 1.2%.
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White Rock. The City of White Rock adopted a Strategic
Transportation Plan in 2006. In preparing the plan, existing and
proposed bicycle routes were reviewed, and changes to the long-term
cycling network were identified. Census data indicate that 0.4% of all
trips to work in White Rock are made by bicycle. The 2004 trip diary
survey indicates that approximately 700 trips are made by bicycle each
weekday, representing a bicycle mode share of 1.2% of all trips.

•

3.13. Funding
It is estimated that for the period from 1996 to 2006, expenditures on
cycling facilities and programs in the region amounted to more than
$100 million. This includes at least $21 million spent by TransLink, an
estimated $15+ million spent by the Province through cost-sharing
programs and upgrades to bridges and highways, and an estimated
$70+ million spent by municipalities.
The $100+ million expended from 1996 to 2006 represents an annualized
expenditure of $1,030,000 per year (assuming that capital expenditures are
annualized over a 15-year period). Including an estimated $150,000 per
year for maintenance and other cycling programs results in an average
annual cost for cycling facilities and programs in the region of $1,180,000
per year from 1996 to 2006. During the same time period, an estimated
468,000 new cycling trips were generated each year. This means that each
new cycling trip was generated at an average cost of $1.50. In comparison,
it is estimated that the average cost per new transit trip is $2.15.
Table 3.22 summarizes estimated expenditures on roads, transit, cycling
and other transportation infrastructure and services in the region from
1996 through 2006. During this time period, transportation expenditures
totalled an estimated $11.4 billion. The $100+ million spent on cycling
represents 0.9% of regional transportation expenditures.
Table 3.22: Estimated Transportation Expenditures in Metro Vancouver, 1996–2006
Municipalities
TransLink
• Capital
• Operating
Province
• Major roadway capital
• Road rehabilitation and maintenance
• Transit capital
Total
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Current expenditures on bicycle facilities and programs in the region
exceed $30 million annually, as summarized in Table 3.23 and described
below.
Table 3.23: Estimated Current Cycling Expenditures in Metro Vancouver
Municipalities
TransLink
Province
Total

$20+ million/year
$6 million/year
$4 million/year
$30+ million/year
$15+ per capita/year

Municipal expenditures documented in Section 3 of this report amount to
more than $17 million. Annual municipal expenditures on bicycle
facilities and programs are likely considerably higher, however, as data are
not available for some municipalities, and in other municipalities some
expenditures on bicycle facilities are attributed to roadworks and other
projects. Consequently, a figure of “$20+ million” is used in Table 3.7 to
indicate the current level of municipal expenditures on bicycle facilities
and programs.
Provincial funding for bicycle facilities and programs is $7 million per
year throughout the province. Based on the population distribution in BC,
it is estimated that approximately $4 million is spent in the Vancouver
region each year. This figure does not include the $60 million allocated to
bicycle facilities as part of the Gateway Program.
The total annual funding amount of at least $30 million is equivalent to
approximately $15 per capita per year. It is worth noting that this a
region-wide average, and that expenditures per capita are higher in some
municipalities (such as Burnaby and Vancouver), and lower in others.
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4. GAP ASSESSMENT
This section presents an assessment of the “gaps” between current
conditions for cycling and the long-term vision articulated by cyclists,
various agency staff and other stakeholders. Much of the stakeholder
feedback is based on a summary report that was prepared following the
first stakeholder workshop, which was held as part of the development of
the Regional Cycling Strategy on May 14, 2008 (the summary report is
included in the Appendix).
The gap assessment addresses various aspects of bicycle planning and
program delivery, including goals, network, supporting activities and
programs, and implementation. In each case, the future vision identified
by stakeholders is presented, the gaps presented by the current situation
are assessed gaps, and opportunities are identified to “close the gap” and
achieve the long-term vision for cycling in the region.

4.1. Goals for Cycling
This section identifies what the content of a Regional Cycling Strategy
might be, and what goals could be considered for bicycle planning in the
Metro Vancouver region.

Vision
Stakeholders (cycling advocates, community and business representatives,
municipal and other agency staff) identified a number of elements of a
future vision for cycling in the region. These include:
•

Metro Vancouver is the most bicycle-friendly city/region in the world.

•

Metro Vancouver is a leader in cycling, and demonstrates best practices.

•

Cycling is considered safe.

•

People of all ages and abilities are cycling everywhere in the region.

•

Cycling is a “normal” activity — everyone cycles.

•

Cycling is “easy” and “fun.”

•

People in the region are more active, and obesity is reduced.

•

There is political support at all levels of government for cycling plans
and programs, and investment in cycling facilities.
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•

There is agreement among municipalities and other agencies in the
region regarding the importance of cycling as viable mode of
transportation.

•

Cycling is seen as a priority for transportation investment.

•

There is a more equitable transportation cost structure in the region
(including parking costs, congestion charges and distance-based
insurance).

•

The Motor Vehicle Act (renamed to the “Road User Act”) and
municipal bylaws are modified to provide more protection and rights for
cyclists, including legal responsibility of motorist in accidents, increased
penalties for offenses such as parking in bicycle lanes and bicycle theft,
and the ability to reduce speed limits on residential streets.

•

Staff and funds are dedicated to cycling, and funding is determined as a
percentage of the major road network budget.

Gap Assessment
With respect to policies, plans and goals, the key “gap” between current
conditions and the future vision described by stakeholders is the lack of an
overall policy framework for cycling in the region. Each of the agencies
currently involved in planning and implementing bicycle facilities and
programs has — to some degree — established policies, plans and goals,
but in many cases these differ from the policies, plans and goals of other
agencies.
The lack of an overall policy framework means that:
•

Some aspects of the future vision for cycling are not addressed in some
of the policies, plans and goals.

•

Municipalities and other agencies may be working to different goals for
cycling, with the result that different priorities are placed on various
types of facilities and programs.

•

Some aspects of bicycle planning and programs may be overlooked in
some jurisdictions, including connections between municipalities, and
supporting programs such as education, awareness and promotion
activities.

•

The standards and practices for planning, design and monitoring vary
between jurisdictions. One result of this is inconsistent signage and
wayfinding measures.

•

There is some dissatisfaction with the way cost-share funding is
allocated by TransLink and the Ministry of Transportation and
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Infrastructure (MoT), as there are no clear regional goals for cycling
upon which to base funding criteria.

Opportunities
As the regional transportation authority, TransLink could play an
important role in establishing an overall policy framework for cycling in
the region. By clearly articulating a vision for cycling and developing a
comprehensive statement of goals and supporting policies, TransLink
could provide a basis for municipalities and other agencies to adopt
consistent goals and policies, and develop consistent bicycle plans.
A regional policy framework for cycling should include the following
elements, as illustrated in Figure 4.1:
•

Vision statement. A concise vision statement would encapsulate the key
features of the future vision described by stakeholders, and establish a
basis for goals, objectives and other elements of the policy framework in
support of this vision.

•

Goals. Two overall goals that could be considered for cycling in the
region are to increase bicycle trips and improve safety for cyclists. The
first goal reflects the common vision among stakeholders of increased
cycling in the region (discussed in Section 4.1.2), and the second goal
addresses the primary deterrent to cycling, particularly a fear of motor
vehicle traffic.

•

Objectives provide detail as to how each goal is to be achieved.
Examples of possible objectives in support of a goal to increased bicycle
trips include developing new bicycle routes, improving existing bicycle
routes, increasing the number of bicycle parking spaces, and
establishing set funding levels for bicycle plans and programs.

•

Policies and procedures. These describe how various bicycle facilities
and programs are to be delivered, including, for example,
responsibilities of participating agencies and organizations, design
guidelines for bicycle facilities, and criteria and priorities for funding
allocations.

•

Performance measures and on-going monitoring.
Performance
measures define expected results, in terms of measurable results and
timelines.
A program of on-going monitoring (discussed in
Section 4.4.3) is the mechanism by which these are measured and the
results reported to stakeholders and decision-makers.
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Figure 4.1: Suggested Regional Policy Framework

4.1.1.

Bicycle Use

Vision
Stakeholders share a common vision of increased cycling throughout the
region, even though they may have differing opinions regarding levels of
bicycle use which can be achieved. Key elements of stakeholders’ visions
of future bicycle use include:
•

Realistic mode share targets, and commensurate funding to achieve
these targets

•

Increased bicycle use among the “interested, but concerned”
demographic

•

Increased bicycle use without increased crashes and collisions

•

Specific incentives to encourage women to cycle
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•

Actions to create a “critical mass” of cyclists, with the result that cycling
becomes viewed as a mainstream activity worthy of public investment
and support.

•

More movement of goods by bicycle

•

A program to monitor and track bicycle use

Many stakeholders have made the point that if targets for bicycle use are
adopted, these targets should be visionary but also realistic. Although there
is a strong desire for Metro Vancouver to be a world leader in cycling, there
is also recognition that a failure to achieve established targets could be seen
as failure, even with a substantial increase in bicycle use.

Gap Assessment
With respect to bicycle use, the key “gap” is that the current level of
bicycle use is a fraction of what stakeholders envision in the future. The
bicycle mode share of work trips and of all trips within Metro Vancouver
is 1.7% (Figure 4.2 provides a breakdown by municipality). More
significantly, the bicycle mode share did not increase from 1996 to 2006.
In addition to bicycle mode share, the other significant “gap” is that
bicycle trip distances are shorter than what is typically assumed when
developing the bicycle route network. The median distance for a bicycle
trip in the region is 3.6 km, and two-thirds of bicycle trips are less than
5 km in length. . Even though there are far more short-distance bicycle
trips than longer-distance trips, travel patterns for longer-distance trips are
often given equal (or even greater) emphasis when planning bicycle
routes. Although lengthy bicycle routes can serve a variety of origins and
destinations along the route, the focus in planning these routes is often to
connect regional destinations 10 or 20 km apart, and to accommodate
bicycle trips of this distance.
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Figure 4.2: Bicycle Mode Share of Work Trips in Metro Vancouver

2006 Census, Statistics Canada

Opportunities
Most stakeholders envision a future where cycling accounts for a
significant share of regional trips. To achieve this vision will mean a
break from past trends, which in turn means a break or change from the
planning approach of the past. Opportunities to “do things differently” are
described in other sections of this document.
A number of stakeholders suggested that targets be established for
increasing bicycle use. There is currently no regional target for bicycle
use, and only a few municipalities in Metro Vancouver have adopted
targets for bicycle use. The purpose in establishing targets would be to
define clear goals and reference points which can be used to develop and
justify investments in bicycle facilities and programs.
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There is a risk associated with establishing targets for bicycle use,
however. As noted in Section 2, a number of other North American
communities have established mode share targets, and in each of these
communities these targets have not been achieved, or will not be achieved
if current trends continue. As a result, bicycle planning efforts appear to
have been unsuccessful, even though bicycle use in these communities has
increased.
When establishing targets for bicycle use in Metro Vancouver, the
following should be considered:
•

Select an appropriate measure. Although bicycle mode share is
commonly used to measure bicycle use, it might be useful to use the
number of bicycle trips as an additional measure, or instead of mode
share.

•

Select achievable targets and timeframes. If targets are set which
represent a significant increase from current levels, it is important that
these be achievable within the established timeframe.

•

Limit the target to specific trips. Rather than establishing a target for
the share of all trips in Metro Vancouver, it might be preferable to focus
on trips which are most appropriate for cycling. In Chicago, IL for
example, the mode share target is specifically limited to trips less than
8 km in length.

•

Tailor the target to the geography. The potential for cycling is greater
in some areas of the region than in others. This means that while it still
may be desirable to have an overall target for the region, it would also
be appropriate to establish targets which vary by area, in recognition of
the varying conditions in each area. The “cycle zone” approach used in
Portland OR is one way of establishing different targets for different
areas. This opportunity is discussed in Section 4.2.1.

4.1.2.

Target Markets

Vision
Recent research conducted in Portland, Oregon suggests that the potential
market for cycling is segregated into four groups, as illustrated in
Figure 4.3. Stakeholders agreed that substantial increases in bicycle use
can only be achieved by increasing bicycle use among the approximately
60% of the population who are “interested but concerned” regarding
cycling. This market segment includes occasional and infrequent cyclists,
as well as people who do not own bicycles but are interested in cycling for
transportation or recreation. Unlike more confident and skilled cyclists,
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however, this group is particularly concerned about safety in vehicle
traffic, and they feel more vulnerable as traffic volumes and speeds
increase. Consequently, they are generally attracted only to bicycle
facilities separated from traffic or on low-traffic, low-speed roads, and are
not attracted to bicycle lanes on arterial roads.
The vision for the future of cycling in the Metro Vancouver region is that
all market segments are attracted to cycling, and that new bicycle facilities
and programs are planned and designed to attract those who are
“interested but concerned.”
Figure 4.3 — Four Types of Transportation Cyclists, Portland OR

City of Portland

Gap Assessment
Given that the bicycle mode share in Metro Vancouver is 1.7%, it is
reasonable to conclude that in most areas, people making trips by bicycle
are predominantly “strong and fearless” and “enthused and confident”
cyclists. Only in some areas do “interested but concerned” cyclists
account for a measurable proportion of bicycle trips. These include areas
with higher bicycle mode shares, such as neighbourhoods close to
downtown Vancouver, UBC, and some regional town centres and regional
destinations.
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The “gap” with respect to target markets is therefore that in most parts of
the region, the largest potential market for cycling (the “interested but
concerned” cyclists) are not being attracted to cycling. This suggests that
in general, bicycle facilities and programs in the region are not being
planned and designed for “interested but concerned” cyclists.

Opportunities
Attracting “interested but concerned” cyclists will require developing
bicycle facilities that appeal to these cyclists, and supporting these
facilities with promotion, education and other programs. Opportunities to
develop bicycle routes and facilities that appeal to “interested but
concerned” cyclists are discussed in Section 3. Opportunities to
implement supporting programs that encourage “interested but concerned”
cyclists to begin cycling and to cycle more are discussed in Section 4.
At a policy level, there is an opportunity to change the way resources are
allocated by strategically emphasizing those facilities that appeal to
“interested but concerned” cyclists and potential cyclists, such as traffic
calmed bikeways on neighbourhood streets, cycle tracks and pathways
separated from traffic. This emphasis could be achieved through
objectives which clearly state that these types facilities are preferred,
design guidelines which encourage the development of these facilities, and
funding criteria which place priority on these types of facilities.
To provide a solid basis for developing such policies and procedures, it
would be useful to gather more information regarding the needs of the
“interested but concerned” market, and factors which influence the choice
to make a trip by bicycle. Factors which should be examined include
population and employment density, land use mix, street connectivity,
topography, and demographic characteristics. Some research along these
lines has already been undertaken by TransLink and UBC in conjunction
with municipalities from throughout Metro Vancouver, in addition to
research elsewhere in the world.

4.1.3.

Integrated Planning

Vision
A key issue identified by stakeholders is that a bicycle plan cannot
succeed on its own. In order to achieve desired increases in bicycle use
and other goals, a bicycle plan must be integrated with and supported by
other transportation plans and land use plans. Key elements of the future
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vision for integrated land use and transportation planning in the region
include the following:
•

Regional and municipal land use policies which support and encourage
cycling

•

Design of bicycle-friendly communities and developments

•

A “balanced” approach to transportation planning, with appropriate
emphasis on cycling

•

Priority for cyclists on the road network, including traffic calming,
signal priority and car-free zones

•

Improved bicycle-transit integration

•

Consistent “state of the art” planning practices and design standards for
cycling

•

Policies to encourage cycling, including congestion charges and tax
incentives

•

Funding allocated to cycling commensurate with desired mode shares
and numbers of bicycle trips

•

Adequate staffing and funding dedicated to bicycle planning

Gap Assessment
With respect to integrated planning, the key “gap” is that most bicycle
plans in the region are stand-alone efforts, rather than being part of a
comprehensive multi-modal transportation plan or an integrated land use
and transportation plan. The result is that opportunities are missed to
support and encourage cycling through other plans and projects. Common
examples of this are new road projects or road widenings which do not
include space on the road for cyclists, developments which obstruct or do
not preserve a corridor for future bicycle connections, and transit facilities
with no direct bicycle route access.

Opportunities
At the regional level, there are several regional and provincial plans which
should reflect regional goals and objectives for cycling, and which should
be integrated with TransLink’s planned Regional Cycling Strategy. These
include:
•

The Provincial Climate Action Plan identifies actions to be taken to
achieve the provincial goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by
33% by 2020. As the transportation sector accounts for 36% of
emissions, many of the actions in the plan are directed at transportation.
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•

The Provincial Transit Plan is a strategy to double transit ridership.
Integration with cycling to enable people to access transit services by
bicycle is an important way in which cycling can be integrated into this
plan.

•

The Regional Growth Strategy is currently being developed by Metro
Vancouver, as an update of the 1996 Livable Region Strategic Plan.
One identified strategy is to integrate land use and transportation
decisions to increase the modal share for transit, walking and cycling.

•

Transport 2040.
TransLink has recently adopted this 30-year
transportation strategy. One of the six goals is that most trips in the
region will be by transit, walking, and cycling by 2040.

At the municipal level, opportunities to integrate cycling, other
transportation and land use plans include:
•

Official Community Plans, which typically include a transportation
section. As this is the most important document in a community, the
transportation sections in the OCP should support cycling at a high level
to guide more detailed municipal initiatives. This is also an important
area where municipalities can explicitly link land use and transportation
planning, such as by directing investment in bicycle routes and facilities
towards areas with higher potential for cycling.

•

Zoning bylaws are an important tool to regulate supporting facilities
such as bicycle parking, showers, change rooms and lockers. Currently
only some municipalities have incorporated such requirements in their
zoning bylaws.

•

Transportation plans are an opportunity for municipalities to provide
clear direction regarding bicycle plans and programs, including detailed
implementation plans and funding needs.

Integrating bicycle plans with other transportation plans and land use plans
is a complex undertaking. To encourage and assist other agencies with
this challenge, TransLink could play a leadership role, providing expertise
and resources to municipalities and others who are developing
transportation and land use plans. Not only would this help to increase the
extent to which cycling considerations are integrated into other plans, but
it would also help to achieve greater consistency among various plans with
respect to goals, objectives and specific actions in support of cycling.
Recognizing the complexity and effort involved in integrating bicycle
plans into other plans, it would be useful if TransLink and others were to
undertake research which would indicate areas where an integrated
approach would yield the greatest results.
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4.2. Cycling Infrastructure
This section addresses gaps in the region’s cycling infrastructure, which
includes the bicycle network, supporting facilities, and design, operation,
and maintenance.

4.2.1.

Bicycle Network

Vision
The bicycle network is the key element of any bicycle plan. As such,
there was a significant amount of stakeholder feedback regarding the
future vision for the bicycle network and cycling infrastructure, including:
•

The bicycle network is:
o Seamless — no gaps
o Safe and secure
o Convenient — close by and easy to access
o Direct — direct routes and direct connections to major
destinations
o Clean and attractive
o Easy to understand and easy to follow
o Integrated with the transit network

•

The bicycle network serves trips of all purposes — commuting,
shopping, recreation and other purposes

•

The “core” of the bicycle network is comprised of “high-quality”
facilities separated from motor vehicle traffic

•

Cyclists are given priority on low-traffic streets, through measures such
as traffic calming and reduced speed limits

•

Bicycle lanes, cycle tracks and other high-quality facilities are used on
major roads

•

In order to better serve short trips, the network is more dense and finergrained in higher-density areas such as town centres and at major
regional destinations

•

The network overcomes major geographic and man-made barriers, such
as waterways, freeways and other road network constraints

•

Bicycle facilities are designed to high-quality, state-of-the-art standards,
consistent throughout the region
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•

Bicycle facilities (on-street and off-street) are maintained to a high
standard

•

Signage and other wayfinding aids are clear and easy to follow, and are
consistent throughout the region

•

Bicycle routes are beautified with trees and landscaping, public art and
other features

•

Charging stations for electric bicycles are located throughout the region

In sum, stakeholders generally see a comprehensive and well-connected
network of bicycle routes that are direct, safe, integrated with the transit
system, and accommodate all cyclists and all trip purposes. However,
stakeholders have differing opinions regarding the types of routes that
should be provided and where these routes should be provided. For
example:
•

Within a regional bicycle plan, where are bicycle lanes and other
facilities on arterial roads appropriate, and where are off-street
pathways, separated bicycle lanes and bicycle routes along traffic
calmed residential streets appropriate?

•

Should the regional bicycle network continue to be developed based on
coverage, or should investment in bicycle facilities be focused on areas
with the highest potential for increased bicycle use, such as town centres
and key regional destinations?

Gap Assessment
There are several key “gaps” in the bicycle network which should be
addressed in future bicycle plans:
•

Types of facilities. Although there are approximately 1,400 km of
bicycle routes in the region, the key gap with respect to the bicycle
network is that the majority of these facilities are not the types of
facilities which attract people to cycling.
Approximately 60% of the regional bicycle network consists of onstreet facilities, including wide travel lanes, bicycle lanes, paved
shoulders and signed routes. These types of facilities may meet the
needs of the “strong and fearless” and “enthused and confident”
cyclists, but are generally not attractive to the much larger “interested
but concerned” market segment, who prefer separated or low-traffic
facilities.
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•

Barriers and discontinuities. Another important gap in the regional
bicycle network is that there are several major barriers and
discontinuities to bicycle travel. Significant barriers include water
crossings inaccessible to cyclists (the Massey Tunnel and the Port Mann
Bridge), and freeways and other roads which create barriers (such as the
Upper Levels Highway on the North Shore). Discontinuities include
“missing” sections of bicycle routes, where a bicycle lane disappears for
a block or two through a constrained section, for example, as well as
areas where there are no bicycle routes.

•

Network focus. Another key gap with respect to the bicycle network is
that the “density” of routes does not correspond with the “density” of
cycling trips. Generally, development of the bicycle network has been
based on coverage, rather than focusing on areas where there is greater
potential for cycling. For example, the majority of bicycle trips are less
than 5 km in length, yet many bicycle routes have been developed to
provide access to destinations which require trips of much greater
length, such as connections between town centres. Similarly, while
higher densities and a mix of land uses are more conducive to cycling,
the majority of bicycle route kilometers are in lower-density areas of
homogeneous land uses.

•

Wayfinding. An important network-related gap is that signage, mapping
and other wayfinding aids are not consistent throughout the region, and
are inadequate or absent in some cases.

•

Design guidelines. Lastly, another important gap is that some of the
bicycle facilities in the region do not meet minimum design guidelines
published by TAC and other agencies. This gap is discussed in more
detail in Section 4.2.3, as well as the related issue that many design
situations are not addressed by TAC and other guidelines.

Opportunities
At the regional, municipal and provincial levels, there are several
opportunities to address the network-related gaps identified above. These
include:
•

Develop a methodology to assess bicycle facilities, in order to identify
how existing bicycle routes could be most effectively improved, and to
provide a basis for determining priorities for improvements to existing
facilities. Several such methodologies are used in the U.S., including a
Bikeway Quality Index (BQI) in Portland OR, and a Bicycle Level of
Service (BLOS) used in Florida and a number of other jurisdictions.
The key with any methodology is to ensure that the appropriate factors
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are used as input to the assessment, so that the results reflect the needs
of the “interested but concerned” target market segment. These might
include, for example, number of traffic lanes, motor vehicle volumes
and speeds, bicycle lane widths and pavement quality for on-street
facilities, widths, grades, sight distances and discontinuities for offstreet facilities, and ease of crossing intersecting roads, route clarity and
access to nearby destinations for all facilities.
•

Employ a Cycle Zone Analysis (CZA) approach to planning bicycle
routes. The concept was developed in Portland OR, and involves
dividing a municipality or the region into dozens of “cycle zones” based
on geography, road network, land uses and demographics, as illustrated
in Figure 4.4. Within each zone, bicycle facilities and supporting
programs are tailored to the conditions and potential for cycling in each
zone. In addition to maximizing the attraction and effectiveness of the
bicycle network within each zone, a comparison among cycle zones
would identify those with the greatest potential for increased cycling,
and would provide a basis for prioritizing investments.

Figure 4.4: Cycle Zones, Potential for Increased Cycling, Portland OR

City of Portland

•

Focus network development on accommodating short trips — those less
than 5 km in length. This would mean focusing on developing bicycle
routes in high density, mixed use neighbourhoods, town centres, around
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SkyTrain stations and at other key destinations, and directing fewer
resources toward development of bicycle routes in low-density singefamily residential areas, industrial areas and agricultural areas, for
example.
•

Adopt regional design guidelines for bicycle facilities, to help ensure
that bicycle routes across the region meet minimum standards and are
consistent in appearance and function. This opportunity is discussed in
more detail in Section 3.3.

•

Develop a regional cost-sharing program focused on (and limited to)
upgrading existing bicycle facilities. This program could fund projects
to widen bicycle lanes or create sufficient space to implement bicycle
lanes, for example, as well as projects to upgrade facilities, such as
converting a marked wide travel lane to a cycle track.

•

Implement demonstration projects of high-quality bicycle facilities
which would attract the “interested but concerned” market for cycling,
such as cycle tracks, separated bikeways, off-street facilities and
wayfinding aids.

•

Develop a regional wayfinding system for bicycle routes. This could
include, for example, route hierarchies, route numbering, destination
and distance signing, warning signs and pavement markings. Figure 4.5
provides an example of wayfinding signage from San Francisco CA.
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Figure 4.5: Regional Wayfinding Signage, San Francisco CA

4.2.2.

Supporting Facilities

Vision
Supporting facilities include all types of bicycle infrastructure other than
on-street and off-street bicycle routes. Supporting facilities include
bicycle racks and secure bicycle parking, end-of-trip facilities such as
showers, clothing lockers and change rooms, “en-route” facilities such as
washrooms, water fountains and air pumps, and bicycle facilities on transit
vehicles and at transit stations. Stakeholder articulated several key
features of a future vision for cycling with respect to supporting facilities:
•

Bicycle racks at all destinations, covered where possible.

•

Secure parking (bicycle lockers, cages and rooms) at all employment
locations and institutions, at transit nodes, and in all multi-family
residential buildings.

•

A network of “BikeStations” in key locations throughout the region,
incorporating attended bicycle parking as well as end-of-trip facilities,
repair and sales services, fitness facilities and other amenities.
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•

En-route facilities (water, washrooms, telephones) at regular intervals
along major regional bicycle routes, such as the Central Valley
Greenway and the BC Parkway.

Gap Assessment
The key “gap” between current conditions and the future vision for
supporting facilities is an insufficient amount of secure parking. Bicycle
theft is a major deterrent to cycling, and secure parking is the most
effective way to address this problem. With respect to secure parking, key
issues are:
•

Availability of secure parking on a spontaneous basis. Although there
are bicycle lockers at many SkyTrain stations, for example, these are
only available for long-term rental (three-month or one-year periods). It
is not possible to use a bicycle locker on “one time” or infrequent basis.

•

Availability of secure parking throughout the region. There are many
regional destinations where secure parking is not available, or is only
available to specific groups. At Metrotown, for example, secure parking
is provided for employees in the Metrotowers, but not for employees in
the shopping centre or for visitors. And in some cases where secure
parking is provided and is available to anyone, it is oversubscribed and
consequently many not be available when needed (as is the case at
several SkyTrain stations where there is a waiting list for bicycle
lockers).

•

Poor information about secure parking. Lockers at some SkyTrain
stations are located in out-of-the-way areas, and consequently some
cyclists and potential cyclists are not aware that they are available. In
downtown Vancouver, there are a number of parkades with bicycle
racks in view of the parking attendant (and consequently these are
relatively secure facilities), but the locations of these are not publicized
and few cyclist know of them.

Although a few municipalities have incorporated requirements for bicycle
parking and other supporting facilities into development regulations and
bylaws, others have not. And among those who have adopted such
requirements, there is much variation. For example, some requirements are
based on factors such as floor area, number of employees or a percentage
of off-street parking requirements, yet other requirements are much more
general and are not prescriptive.
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Opportunities
Key opportunities with respect to supporting facilities include:
•

Implement BikeStations in key locations throughout the region. Similar
to BikeStations implemented in several U.S. cities (one of which is
illustrated in Figure 4.6), these would incorporate attended secure
parking (which is a cost-efficient and space-efficient form of secure
parking), end-of-trip facilities, repair and sales services, fitness facilities
and other amenities.

•

Prepare an inventory of bicycle parking throughout the region,
identifying the type of facility, location, capacity, operating hours,
access requirements, any deficiencies (bicycle racks placed too close to
a wall or damaged racks, for example), and the agency responsible for
the parking. Ideally, this could be incorporated into a GIS system, and
could then be used as a planning and monitoring tool.

•

Include bicycle parking signage and information in a regional
wayfinding program.

•

Monitor the usage of bicycle parking, particularly secure parking, in
order to identify areas where additional parking is needed.
Opportunities related to monitoring are discussed in more detail in
Section 5.3.

•

Develop templates for bylaw requirements and design guidelines for
supporting facilities. These could be used by municipalities in the
region to adopt new requirements consistent with other jurisdictions,
or to improve existing requirements through amendments.

•

Establish a cost-sharing program for priority end-of-trip facilities.
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Figure 4.6: BikeStation, Seattle

4.2.3.

Design, Operation and Maintenance

Vision
Stakeholders articulated a number of desired features of a future vision of
cycling in the region, with regards to the design, operation and
maintenance of bicycle facilities, including:
•

The use of state-of-the-art bicycle design practices from around the
world, to provide the highest-quality and safest possible bicycle
facilities throughout the region

•

Consistent design practices among all municipalities and jurisdictions in
the region

•

Bicycle facilities are designed in response to existing and future bicycle
use, as well as road, traffic and other conditions.

•

An on-going program to improve and upgrade existing bicycle facilities,
in order to ensure that all facilities meet design standards.

•

Techniques such as traffic calming, bicycle signal priority, bicycle-only
accesses and car-free zones are used to facilitate bicycle travel, provide
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priority for cyclists and reduce the speed and volume of motor vehicle
traffic on bicycle routes
•

Continuous inspection of bicycle facilities to detect maintenance needs
and other problems

•

Regular sweeping of bicycle lanes, pathways and other bicycle facilities

•

Dedicated and adequate funding for maintenance of bicycle facilities

Gap Assessment
Currently, most bicycle facilities in the region are designed to meet TAC
guidelines, where applicable. The key “gap” associated with this is that
there are many situations which are not addressed by TAC and other
design guidelines, particularly crossings, some aspects of off-street
facilities, innovative facilities such as cycle tracks, and supporting
facilities such as parking. As a result, facilities designed in accordance
with established guidelines may not be attractive to all types of cyclists —
particularly the “interested but concerned” target market group — and
may have some unexpected safety-related design issues.
Another key “gap” with respect to design is that some bicycle facilities do
not meet minimum design guidelines published by TAC and other
agencies. This occurs in some cases because road designers do not fully
understand bicycle design issues, and in some cases because of financial
or physical constraints. Common examples of this are bicycle lanes which
are narrower than the 1.2 m minimum width (an example of which is
illustrated in Figure 4.7), pathways with grades in excess of 5% and
inadequate sight distances, crossings which are difficult to use, and bicycle
parking that is not secure, well lit and visible.
With respect to maintenance, the key “gaps” between current conditions
and the future vision articulated by stakeholders are that generally there
are no specific maintenance practices for bicycle facilities, and most
municipalities do not have dedicated funding for bicycle facility
maintenance.
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Figure 4.7: Bicycle Lane of Inadequate Width

Opportunities
Key opportunities with respect to the design, operation and maintenance
of bicycle facilities include:
•

Adopt regional design guidelines for bicycle facilities, to help ensure
that bicycle routes across the region meet minimum standards and are
consistent in appearance and function. These guidelines should expand
upon the guidelines established by TAC to establish higher design
standards where appropriate, and provide guidance in situations not
addressed by the TAC guidelines.

•

Conduct audits of existing bicycle facilities to determine opportunities
to improve these facilities to meet or exceed design guidelines.

•

Implement demonstration projects of innovative bicycle facilities such
as cycle tracks, separated bikeways and off-street facilities, in order to
evaluate design issues and solutions, and disseminate this information
to municipalities and other agencies in the region.

•

Establish an inspection and reporting program to proactively identify
maintenance needs for bicycle facilities. Inspections should be
undertaken on an on-going basis, at a frequency which reflects the usage
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of the facility and the potential for damage and other maintenance
issues. Reporting mechanisms (on-line, telephone and postage-paid
postcard), would enable cyclists and others to report maintenance issues.
•

Establish a cost-sharing program for priority maintenance activities, on
selected regional bicycle routes and facilities.

4.3. Supporting Activities and Programs
This section addresses the non-facility elements of a bicycle plan —
supporting programs intended to encourage increased cycling, improve
safety and complement the network component of the bicycle plan.

4.3.1.

Promotion, Marketing and Information

Vision
Stakeholders generally agree that promotion, marketing and information
activities are an important element of a comprehensive bicycle plan, and
are essential to achieving significant increases in bicycle use. Key
features of the future vision for cycling in the region with respect to
promotion and marketing include:
•

Readily-accessible information regarding bicycle routes and programs,
available in many forms and outlets

•

Individualized trip planning support and tools

•

Easy to understand and easy to follow signage and other wayfinding
features

•

Promotional activities in public and post-secondary schools, through
employers and as part of other municipal and regional programs

•

Cycling as part of travel demand management (TDM) programs

•

A proactive social marketing program to alter perceptions of cycling

Many stakeholders see a strong bicycling culture as key to increasing
bicycle use and achieving the future vision for cycling in the region.
Achieving a bicycling culture would mean that all segments of society
would consider cycling a “normal,” everyday activity, and a reasonable
and practical transportation choice.
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Gap Assessment
The key “gap” with respect to promotion, marketing and information is
that are currently few coordinated, on-going programs in the region.
Current regional promotion and marketing activities are limited to:
•

TransLink’s regional and municipal bicycle maps.

•

TransLink’s TravelSmart pilot program.

•

TDM programs delivered and funded by TransLink, including OnBoard
and Go Green Choices.

•

UBC’s online trip planning tool.

•

Bike to Work Week and Bike Month.

The majority of the region’s promotion and marketing activities are
undertaken by TransLink and various advocacy groups, such as the VACC
and BEST. Few municipalities undertake or support promotion and
marketing, and those that do have limited resources for these activities.
Partly as a result of this, there is little public awareness of the benefits and
role of cycling in the transportation system. Generally, cycling is seen as
a fringe activity, and a primarily recreational pursuit.

Opportunities
There are numerous examples of innovative and effective cycling
promotion, marketing and information activities undertaken in other
communities, which could be adapted for use in Metro Vancouver, some
of which are described in Section 2. More important in terms of
opportunities, however, is the need to understand what would motivate
residents of Metro Vancouver to begin cycling and to cycle more.
Without insight into the motivating factors and obstacles to cycling in the
region, there is no guarantee that expanded promotion and marketing
efforts will succeed.
TransLink should consider expanding upon previous research in the region
and around the world, and investigating in more detail the relationships
between bicycle trips and a wide range of factors (such as land use,
density, road network and bicycle network characteristics, transit service
levels, demographics and travel information). This research could make
use of census data, travel survey data, attitudinal information, results of
demonstration projects and other data sources. The goal of the research
would be to determine the correlations (or lack of correlations) between
various factors and bicycle use, in order to be able to target promotion and
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marketing efforts where they will yield the greatest results. This
information would also be useful in directing planning efforts and
prioritizing funding based on expected results.
The other significant opportunity is for TransLink or another regional or
provincial agency to take a lead role in planning, implementing and
monitoring the effectiveness of promotion and marketing efforts.
Municipalities and advocacy agencies do not have the resources or
jurisdiction to lead in this area, but could play a significant supporting
role.

4.3.2.

Education

Vision
Many stakeholders described education activities as a part of the future
vision of cycling in the region. In general, two key types of education
activities were identified:
•

Skill development and “safe cycling” training for cyclists, provided to
children through public schools and available to adults through a variety
of outlets

•

Cycling-related education for motorists, incorporated into provincial
licensing requirements and education materials

Gap Assessment
Cycling-related education programs are currently provided for three
groups:
•

Cyclists — primarily include skills courses in public schools and for
adult cyclists.

•

Motorists, through driver training and testing.

•

Transportation planning and design professionals, through professional
organizations like ITE and TAC.

With respect to education, the key “gap” between current conditions and the
future vision articulated by stakeholders is that current activities are few and
far between. Most cyclists have not received any skill training, most
motorists have not received specific cyclist-related education, and many
transportation professionals have not undertaken bicycle-specific training.
Funding for education programs is sporadic, and is not sufficient to fund all
desired programs.
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Opportunities
Opportunities for improving education programs in the region include:
•

Develop curricula for a variety of skills training and education courses,
to address all education needs and ensure consistency throughout the
region.

•

Implement a comprehensive “train the trainer” program to develop a
roster of qualified trainers throughout the region.

•

Implement skills training for all public school students in Metro
Vancouver, through the school districts and/or the Ministry of
Education.

•

Expand adult cycling skills courses throughout the region.

•

Provide bicycle maintenance courses for schoolchildren and adults.

•

Undertake periodic cycling-related enforcement programs targeting
motorists and cyclists.

•

Host planning and design conferences for transportation professionals,
with invited speakers from within and outside the region.

4.3.3.

Partnerships

Vision
Many cycling advocates expressed a desire to be more involved in bicycle
planning and program delivery in the future than they have been in the
past. In describing a future vision of cycling, they cited examples such as
the Chicagoland Bicycle Federation and Vélo Quebec, where cycling
advocates are “part of the team” working with government agencies,
decision-makers and others.
Other stakeholders emphasized the need for all levels of government
(municipal, regional, provincial and federal) to work together as much as
possible to plan, implement and manage bicycle facilities and programs.
With respect to partnerships, elements of the future vision for cycling in
the region include:
•

All stakeholders — government agencies, cycling advocates, business
and community representatives — subscribe to a common vision for
cycling in the region, and agree on common goals for cycling
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•

The regional Bicycle Working Group provides a forum for addressing
regional cycling needs and coordinating cycling programs between
participating agencies

•

A regional cost-sharing program provides the basis for partnerships
between TransLink and municipalities

•

Cycling advocates and advocacy organizations such as VACC and
BEST are contracted by municipalities, TransLink and MTI to provide
various services and to assist in planning, design and implementation
activities

Gap Assessment
The primary advocacy groups in Metro Vancouver are VACC and BEST.
Both of these groups support and encourage cycling, organize various
cycling events, and provide information and other services, including
contracted work for others. The significant “gap,” however, is that there is
not an established, on-going partnership between these advocacy
organizations and agencies such as TransLink, municipalities and the
provincial Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure.
Cycling advocacy groups are not the only organizations interested in
cycling. Others who might directly or indirectly benefit from improved
bicycle facilities and increased cycling include community groups, school
districts, provincial ministries, ICBC, first nations, and private sector
organizations. To date, any cycling-related involvement with these groups
has been on a “one off” basis, rather than as on-going partnerships.

Opportunities
There is a significant opportunity for TransLink and Metro Vancouver
municipalities to form on-going, productive partnerships with local
organizations in developing, implementing and monitoring bicycle plans,
facilities and programs. Partnerships offer many potential benefits,
including the availability of additional resources and expertise, costsavings and fund-raising, and community support for bicycle facilities and
programs.
One means of developing partnerships is to contract local advocacy groups
and other organizations to undertake specific activities, such as developing
bicycle routes, delivering education and promotion programs, operating
secure bicycle parking facilities, and providing cycling information. To
encourage this, TransLink should consider providing grants to
municipalities to hire advocates and others to work on specific municipal
bicycle projects and programs.
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Another means of developing partnerships is to involve other agencies in
the planning and implementation of bicycle facilities and programs, either
in a consultative role or as active partners. As a step towards this, it would
be useful in developing a regional bicycle plan to identify roles and
responsibilities for various agencies and organizations in the region, and
opportunities for partnerships on specific projects and programs.

4.3.4.

Other Programs

Vision
The future vision for cycling in the region articulated by stakeholders
includes programs which support other cycling plans and programs, such as:
•

A public bike program as a means of increasing bicycle use among the
“interested but concerned” market segment and creating a culture where
cycling is a “normal,” everyday activity.

•

Individualized travel planning and marketing, such as the TravelSmart
program recently demonstrated by TransLink.

•

Travel demand management (TDM) programs to shift travel from
automobiles to other modes.

Gap Assessment
With respect to supporting programs in the region, the significant “gap”
between current conditions and the future vision is that there are few such
programs at present. TDM programs are limited to a small number of
employment centres and post-secondary institutions, the TravelSmart
program was only a demonstration program, and there is no public bike
program.

Opportunities
Opportunities for supporting programs include:
•

Implement a public bike program in downtown Vancouver,
subsequently expanded to other suitable regional centres. TransLink is
currently studying the feasibility and implementation issues associated
with a public bike program.

•

Implement a bicycle-oriented individualized travel planning and
marketing program in specific neighbourhoods where there are adequate
bicycle facilities and significant potential for increased cycling.
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•

Implement demonstration TDM programs to encourage cycling (as well
as other modes of transportation), and demonstrate “best practices”
which could be incorporated into TDM programs throughout the region.

•

Work with municipalities and other agencies to implement new and
enhanced requirements for TDM programs to encourage cycling.

4.4. Implementation
This section addresses issues and opportunities associated with
implementing bicycle plans and programs.

4.4.1.

Priorities

Vision
Stakeholders recognize that funding for bicycle facilities and programs is
limited, and funding needs will likely continue to exceed funding
availability for many years. Consequently, a number of stakeholders —
particularly municipal and other government staff who are responsible for
implementing bicycle plans — articulated a future vision for cycling
which includes clear policies and guidelines regarding priorities for
investment in cycling facilities and programs. These include:
•

Priorities for investment in cycling facilities and programs are
determined based on “return on investment,” in terms of the potential
increase in bicycle trips and other key measures.

•

The level of investment in cycling facilities and programs is determined
in comparison to investments in other modes, based on relative mode
shares and other key measures.

•

Regional funding priorities reflect regional cycling priorities, and
municipal funding priorities reflect municipal priorities.

•

Implementation priorities in terms of timing are determined based on
several key measures, such as increased bicycle use, safety
improvements, eliminating gaps in the bicycle network, and
coordination with other projects.

Gap Assessment
With respect to implementation priorities, the significant “gaps” between
currently practices and the future vision articulated by stakeholders
include:
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•

At present, priorities are often determined by factors other than the
potential for increased cycling or return on investment, such as ease of
implementation, availability of funding, network coverage, and requests
from cyclists and others.

•

Priorities are often determined based on perceptions of what is needed
rather than an objective and comprehensive comparative evaluation of
various projects.

•

Although some of TransLink’s municipal bicycle capital cost-share
funding is allocated based on the anticipated return on investment, over
two-thirds of funds are allocated based on municipal population. This
means that the majority of funds are allocated based on criteria which
have no direct relationship to the potential to generate new cycling trips.

Opportunities
With respect to determining implementation priorities, the key opportunity
for TransLink, municipalities and other agencies in the region is to adopt a
“business case” approach which determines priorities based on the
expected “return on investment” in terms of established goals for cycling.
This would mean, for example, assigning priority to projects which would
yield the greatest increase in cycling, and the greatest improvement in
safety for cyclists.
This approach would involve agreement among all participating agencies
regarding criteria or factors to be considered in determining priorities, and
equally important, which factors would not be considered. The criteria
should be directly based on the established goals for cycling in the region.
If a potential criterion does not relate to an established goal or objective,
then it should not be included in the evaluation.
As much as possible, the evaluation of projects and determination of
priorities should be quantifiable and based on measurable characteristics,
so as to minimize the potential for disagreement regarding specific criteria
and specific projects. The evaluation should be undertaken on an annual
basis or at some other regular interval, and should involve all participating
agencies to ensure transparency and maintain support for the process.

4.4.2.

Funding and Resources

Vision
Although substantial funds have been expended on bicycle facilities and
programs throughout the region, a number of stakeholders suggested that
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these funds have not been adequate, and that far more funding should be
allocated to cycling in order to significantly increase bicycle use. With
respect to funding, the future vision of cycling in the region includes:
•

Funding levels for cycling (as a share of all transportation funding) are
consistent with the desired bicycle mode share in the region.

•

Adequate funding is available for planning, design, construction and
maintenance activities.

•

There is dedicated annual funding for cycling programs for all
municipalities, TransLink and the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure.

•

Funding is available to undertake expensive major projects.

•

Sufficient staff resources are allocated to undertake all bicycle planning,
design, construction supervision, maintenance and administration
activities.

Gap Assessment
With respect to funding, the key “gap” between current conditions and the
future vision is that the amount of funding provided for cycling facilities
and programs is not proportional to the current bicycle mode share (1.7%)
or an increased bicycle mode share. Based on estimated current annual
expenditures of $30 million region-wide, cycling receives only a fraction
of one percent of all transportation funding in the region.
It is important to recognize that the types of high-quality bicycle facilities
that are attractive to the “interested but concerned” market segment are
relatively expensive bicycle facilities. Cycle tracks, off-street pathways,
grade-separated crossings and other high-quality facilities are more costly
to construct and maintain than bicycle lanes, marked wide travel lanes and
signed routes. This emphasizes the need for increased funding in order to
accomplish regional goals for cycling.
Another important “gap” is that the majority of funding for cycling is
spent on bicycle routes, with very little funding devoted to maintenance,
supporting facilities such as parking, and programs such as promotion,
marketing and education.
In addition to financial resources, staff resources also represent a
significant “gap” between current conditions and the future vision.
Currently, many municipalities have limited staff resources to implement
current bicycle plans. If increases in funding in cycling are achieved,
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staffing resources will need to increase as much or more in order to
implement all funded projects.

Opportunities
With respect to funding, all opportunities involve securing more funding.
The most important “opportunity” is to secure significant dedicated
funding for cycling facilities and programs, so that new projects and
improvements to existing facilities can be planned and programmed with
confidence. Accomplishing this will require developing community and
political support for increased funding for cycling, which in turn will
require communicating the potential benefits of cycling which could be
achieved with additional funding.
In parallel with or following the development of a regional bicycle plan,
TransLink should consider developing a comprehensive communications
strategy to build support for the plan. This strategy should target decisionmakers and potential partners, as well as the general public.

4.4.3.

Monitoring

Vision
Most stakeholders recognize that on-going monitoring of bicycle use and
other aspects of bicycle programs is important to ensure that goals are
achieved, and to provide justification for continued funding of bicycle
facilities and programs. With respect to monitoring, the future vision for
cycling in the region includes:
•

Regular counts of cyclists, to provide year-by-year records of trends in
bicycle use throughout the region.

•

Regular surveys of cyclists to determine trip patterns, measure attitudes
and identify needs

•

Records of reported bicycle crashes, by type, location, time of day and
cause

•

Documentation of various aspects of the bicycle network and programs
(such as lengths of various types of bicycle routes, numbers of bicycle
parking spaces, numbers of participants in various programs) on a
consistent basis among all municipalities, TransLink and MoT

•

Participation of municipalities, TransLink, MoT and cycling advocates
in various monitoring activities
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•

Annual or bi-annual reporting regarding current cycling conditions,
trends, deficiencies and priority actions to address these deficiencies

Gap Assessment
The key “gap” between current conditions and the future vision for
monitoring is that there is no coordinated, regional, ongoing monitoring
program. Data regarding bicycle travel are collected through a number of
activities undertaken by various agencies, but this information is not
aggregated into a single source of cycling data. Similarly, although data
are reported in various forms, there is no single mechanism for reporting
regional cycling data.
A related “gap” is that what data are collected is not consistent from one
jurisdiction to another, and in some case form one year to another within
the same jurisdiction.

Opportunities
With respect to monitoring, the key opportunity is to establish a regional
data collection and reporting program. An excellent model for this is the
“Bicycle Account” program in Copenhagen DK (which has subsequently
been adopted in Melbourne AU). This is a comprehensive program
incorporating a wide range of data collection activities and an annual or
biannual report on the progress on achieving goals and targets for cycling.
The Bicycle Account is a summary of cyclist behaviour, a snap-shot of
infrastructure and safety standards, and a cyclist opinion survey, and
includes the following quantitative and qualitative measures:
•

Bicycle use, including bicycle mode share, daily kilometres travelled,
travelling speed, automatic or visual bicycle traffic counts along major
corridors, collisions and injuries.

•

Bicycle infrastructure, including the length of bicycle routes by type, the
amount of bicycle parking spaces, funding for both capital and
maintenance.

•

Cyclist attitudes, including perceptions of safety, cycling comfort,
reasons for cycling or not cycling, and other information regarding
usage, attitudes, and opinions on infrastructure.

Data collection activities could include manual bicycle counts, automatic
counts using inductive loops, microwave and/or video detection, crash
reports, inspections of bicycle facilities, surveys of cyclists, and social
networking and other on-line tools.
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Data collection activities would be undertaken by TransLink,
municipalities and others. TransLink’s role with respect to data collection
might include, for example:
•

Central coordination of data collection activities

•

Development of standardized data collection methodologies

•

Data collection on regional facilities (Knight Street and Pattullo
Bridges, BC Parkway) and transit services

•

Regional travel surveys

•

Attitudinal surveys or cyclists and others

•

Preparation of the Bicycle Account report

Municipalities and the province would undertake manual and automatic
bicycle counts on their facilities, based on the monitoring program
administered by TransLink. Where possible, cycling data collection
would be integrated into existing activities, such as counts of cyclists
being collected as part of existing manual intersection count programs.
Advocacy groups could assist with or be contracted to undertake various
manual data collection activities.
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